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The Orbit Maneuvering Engine of the Space Shuttle will use a regeneratively
cooled thrust chamber. Present plans call for using MMH as the fuel and
coolant for the engine with NTO as the oxidizer. Under Tasks I and II of
Contract NAS9-12802, Rocketdyne investigated, analytically, several thrust
chamber cooling concepts and fuel coolants. Using the criteria of performance,
reliability, safety, maintainability, cost, and development risk, Rocketdyne
concluded that the regeneratively cooled chamber using amine fuel was a
superior combination.
Under Task IV of the contract, Rocketdyne fabricated a regeneratively cooled,
electroformed thrust chamber. The chamber simulated flight type hardware
in all areas except the inlet and outlet manifold configurations, which were
designed for test flexibility and low cost. The thrust chamber was tested
with two like-doublet element injectors in Tasks V and VIII, and the results
reported in Data Dump ASR73-349. The thrust chamber assembly demonstrated
safe, stable operation over a wide range of operating conditions at a
moderately high performance level.
Under Task X of the contract, an integrated thrust chamber was fabricated
which simulated the injector-end configuration of a flight type thrust
chamber assembly. This report describes the test program conducted to
characterize the steady state stability, thermal, and performance char-
acteristics of the integrated thrust chamber assembly, as well as limited
tests to investigate transient characteristics. Additional tests to be
performed on the engine to establish duty cycle constraints will be




A total of 40 tests were conducted on the integrated thrust chamber with
the like-doublet No. 1 injector and 72:1 area ratio solid nozzle. The
total duration accumulated during these tests was 445 seconds.
Vacuum specific impulse was 310 seconds at nominal conditions, with a 14.7
inch combustor and 2.7 percent auxiliary film coolant, which is in agreement
with data obtained using the same injector in the demonstrator thrust chamber
on the previous test progtam at WSTF. Performance was relatively insensitive
to either saturation or temperature conditions of the propellants at the
thrust chamber inlet. Performance (Is) increased 1 seconds when chamber
pressure was increased 25 psia, and decreased 2 seconds when chamber pressure
was decreased 25 psia. The total performance variation was 5 seconds over
the entire OME operating range of mixture ratio (1.45 to 1.85) and chamber
pressure (110 to 140 psia).
The heat loads measured were approximately 11 percent higher than the loads
measured on the demonstrator thrust chamber. However, even at these higher
heat loads, the minimum safety factor was 2.4. The heat load was not sig-
nificantly affected by propellant saturation or inlet temperature. The fuel
injection temperature reached equilibrium in approximately 30 seconds.
Four rows of backwall temperatures were measured on the regeneratively
cooled chamber. The maximum circumferential variation occurred near the
injector end. The variation at this location at most severe conditions was
+20 F above the average value.
Three different valve sequences were employed resulting in oxidizer injection
leads ranging from 55 to 380 msec. The thrust overshoot correlation, although
weak, implied that minimum overshoots, of approximately 50 percent, would
result with oxidizer injection leads of 150-250 msec. The accelerometer
loads at start were less than 20 'g' except on first tests of each series
where loads as high as 43 'g' were recorded.
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Thirty minute soakout tests were performed after three of the test series.
Two of the soakout tests were preceded by one second purges to blow most
of the propellants out of the chamber in an attempt to simulate a zero 'g'
condition. Maximum wall temperatures in the regeneratively cooled thrust
chamber occurred near the injector-end at approximately 3 seconds after
shutdown and were less than 300 F. Pressure and temperature transients
indicated that the fuel downstream of the valve was depleted in approx-
imately 30-60 seconds.
The thrust chamber assembly was stable at all conditions tested (although
no bomb tests were made during this program). No instances of high or low
frequency instability occurred, even though thrust overshoots in excess
of 100 percent above nominal were sometimes encountered, which tend to
trigger combustion instability. The thrust chamber experienced very light
erosion on the acoustic cavity dams, but was otherwise in excellent condition.
The injector was dye penetrant inspected and showed no signs of damage. The




The hardware used for the test program consisted of a regeneratively cooled
thrust chamber, a full size radiation cooled nozzle, and a like doublet
injector. The injector and chamber were designed to closely simulate the
thermal and dynamic characteristics of flight type hardware. All components
were bolted together and sealed with either metallic or elastomeric 0-rings,
as appropriate.
A drawing of the thrust chamber assembly is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1
provides a summary of the regenerative cooled chamber design characteristics.
The combustion chamber has a length of 14.7 inches and a contraction ratio
of 2:1 with a throat diameter of 5.820. The expansion area ratio of the
regeneratively cooled nozzle is 7:1. The inner wall and the lands of the
chamber are 321 CRES, and the channels are closed out with electroformed
nickel. The thrust chamber was designed for the heat flux profile shown
in Fig. 2. Channel sizes are such that the minimum safety factor is
approximately 1.5 at the most severe off design conditions, namely, the
fuel inlet temperature of 100 F, the chamber pressure of 120 psia, and a
propellant mixture ratio of 1.85. The coolant jacket itself is flight-
weight with nickel closeout thicknesses as thin as 0.025 inches at the
throat. The fuel inlet manifold is a heavy weight configuration to reduce
cost, but simulates flight manifold volume. The coolant outlet manifold
is more critical thermally and represents a typical flight design. The
completed regeneratively cooled thrust chamber is shown in Fig. 3. The
thrust chamber was extensively instrumented to measure outside wall
temperatures as shown in Fig. 1.
The injector used was a like doublet (L/D No. 1), which had 186 elements
arranged in nine rows. Oxidizer orifice diameters ranged from 0.032 to
0.038 inches, while fuel orifice diameters ranged from 0.028 to 0.033 inches.
The injector included 68 orifices (0.020 inch diameter) to provide boundary
layer coolant amounting to 2.7 percent of the total propellant flow at
nominal mixture ratio. Injector characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
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Contour Tapered from 7 in.
upstream of throat
NOZZLE
Regen Section Expansion Ratio to 7:1




Number of Regen Coolant Channels 120
Coolant Pressure Drop, psid 15
Coolant Bulk Temperature,Rise, F 178
Auxiliary Film Coolant 2.7% Total Propellant
Channel Dimensions at throat, inches
Width, inches 0.114
Height, inches 0.068




Hot Wall (0.030 in.) and Lands CRES 321
Cold Wall (0.030 in.) Electroformed Nickel
Nozzle Extension CRES
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TABLE 2. Injector L/D No. 1 Characteristics
Diameter, in. 8.200
Number of Elements 186
Number of Rows 9
Type of Elements Like Doublet
Oxidizer Element Diameter, in. 0.032/
(minimum/maximum) 0.038
Fuel Element Diameter, in. 0.028/
(minimum/maximum) 0.033
Pressure Drop @ Nominal Flows
Oxidizer, psi 56
Fuel, psi 62
Number of Acoustic Cavities* 8/4
Mode Suppression Ist & 3rd
Tangential,
Ist Radial
*Cavities formed by chamber and injector
ASR74-117
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A flight contour radiation nozzle was used to eliminate the requirement
for an analytical correction of performance measured with a nozzle having




The thrust chamber assembly was tested at the NASA White Sands Test Facility
at Las Cruces, New Mexico. The installation is shown schematically in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 is a photograph of the installation in the White Sands Test Facility.
The ducting around the solid nozzle was used for cooling between tests.
Facility pressure drops under rated flow conditions were 55 psi for the
oxidizer side, and 35 psi for the fuel side. Propellant tank capacities
were 2000 gallons for both the fuel and oxidizer. Propellant tank pressures
were limited to 372 psia on the oxidizer and fuel sides. The altitude ejector
system was able to pump the capsule down to a pressure of 0.06 to 0.07 psia,
equivalent to an altitude in excess of 100,000 feet.
Thrust measurements were made using a multi-axis measuring system with
three axial dual bridge load cells for recording the main thrust. A complete
list of facility and engine instrumentation is given in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively.
The test operation at WSTF was initiated with a vacuum pump evacuation of
test stand 401. This operation was performed about 2-3 hours prior to the
actual test operation. The engine test stand was then readied for operation
by pressurizing the propellant tanks to the required run pressures and
assuring that the engine stand and the engine instrumentation were in
readiness for the test. With this assurance that the engine was ready
for testing, the hyperflow gas generator system was started and brought
up to full operation. At this time, the altitude capsule isolation valve
was opened to permit the hyperflow action to pump down the altitude cell to
the final run pressure. The cell pressure was continuously monitored, and
when it reached 0.1 psia, engine test activity commenced. The first event,
at sequence time equals zero, was activation of the"fire switch". At this
time, the electrical signal was simultaneously applied to both fuel and
oxidizer main propellant valves. Valve sequencing was varied to a limited
extent, by orificing the pneumatic valve which controlled the fuel valve.
ASR74-117
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EST.PARAMETR UNITS RANGE RECORDER RESPONSNOM MAX PRECISION DIGR OSC STRIP DIGIT (CPS)
THRUST LB 5100 6000 1/2 X 250
CHAMBER PRESSURE (2 EA) PSI 125 150 1/2 X X X 90
OXID. INLET PRESSURE PSI 175 225 1/2 X X X 90
OXID. P/V INLET PRESS PSI 175 225 1/2 X X 100
FUEL INLET PRESSURE PSI 175 225 1/2 X X X 100
FUEL P/V INLET PRESS PSI 175 225 1/2 X X 100
BLC INLFT PRESSURE PSI 175 225 1/2 X X x 90
COOLANT INLET PRESS PSI 200 250 1/2 X X X 50
COOLANT OUTLET PRESS PSI 175 225 1/2 X X X 100
OXID. TANK PRESSURE PSI 225 300 1/2 X X 100
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSI 225 300 1/2 x X 100
OXID. FLOW RATE (2 EA) LB/SEC 11.97 14.2 1/2 x X
FUEL FLOW RATE
INJECTOR (2 EA) LB/SEC 7.2 9.0 1/2 x X
OXID. TEMPERATURE F/M OF 80 100 3F X X
OXID. TEMPERATURE INLET OF 80 100 3F X X
FUEL TEMPERATURE F/M OF 80 100 3F X X
FUEL TEMPERATURE INLET OF 200 250 37 X X
iLC TEMPERATURE OF 200 250 3F X x
COOLANT TEMPERATURE INLET OF 70 150 3 x x
COOLANT TEMPERATURE OUTLET OF 200 250 3F X x
CHAMBER WALL TEMPERATURES
(SEE TABLE VII CHROMEL ALUMEL) oF 20F X XOXID. VALVE TIMING X XFUEL VALVE TIMING X X
A'lITJDE CAPSULE PRESSURE (2) PSIA .5 2.0 1 x XACCUJILATOR FUEL TEMP. OF 200 275 37 X X
NOTE: These values are steady-state range values only and do not





(See Fig. 1 for Instrumentation Location on Engine)
Location Recorder
Temperature Degrees Range
TFBIN Fuel Temp - Inlet Manifold Entrance* @270 32-150F
TFB-l Fuel Temp - T/C Outlet Manifold @0 32-300F
TFB-2 Fuel Temp - T/C Outlet Manifold @30 32-300F
TFB-3 Fuel Temp - T/C Outlet Manifold @120 32-300F
TFB-4 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold @300 32-150F
TFB-5 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold @255 32-150F
TFB-6 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifild @90 32-150F
T8 Ni Back Wall Temp @ STA-10.0 @0 32-500F
T9 Ni Back Wall Temp @ STA-10.0 @90 32-500F
T1O Ni Back Wall Temp @STA-1O.0 @180 32-500F
Tll Ni Back Wall Temp @STA-10.0 @270 32-500F
T12 Ni Back Wall Temp @STA-6.0 @0 32-500F
T13 Ni Back Wall Temp @ STA-6.0 @180 32-500F
T14 Ni Back Wall Temp @ STA-.30 @0 32-500F
T15 Ni Back Wall Temp @ STA-.30 @180 32-500F
T16 Ni Back Wall Temp @STA +3.0 @0 32-500F
T17 Ni Back Wall Temp @ STA+3.0 @180 32-500F
T18 Skin Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold @0 32-500F
T19 Skin Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold @180 32-500F
T20 Nozzle Flange - T/C Side @0 32-1000F
T21 Nozzle Clamp Ring @0 32-1000F
T22 Nozzle Back Wall @ STA+8.3 @0 32-2500F
T23 Nozzle Back Wall @ STA+8.3 @90 32-2500F
T24 Nozzle Back Wall @ STA+8.3 @180 32-2500F
T25 Nozzle Back Wall @STA+8.3 @270 32-2500F
T26 Nozzle Back Wall @STA+9.0 @0 32-2500F
T27 Nozzle Back Wall @STA+9.0 @90 32-2500F
T28 Nozzle Back Wall @STA+9.0 @180 32-2500F
T29 Nozzle Back Wall @STA+9.0 @270 32-2500F
T30 Nozzle Flange - T/C Side @180 32-I000F
T31 Nozzle Clamp Ring @180 32-1000F
T32 Skin Temp - Nozzle Web @90 32-2500F
T33 Skin Temp - Nozzle Web @270 32-2500F
T34 Nickel Back Wall @STA+3.0 @90 32-500F
T35 Nickel Back Wall @STA+3.0 @270 32-500F
T36 Nickel Back Wall @STA-0.3 @90 32-500F
T37 Nickel Back Wall @STA-0.3 @270 32-500F
T38 Nickel Back Wall @STA-2.0 @0 32-500F
T39 Nickel Back Wall @STA-2.0 @90 32-500F






T41 Nickel Back Wall @STA-2.0 @270 32-500F
T48 Nickel Back Wall @STA-4.0 @0 32-500F
T49 Nickel Back Wall @STA-4.0 @90 32-500F
T50 Nickel Back Wall @STA-4.0 @180 32-500F
T51 Nickel Back Wall @STA-4.0 @270 32-500F
T46 Nickel Back Wall @STA-6.0 @90 32-500F
T47 Nickel Back Wall @STA-6.0 @270 32-500F
T42 Nickel Back Wall @STA-8.0 @0 32-500F
T43 Nickel Back Wall @STA-8.0 @90 32-500F
T44 Nickel Back Wall @STA-8.0 @180 32-500F
T45 Nickel Back Wall @STA-8.0 @270 32-500F
T52 Nickel Back Wall @STA-13.0 @0 32-500F
T53 Nickel Back Wall @STA-13.0 @90 32-500F
T54 Nickel Back Wall @STA-13.0 @180 32-500F
TS5 Nickel Back Wall @STA-13.0 @270 32-500F
T56 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @0 32-500F
T57 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @15 32-500F
T58 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @75 32-500F
T59 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @135 32-500F
T60 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @180 32-500F
T61 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @195 32-500F
T62 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @255 32-500F
T63 Nickel Back Wall @STA-16.0 @315 32-500F
Pressure
PC-l Chamber Pressure @75
PC-2 Chamber Pressure @165
PO-1 Oxidizer Inlet Pressure, Injector
PF-11 Fuel Pr essure - T/C Outlet Manifold @255
PF-12 Fuel Pressure - T/C Inlet @210
PFIN Fuel Pressure - Inlet Manifold Entrance @270
Acc-1 Acelerometer - Axial
Acc-2 Accelerometer - Axial
Note: 0 degrees reference plane located 90 degrees clockwise from
inlet manifold looking aft. Locations noted are clockwise from
0 degrees reference plane. STA location (+) from throat with
aft (+).
* Measurement adapter at inlet manifold flange supplied by WSTF
ASR74-117
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Following each test, the engine was purged with gaseous nitrogen. At 5
seconds after shutdown, the oxidizer side purge was turned on to empty
the oxidizer side of the injector. The, 5 seconds later, the fuel side
purge was activated to clear residual fuel from the thrust chamber coolant
passages and from the injector manifold. Then the two purges were alter-
nately cycled on and off at 5-second intervals until no propellant vapors
could be seen, usually about 20 to 25 seconds after test shutdown. During
this purge cycle, the propellant tank pressures were reset to the pre-
determined levels for the next test. The time required for each test was
between 30 and 120 seconds depending upon the extent of the pressure changes.
Following the last test of a sequence, the engine was purged as before,
except after series 3, when no purging was done and series 4 and 5, when
a one-second purge was accomplished prior to 30-mintue vacuum soaks. The
engine was purged for personnel safety after tne vacuum soaks.
ASR74-117
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TEST PROGRAMS AND RESULTS
The objectives of the test program were three-fold: 1) to evaluate
performance, heat flux and operating characteristics of the OME thrust
chamber assembly over the entire anticipated rangeof OMS operating
conditions; 2) to provide a preliminary estimate of start characteristics
of an OME thrust chamber which has been shut down after achieving thermal
equilibrium conditions.
TEST PROGRAMS
To accomplish these objectives, the tests were broken down into groups of
tests called test sequences, having specific detailed objectives. The first
sequence consisted of three tests of increasing duration and mixed ratio.
The objective of this first test series was to check out the engine facility
and instrumentation. The objective of the second test series was to determine
tne engine operating characteristics with ambient temperature unsaturated
propellants. A relatively long oxidizer lead was used for these ten tests.
Sequence 3 consisted of ten tests conducted with ambient temperature pro-
pellants saturated with helium at 225 psia. A 30-minute vacuum soak was
conducted after the last test in this series. Sequence 4 was conducted
with unsaturated propellants heated to 100 F. A vacuum soak was again
accomplished after the last of the ten tests in this sequence. The fifth
and final sequence consisted of four tests with unsaturated ambient temp-
erature propellants. The highest and lowest anticipated thrust levels were
tested during this sequence. A vacuum soak was accomplished after the first
test of this sequence. The test conditions are summarized in Table 5. A
total of 40 starts and 445 seconds duration were accumulated.
The test program was conducted without any major difficulties. Minor
difficulties arose during the second test series, when the extended oxidizer
lead programmed on that series resulted in triggering a safety device which
shut the engine down for failure to establish full chamber pressure within
specified time increment. The time increment was reset commensurate with
TABLE 5
TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY
No. of Max. Duration Pc Range O/F Range Propellant Propellant Oxid. Valve Post Sequence
Sequence Tests* Sec psia Temp. Condition Lead Soak
1 3 10 116-117 1.37 - 1.47 Ambient Unsat. Short No
2 12 10 111-142 1.47 - 1.87 Ambient Unsat. Long No
3 10 10 110-140 1.44 - 1.87 Ambient Saturated Intermed. Yes
4 i 10 10 109-138 1.44 - 1.87 100 F Unsat. r Intermed. I Yes
5 5 { 44 100-151 1.64 - 1.66 Ambient Unsat. Intermed. Yes




the valve lead and testing proceeded. Also during the fifth test sequence,
failure to reset the low-chamber-pressure safety device resulted in a pre-
mature shutdown on the test programmed for a low-chamber pressure. Again,
the device was reset and testing proceeded. All steady state data appeared
to be valid. However, the engine ports for measuring the fuel and oxidizer
injection pressures were undersized so that the transient data obtained for
these measurements is of limited value.
After the test program, the thrust chamber and injector were disassembled
and inspected and found to be in good condition. The injector was dye
penetrant checked to verify the structural integrity of the ring/land welds.
The thrust chamber was water flowed and the emerging streams observed to
provide a visual estimation of uniformity of flow feed. The flow appeared
approximately uniform with a bias of approximately 5 to 10 percent higher
flow in the area opposite the coolant inlet manifold. (This agreen with
the circumferential variation in coolant outlet temperature observed in hot
firing data.) The acoustic cavity dams were very slightly eroded at a level
corresponding to just downstream of the injector face. Although the chamber
was useable without modification, the eroded portions of the dams were
machined clean in order to reduce the probability of future erosion and
to provide a surface upon which further erosion would be more clearly
visible if it occurred.
THRUST CHAMBER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The thrust chamber performance characteristics and operating parameters
are summarized in Table 6. More detailed data are presented in Appendix A.
The variation of specific impulse with chamber pressure and mixture ratio
is shown in Fig. 5 for both saturated and unsaturated propellants. Perfor-
mance peaks at a mixture ratio of approximately 1.8 and increases with chamber
pressure. Data from the first 10-second test of each series is not presented
on this plot as the performance tended to be lower than that measured on the
last (repeat) test of each series. Although not as drastic as was the
difference with the demonstrator thrust chamber, the lower performance is
ASR74-117
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attributed to the hardware not reaching completely steady-state temperatures
during the first test. The data from the first test of Series 5, which was
a 44-second duration test at nominal cunditions, is presented in the figure
and shows good agreement with data from other tests.
The data curve from the demonstrator thrust chamber series is shown and
indicates 1 to 2 seconds lower performance at the higher mixture ratios.
This curve represents data taken mostly on ten-second duration tests, and
it was concluded in the report summarizing that test program that the
performance could be low because of the nonequilibrium temperature conditions
in the hardware. In fact, based on the results of a long duration test with
the demonstrator thrust chamber, using an alternate fuel, the performance
under nominal conditions was predicted to be approximately 310 seconds.
The data shown for the demonstrator thrust chamber were based upon analytic
extrapolations to G = 72 of data taken with a 9:1 expansion area ratio nozzle.
The good agreement affirms the validity of the analytical extrapolations.
A comparison of the performance with saturated and unsaturated propellants
is shown in Fig. 5. The data indicates that there is no discernible
difference in performance with the propellant in either condition. The
saturated propellant tests were conducted with both the fuel and the oxidizer
saturated with helium at 225 psia. Performance was only slightly improved
by heating propellants to 100 F, as indicated in Fig. 6. The performance
improvement appeared to be greater at the lower mixture ratios and was, at
most, one second. The effect of wider variations in chamber pressure on
performance were investigated during Sequence 5. Comparing the performance
of the last three tests in that series on which the chamber pressures were
149, 100, and 125 psia, respectively. It appears that the higher thrust
level results in a gain of approximately 1 seconds specific impulse, while
the lowest thrust level results in a loss of approximately 2 seconds.
Performance is plotted vs time for the longer duration test in Fig. 7, and
compared with transient taken with the demonstrator thrust chamber. Per-
formance is normalized to the value for each chamber at 31 seconds. The more
rapid response of the integrated thrust chamber is evident from these plots.
ASR74-117
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TABLE 6 . INTEGRATED THRUST CHAMBER TEST SUMMARY
NOM DATA P TAL O/ SITE VAC S ERE
DUR TIME CNS TOTAL /F SITE VAC ERE SITE
TEST SEC SEC PSIA LB/SEC LBS LBS SE AC % FT/SEC
Checkout
1-1 3 2-3 117 18.44 1.372 5498 5602 303.2 97.5 5421
1-2 5 4-5 117 18.46 1.464 5564 5647 305.7 97.3 -5429
1-3 10 9-10 116 18.38 1.465 5563 5631 306.2 97.4 5397
Unsaturated Propellants
2-1 10 9-10 124 19.61 1.667 5986 6053 308.7 96.2 5411
2-2 10 9-10 126 19.66 1.858 6013 6090 309.6 95.7 5469
2-3 10 9-10 141 21.90 1.466 6687 6753 308.1 97.5 5496
2-4 10 9-10 142 21.92 1.656 6747 6811 310.7' 96.6 5521
2-5 10 9-10 142 21.96 1.844 6760 6839 311.4 95.8 5509
2-6 10 9-10 111 17.41 1.485 5261 5326 305.6 97.2 5462
2-7 10 9-10 112 17.47 1.670 5320 5381 308.0 96.3 5467
2-8 10 9-10 112 17.46 1.871 5307 5381 308.0 95.7 5470
2-9 10 9-10 126 19.59 1.470 5959 6017 307.0 97.4 5479
2-10 10 9-10 126 19.64 1.671 6005 6082 309.6 96.5 5474
Saturated Propellants
3-1 10 9-10 125 19.67 1.657 6007 6081 309.1 96.4 5440
3-2 10 9-10 124 19.49 1.865 5951 6035 309.6 95.7 5461
3-3 10 9-10 140 21.82 1.452 6638 6714 307.5 97.5 5491
3-4 10 9-10 139 21.68 1.652 6648 6729 310.4 96.5 5498
3-5 10 9-10 140 21.71 1.843 6676 6757 311.2 95.8 5503
3-6 10 9-10 109 17.20 1.439 5101 5177 300.9 95.9 5402
3-7 10 9-10 110 17.23 1.682 5226 5303 307.8 96.3 5465
3-8 10 9-10 109 17.19 1.864 5214 5291 307.7 95.6 5448
3-9 10 9-10 125 19.55 1.460 5924 5997 306.6 97.4 5460
3-10* 10 9-10 126 19.72 1.654 6018 6098 309.3 96.4 5469
*Followed by --30 minute vacuum soak
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TABLE 6 . INTEGRATED THRUST CHAMBER TEST SUMMARY (Continued)
NOM DATA P WOA L  FSITE F
DUR TIME CNS TOTAL O/F ITE VAC SVAC ERE SITE
TEST SEC SEC PSIA LB/SEC LBS LBS SEC % FT/SEC
Hot (100F) Propellants
4-1 30 29-30 122 19.27 1.658 5915 5965 309.8 96.7 5408
4-2 10 9-10 138 21.59 1.449 6584 6663 308.5 97.9 5463
4-3 10 9-10 138 21.48 1.643 6589 6679 311.1 96.9 5492
4-4 10 9-10 137 21.42 1.874 6570 6658 311.0 95.9 54754-5 10 9-10 109 17.08 1.438 5165 5238 306.5 98.0 5473
4-6 10 9-10 110 17.05 1.595 5168 5249 308.0 97.0 5503
4-7 10 9-10 109 16.98 1.855 5160 5242 308.9 95.9 5501
4-8 10 9-10 124 19.31 1.457 5871 5947 307.9 97.9 5509
4-9 10 7-8 124 19.30 1.846 5909 5997 310.9 96.1 54754-10* 10 9-10 126 19.49 1.649 5960 6046 310.2 96.8 5503
Thrust Limits
5-1 44 7-8 126 19.71 1.651 6002 6079 308.3 96.2 5474
9-10 126 19.73 1.644 6013 6083 308.3 96.2 5450
14-15 125 19.76 1.667 6039 6098 308.6 96.2 5417
19-20 125 19.73 1.661 6036 6089 308.6 96.2 5403
24-26 124 19.70 1.649 6026 6076 308.4 96.2 5392
30-32 125 19.73 1.668 6045 6092 308.8 96.2 5394
36-38 124 19.69 1.658 6033 6078 308.7 96.3 5395
5-2 33 9-10 151 23.50 1.643 7223 7296 310.3 96.4 5486
14-15 150 23.52 1.644 7238 7300 310.3 96.4 5445
19-20 149 23.53 1.650 7254 7311 310.7 96.4 5429
30-32 149 23.53 1.648 7255 7306 310.4 96.4 5420
5-3 40 30-32 100 15.85 1.667 4813 4856 306.5 96.2 5381
5-4* 10o 9-10 125 19.55 1.664 5970 6044 309.1 96.3 5473
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Injector and jacket pressure drops are plotted in Fig. 8. The pressure
drops were determined by subtracting absolute pressure measurements so
that accuracy in the order of 1-2 psi might be expected. Excellent
correlation was shown on the oxidizer injector pressure drop clearly
defining the difference between data taken with ambient and with 104 F
oxidizer. The correlation on the fuel side was good, but the data had
slightly more scatter probably because of the effects of variations in the
fuel temperature rise in the coolant jacket. The effect of hot fuel at
the chamber inlet can still be seen clearly. Fuel jacket pressure drop
appeared consistent on the first test of each sequence (test 2-1B was
actually the 3rd test of the sequence, preceded by 2 tests of approximately
-second duration), but was erratic thereafter. Oxidizer and fuel pressure
drops at nominal conditions were 56 and 61 psi, respectively. Injector
pressure drops for both propellants increase by approximately 4 psi when
the inlet temperatures are increased to 100 F. Coolant jacket pressure
drop was 15 psi at nominal conditions with no significant change at 100 F
inlet temperature. A pressure drop summary for the thrust chamber assembly
is shown in Fig. 9.
ASR74-117
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INLET P 188* PSI INLET P 208 PSIA
INLET
MANIFOLD AP I PSI
TOTAL
CHANNEL AP 14 PSI CHAMBER
AP = 15 PSI
OUTLET
MANIFOLD AP 0 PSI
INJECTOR INLET P 193* PSIA
INJECTOR INJECTOR
MANIFOLD AP* 4 PSI
TOTAL MANIFOLD AP 1 PSI
INJECTOR TOTAL
INJECTOR AP = 56 PSI INJECTOR INJECTOR
ORIFICE AP 55 PSI ORIFICE AP 60 PSI
INJECTOR END P = 132* PSIA
* MEASURED PRESSURES
COMBUSTOR AP 7 PSI
NOZZLE STAGNATION P = 125 PSIA




Thermal data taken during the tests at WSTF consisted of fuel bulk temp-
erature rise, regenerative chamber back wall temperature, and steel heat
sink nozzle temperature transients. These data, together with the data
generated during the heated tube tests under this contract, were used to
provide an indication of the safety margin at which the thrust chamber was
operating. Nozzle equilibrium temperatures were predicted based on the heat
sink nozzle transients in conjunction with previous columbium nozzle tests
with the demonstrator chamber.
Bulk Temperature Rise and Heat Load
Coolant inlet and outlet temperatures, AT's, and the heat load are tabulated
in Table 7 for each of the 35 tests, which were of sufficient duration to
obtain thermal data. The operating conditions are also noted in this table.
Fuel inlet and outlet temperatures were each measured in three circumferential
locations. The inlet temperature measurements were made in the coolant inlet
manifold. The outlet temperatures were measured in the injector fuel dis-
tribution passages (see Fig. 1), ITC Installation Assembly Diagram).
Three bulk temperature rises were calculated based on the three outlet
temperature thermocouples. The inlet temperature thermocouple TFB-6 was
used as the reference temperature for all three AT's because of its proximity
to the inlet andgeneral agreement with the fuel flowmeter temperature measure-
ment. Temperature rises calculated in this manner generally agree within
8 percent.
The response of the coolant outlet bulk temperature and coolant AT for a
typical cold-start test is presented in Fig. 10. The AT values achieve
nearly steady-state conditions in about 20-25 seconds. Ninety percent
of the final value is achieved in about 10 seconds. The long duration
to achieve final steady-state conditions is due primarily to the time
required for the massive (non-flight-weight) inlet manifold to reach
equilibrium with the fuel inlet temperature. Subsequent tests achieve
steady-state conditions in less than 10 seconds as noted in Fig. 11 for
a typical hot-start condition.
WUOU' FRA E  TABLE 7. THERMAL DATA SUMMARY FOR SS/OME INTEGRATED CHAMBER TESTV)3OU. AT DOT'T FR
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
- CHAMB R OUTER SURFACE TEMPERAT RES (F)
SCOOLANT OUTI.ET INLET COOLANT COOLANT ASR74-11
TEST Pc MIXTURE TEST FUEL TEM PERATURE F TEMP, F AT AQ - X= -16" 
- X =13" X = " Page 31
NS RATIO DURATION
psia o/f Seconds (lb/sec TFB-1 TFB-2 TFB-3 TFB-6 F BTU/SEC , DEG/1 15 75 135 180 195 255 315 6=0°  900 1800 270 00 90 180 °  2700
1 1-3 116 1.465 10 7.45 191 193 202 68 128 681 194 205 177 200 207 202 187 196 215 179 191 200 207 201 201 223
2 2-1 124 1.667 10 7.35 192 200 201 67 131 688 171 214 130 208 203 208 102 191 224 184 199 201 214 207 211 222
3 2-2 126 1.858 10 6.88 212 215 223 67 150 736 210 229 179 220 226 225 178 212 238 200 206 220 227 221 220 243 U
4 2-3 141 1.466 10 8.88 190 193 200 67 127 810 190 202 172 195 202 199 184 196 206 175 179 193 197 195 192 218 "_O "
S 2-4 142 1.656 10 8.25 210 205 212 67 142 838 202 217 181 206 216 212 193 207 218 185 191 205 209 206 204 230 _ _
e 2-5 142 1.844 10 7.72 223 215 224 67 154 849 214 227 190 218 228 223 199 216 232 196 204 213 221 216 216 237
7 2-6 111 1.485 10 7.01 209 199 207 68 138 690 197 214 181 200 210 205 198 203 217 183 187 203 209 204 205 228
* 2-7 112 1.670 10 6.55 219 211 219 67 149 696 209 228 186 213 221 218 202 212 229 193 194 203 220 214 214 227 [_
* 2-8 112 1.871 10 6.08 228 223 231 67 160 696 220 241 193 222 232 232 203 223 242 203 206 216 231 223 223 239
o10 2-9 126 1.470 10 7.93 208 197 206 67 136 773 200 210 185 196 209 204 206 203 211 179 183 199 202 201 199 226
,, 2-10 126 1.671 10 7.36 218 209 217 67 147 775 208 223 187 208 221 216 207 212 223 190 193 210 214 210 210 235
12 3-1 125 1.657 10 7.40 194 199 205 66 133 703 171 217 135 204 200 206 108 190 220 186 184 205 212 208 206 225
, 3-2 124 1.865 10 6.80 212 216 225 66 151 735 211 232 184 220 226 224 184 212 236 194 202 218 226 216 219 240Z
14 3-3 140 1.452 10 8.90 190 192 200 67 127 809 190 204 173 193 201 197 184 195 205 174 178 194 196 195 192 220 __
- 3-4 139 1.652 10 8.17 202 205 214 67 140 819 204 220 189 205 216 211 196 206 218 183 189 205 209 203 204 228 I
,6 3-5 140 1.843 10 7.64 213 216 224 67 151 824 214 231 196 217 227 222 204 217 230 194 200 214 220 214 216 236
17 3-6 110 1.439 10 7.08 194 197 205 67 132 666 198 208 187 197 207 202 203 201 213 180 183 201 205 202 201 226 __
s 3-7 110 1.682 10 6.43 209 212 220 67 146 672 213 225 197 212 221 218 206 214 228 192 194 213 220 213 214 237
19 3-8 109 1.864 10 6.00 220 224 232 67 158 678 225 238 206 222 234 230 214 223 242 206 205 214 232 226 224 238
20zo 3-9 125 1.460 10 7.95 195 197 205 67 132 749 201 206 192 196 208 202 209 202 210 178 181 198 202 199 197 224 0
21 3-10* 126 1.654 10 7.43 206 209 216 67 143 759 210 222 200 208 220 215 212 211 222 188 191 207 213 208 208 232 0
22 4-1 122 1.658 30 7.25 237 241 249 104 139 721 235 253 219 243 255 245 195 240 256 223 240 239 243 238 239 261
23 4-2 138 1.449 10 8.82 225 227 234 104 124 782 220 237 211 228 235 230 209 229 236 208 212 227 226 228 221 248 0
24 4-3 138 1.643 10 8.13 237 240 247 105 136 793 234 250 230 241 249 244 219 240 249 218 231 239 238 240 234 259
25 4-4 137 1.874 10 7.45 251 250 258 105 147 785 245 267 237 250 256 253 226 252 259 230 243 248 248 249 244 268
26 4-5 109 1.438 10 7.01 230 233 240 106 129 646 229 I 242 238 233 242 238 223 234 245 214 221 232 236 232 230 251
27 4-6 110 1.595 10 6.57 239 243 250 105 139 651 239 253 226 245 252 247 226 243 256 223 235 238 245 247 241 258
28 4-7 109 1.855 10 5.95 253 258 265 105 153 651 249 266 233 262 264 262 235 261 270 237 261 252 259 256 258 270
29 4-8 124 1.457 10 7.86 231 233 240 106 129 724 232 243 221 233 242 237 232 236 242 212 217 230 231 233 227 251
30so 4-9 124 1.846 10 6.80 252 255 262 106 151 731 249 267 232 258 261 260 238 257 266 233 255 250 254 249 249 276
31 4-10* 126 1.649 10 7.36 242 245 251 106 140 739 244 256 230 244 254 250 236 247 255 224 241 242 243 243 238 262 m
5-1 124 1.658 44 7.39 204 206 216 65 142 750 205 218 205 207 217 211 202 203 222 187 191 207 214 209 208 235 _
33 5-2 149 1.648 33 8.89 202 203 212 68 138 875 203 I 217 203 203 216 207 200 202 214 183 188 202 206 204 202 230 _ -
34 5-3 100 1.667 40 5.94 214 216 227 68 150 637 221 231 216 215 228 221 214 216 234 196 198 214 227 217 219 243 d _
as 5-4* 125 1.664 10 7.34 207 210 218 69 143 750 205 225 209 208 216 216 209 209 223 190 192 209 215 211 210 233 __ __
FORM R 79-Y- *Followed by - 30 mintue vacuum soak.
DOU FRAM TABLE 7. THERMAL DATA SUMMARY FOR SS/OME INTEGRATED CHAMBER TESTS (Cont in A l __________
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
__ ---. CHAMBER OUTER SURFACE TEMPERATL RES (F) .. ASR74-117
INLET MNIFOLD Page 32
--p x 411X 21
TEST X = -8" X = -6" • , '- X = - X = -2" GE -0 3" ... .TETi~ r----0."-X =---'. -.---0.X = +3" --- '''SKIN TEM ERATURE
0 =0  90 180 270 0 90 180 27000 0 9090 1800 27  0 90 0 1801800 270 0 90 180 270 90 18000 00 270 0°  180
S 1-3 190 184 189 210 178 169 169 188 160 151 157 167 142 136 142 144 139 137 145 154 124 126 128 130 78 79
2 2-1 194 189 197 212 183 173 170 191 166 154 162 169 147 139 148 145 143 140 151 157 126 128 132 132 65 65
S 2-2 207 201 205 228 194 183 182 205 175 164 171 182 155 148 155 156 150 147 157 166 134 136 138 140 70 69 ,',
4 2-3 182 178 183 205 170 163 164 183 153 146 152 162 136 131 138 139 133 131 140 149 119 121 124 125 72 71 _ ,,
5 2-4 192 189 193 216 180 172 174 193 162 153 160 172 144 138 146 148 140 137 147 158 126 128 131 133 72 72 ,
6 2-5 203 197 202 222 190 179 181 199 171 159 168 177 152 144 153 152 147 142 155 162 132 133 136 136 72 72
7 2-6 191 187 193 214 178 171 172 192 160 151 160 170 142 137 145 146 141 137 147 156 125 127 129 131 76 75
8 2-7 201 195 200 215 187 180 180 196 169 158 167 175 150 143 151 149 147 143 154 159 131 132 134 135 74 73 z
9 2-8 212 204 209 226 197 186 186 207 177 165 173 185 157 150 158 157 154 149 160 167 137 137 139 141 74 72
V 0
lo 2-9 187 184 187 212 173 167 170 189 157 148 156 167 139 134 141 143 136 133 143 153 122 124 126 128 75 73_ _
2-10 196 192 197 220 183 175 177 197 165 155 164 174 146 141 148 150 143 139 151 160 128 131 132 134 73 73
12 3-1 192 189 195 215 181 173 163 193 164 154 160 170 145 139 146 146 140 138 148 156 124 127 131 132 64 64
13 3-2 206 196 205 226 193 180 180 202 174 161 171 180 155 146 154 154 149 145 156 164 134 134 138 139 70 69 __
4 3-3 181 178 182 206 168 162 163 184 152 145 151 162 135 131 137 139 131 129 138 148 118 120 123 124 71 70
- 3-4 192 186 192 214 179 170 172 191 162 152 160 170 143 137 145 146 139 135 146 155 125 127 l 131 .72 72
6 3-5 201 195 202 222 188 178 180 199 170 159 169 177 151 144 152 151 146 142 154 161 131 133 136 136 74 74
17 3-6 188 185 190 212 175 169 170 189 158 150 157 168 139 136 142 144 137 135 144 152 123 125 126 129 76 74
18 3-7 201 195 201 222 187 178 179 199 168 158 167 1 176 149 143 151 151 145 142 152 160 130 131 134 135 74 73
19 3-8 212 206 209 223 197 188 186 201 177 167 174 179 157 151 157 155 152 149 158 163 137 138 1 132 _ 73 ____"__
2o 3-9 185 182 186 210 172 166 168 187 15§6. 148 156 165 137 134 140 141 135 132 142 151 121 124 12 127 76
21 3-10 195 191 195 216 182 174 176 194 164 154 163 172 146 140 147 148 142 138 149 157 127 130 131 13L .Z 5 24
22 4-1 226 221 225 246 211 204 206 223 195 187 193 203 178 172 179 180 170 168 176 184 157 157 162 162 _ ._ _8_
23 4-2 210 207 210 234 198 192 190 212 183 176 182 193 167 164 168 171 160 158 166 176 147 150 153 154 101 101 _-
24 4-3 220 217 220 245 207 201 199 222 192 183 190 202 175 171 176 178 167 164 173 183 154 157 170 160 105 10
1 4-4 230 226 234 264 217 210 209 230 200 192 197 209 183 178 183 186 173 171 179 189 161 163 16 166 107 107
6 4-5 218 214 217 238 204 198 197 216 188 181 187 197 172 169 173 176 166 163 172 181 153 156 157 159 109 110
27 4-6 226 223 232 244 212 206 204 222 196 188 193 202 178 174 179 180 171 168 177 185 157 161 161 162 109 10_
28 4-7 238 234 246 256 224 216 219 233 206 197 204 213 187 182 188 189 180 175 185 193 165 168 169 169 108 10_
29 4-8 214 213 214 237 201 197 195 214 186 180 185 195 170 167 172 174 164 161 169 179 151 155 156 157 109 109
o30 4-9 236 230 239 270 221 213 214 234 204 194 1.j 212 185 180 185 188 177 172 182 191 164 166 166 167 109 109
3 4-10 225 223 228 247 211 206 206 225 195 187 192 204 178 174 178 181 171 167 175 185 157 162 161 163 108 109
5-1 198 191 196 220 184 174 180 196 165 154 164 173 147 140 148 149 143 140 151 160 128 130 133 134 64 64,
33 5-2 192 187 190 215 178 170 176 191 160 152 160 169 143 138 144 146 138 136 146 155 125 127 130 131 74 72
34 5-3 209 200 205 226 192 183 188 202 172 162 171 179 152 147 153 155 151 148 157 164 135 136 137 138 70 69 u_ ,,
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Figure 10. Typical Outlet Bulk Temperature and Temperature Rise Transients
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Figure 11. Typical Outlet Bulk Temperature Transient, Integrated Thrust Chamber
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The majority of the tests were 10 seconds duration. The initial tests in
Series 2 and 3 have about 10 percent lower outlet temperatures than similar
tests later in the test series, since steady-state was not achieved for the
reason discussed. These two tests were not utilized in the heat load
determinations. The first tests in Series 4 and 5 were of sufficiently
long duration to assure that steady-state operation was obtained.
The average values of the AT's were multiplied by the fuel flowrate through
the jacket and the specific heat of the fuel to determine the heat absorbed
by the fuel. The heat loads for ambient propellants (both saturated and
unsaturated) are plotted versus chamber pressure in Fig. 12, with coded
symbols to denote approximate mixture ratio. These data follow the predicted
variation with Pc to the 0.8 power. The effect of mixture ratio on heat
load appears negligible, which is consistent with heat transfer theory for
the range of mixture ratios tested. Helium saturation also does not appear
to effect chamber heat load.
The best-fit line of the demonstrator heat load test results is also
presented in Fig. 12 for comparison with the ITC heat loads. The ITC heat
loads are about 12 percent higher than for the demonstrator chamber, even
though a slightly higher supplemental film coolant flowrate (2.7 vs 2.0
percent) was utilized in the ITC. The primary reason for the increased heat
load is due to the less efficient, but much simpler, method of film coolant
injection employed in the ITC design. In the ITC design, the film coolant
is injected from the primary injector across tne acoustic cavities onto the
chamber wall. The demonstration chamber utilized a separate film coolant
ring, which injected the film coolant directly along the wall w.thout having
to jump the acoustic cavities.
An additional factor in the ITC design is that the acoustic cavities are
regeneratively cooled. It is estimated that about one-third of the increased
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Figure 12. Integrated Chamber Heat Load With Ambient Propellants
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The effect of hot propellants (=100F) on chamber heat load is compared
with the ambient propellant test results in Fig. 13. There appears to
be a very slight reduction in head load, although the difference is
essentially insignificant.
Back Wall Temperatures
Back (outer surface) wall temperatures were measured in numerous locations
on the ITC (see Fig. 1) to indicate steady-state operating values, as well
as start and soakout temperature characteristics. The steady-state back-wall
temperatures are presented in Table 7 for each test of sufficient duration
(=10 seconds or longer).
Typical back wall temperature response from a cold start (i.e., first in
a test series) is presented in Fig. 14. As would be expected, the response
is more rapid in the higher heat flux regions, such as the throat. An initial
apparent steady-state temperature level is achieved in less than ten seconds
for the various back-wall temperatures depicted. The back-wall temperatures
continue to rise slowly from this time as the fuel inlet temperature increases
due to inlet manifold heating and a rise in the propellant inlet temperature.
Final steady-state temperatures are achieved in about 30 seconds from start
of test.
Typical hot start back-wall temperature transients are presented in Fig. 15.
There is an initial cooling down of the back-wall as the coolant flows through
the channels before combustion gas heating diffuses through the walls into
the coolant and back-wall region. Steady-state back-wall temperatures are
readily achieved in about 5 seconds or less under hot-start conditions.
Maximum nickel back-wall temperatures after soakout and prior to restart
were, in general, less than 300 F.
Steady-state back-wall temperatures are utilized primarily as an indication
of circumferential heat load uniformity. These measurements are relatively
insensitive to local heat flux level and tend to reflect integrated heat
load along a channel in that back-wall temperatures are strongly influenced
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Figure 15. Typical Backwall Temperature Transients for the Integrated Thrust Chamber
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In general, circumferential variation in back-wall temperatures were less
than 10 F, except at the throat and injector end/acoustic cavity regions,
where differentials of 15 to 20 F occurred. The injector end region is
strongly affected by film cooling impingement and surface coverage, and
resultant heat flux variation can affect back-wall measurements. In the
case of liquid coverage, the heat flux is essentially zero, and the back-
wall temperature nearly equals the local bulk temperature. At nominal
heat flux levels of about 1 to 2 Btu/in -sec, the back-wall temperature
is analytically predicted to be about 30 to 40 F above coolant bulk temp-
erature. Acoustic cavity back-wall measurement locations varied; with
4 thermocouples located in the full length cavity regions, 2 thermocouples
in the short cavity length regions, and 2 thermocouples located in the dam
regions. The throat region will be discussed shortly.
Back-wall thermocouples were intended to be located at mid-channel in order
to minimize the effect of land conduction on temperature measurements. A
close visual post-test inspection indicated a portion (4 in. to 13 in. up-
stream of the throat) of one row of thermocouples located at 900 had
inadvertently been installed over mid-land rather than mid-channel. This
resulted in temperature measurements about 15 to 20 F higher than for mid-
channel values. These measurements were therefore not included in determining
circumferential back-wall temperature variations.
A plot of back wall temperature distirbutions is presented in Fig. 16 for a
typical test at nominal operating conditions. The maximum and minimum values
are denoted, as well as average back-wall temperatures. It is apparent
that the back-wall temperatures increase rather uniformly from slightly
upstream of the throat to a point 10 inches upstream of the throat. The
temperature thereafter remains essentially constant to the end of the chamber.
This latter factor implies a very low rate of heat input in this region as would
be accounted for by a liquid film coolant. It appears therefore that from
the point of film impingement on the wall (X = 13.7 in.), the film liquid
length persists to a point approximately 10 in. to 11 in. upstream of the
throat. This is corroborated somewhat by visual posttest inspection, wherein
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Figure 16, Integrated Thrust Chamber Back Wall Temperature Profile
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downstream of the point of film coolant impingement. Such surfaces indicate
the likelihood of cool undecomposed liquid MMH along the wall.
The theoretical film coolant model was utilized with varying input liquid
lengths in order to match the total ITC measured heat load. The heat load
was matched assuming MMH decomposition at a point approximately 10.5 inches
upstream of the throat, which is consistent with the above observations.
The resulting analytical back wall (2-D analysis) and coolant bulk temp-
erature profiles are included in Fig. 16 for comparison with experimental
results.
In general the predicted back-wall temperatures are about 15 to 30 F higher
than experimental data in the combustion zone upstream of the throat. The
general slope of the experimental back-wall data and predicted bulk temper-
ature profile agree quite well in the combustor region. In the nozzle
region (X = +3 in.) the measured back-wall temperatures agree favorably
with the predicted value, although the fact that the measurement was made
near the region of the step change in channel width tends to complicate
the results.
In the throat region of the chamber, the average measured temperatures are
about 20 F higher than predicted. The data scatter of the four throat
measurements is also, in general, greater than for other chamber locations,
being about a 20 F maximum temperature difference, rather than 5 to 10 F.
These results are similar to those noted previously for the demonstrator
chamber tests. A detailed analysis of the throat region was conducted pre-
viously based on the demonstrator chamber tests to determine if a higher
throat heat flux could account for this discrepancy. An increase in heat
flux of 40 percent resulted in a one degree increase in the outer surface
temperature (confirming the original analysis that back wall temperature
is relatively insensitive to heat flux level). In order to achieve back
wall temperatures similar to those measured, the projected heat flux level
would have been considerably in excess of burn-out conditions. Posttest
inspection of the OME demonstrator and integrated throat chamber, however,




The effect of longitudinal conduction was also determined to have a neg-
ligible (<lF) effect on outer surface temperature at the throat. The items
most strongly affecting the outer surface temperature are bulk temperature
and the coolant film coefficient in that order. The required increase in
bulk temperature at the throat would indicate a nozzle heat load about 60
percent higher than predicted. This is in contradiction to the regenera-
tively cooled nozzle data and radiation nozzle results where the low nozzle
temperatures indicate a lower than predicted heat flux level.
It appears at this time that the most likely reason for the higher throat
outer surface temperature is a discrepancy in the coolant film coefficient
distribution around the channel. The effect of the throat region curvature
on a forced convection nucleate boiling liquid is not clearly understood.
A degradation of the film coefficient along the outer wall (convex side of
curved section) is possible. Further investigation in this area is needed
to better predict back wall temperatures in the throat region. Assuming,
however, that the inner wall (concave side of curved section) conditions
are unaffected (i.e., T is correct), the life of the throat region is
wg
actually increased due to a decreased temperature differential between
inner and outer surfaces.
Posttest inspection of the ITC after the initial series of tests indicated
a longitudinal strip along the outer surface with a slightly brighter
appearance than the rest of the chamber. Prior to test series 5, an
additional back wall thermocouple was installed in the center of the strip
at a point 13 inches upstream of the throat. The resulting back wall temp-
erature was determined to be about 60 F higher than the average of the four
other thermocouples located at the same axial position. A 2-D thermal




The results of this analysis indicate the possible existance of a hot-streak
in which the heat flux level is about 20 percent above that based on the
overall average coolant temperature rise. This hot-streak could result
from either a plugged (or misdirected) film coolant orifice and/or outer
ring primary orifice. (A maldistribution of the coolant flow could also
result in a localized increased coolant temperature. Preliminary evaluation
of later test data, however, in which the injector was rotated indicates
that this is not the case.) The originally proposed extreme off-design
operating limits were slightly exceeded in test 4-7 (Pc = 109 psia,
MR = 1.86, T. = 105 F), however, without hardware damage, indicatingin
satisfactory safety margin, even with the existance of a hot-streak.
The extended operating limits of the ITC were calculated in terms of the
local coolant safety factor based on the experimental heat loads and pre-
suming the existance of a hot-streak as discussed preivously. The local
coolant safety factor is defined as the ratio of coolant (MMH) burnout heat
flux to the local imposed heat flux.
The resulting 2-D safety factor variation with chamber pressure at selected
chamber locations is shown in Fig. 17 for nominal mixture ratio and inlet
temperature. The 2-D safety factor is based on detailed two-dimensional
thermal analysis indicating a concentration of heat in the corners of the
channels with resultant degradation of local safety factor as compared to
a one-dimensional analysis.
At reduced chamber pressure (<70 psia), the minimum safety factor occurs
near the injector end (X = -13 inches) where the coolant bulk temperature
is a maximum. In this region the reduced saturation temperature resulting
from reduced chamber pressure has a pronounced effect on sub-cooling and,
thereby, the coolant burnout heat flux level.
An operating map at nominal fuel inlet temperature (70 F) is shown in Fig. 18
for the injector end location. Using the same analytical technique, the min-
imum safety factor (z1.16) achieved to date was calculated for the test
conditions noted. Although the absolute value of this minimum safety factor
may not be strictly correct, it represents a sound basis for selection of
ASR74-117
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INLET TEMPERATURE = 70F
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Figure 17. Cooling Safety Factor Variation at Selected
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Figure 18. OME Integrated Thrust Chamber Safety Factor Operating Map
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minimum chamber pressure operating limits on a comparative safety factor
level. Using this approach, it is estimated that at a nominal mixture
ratio (o/f = 1.65) with 70 F fuel entering the chamber, the minimum
feasible chamber pressure is about 69 psia.
It should be further stressed that the foregoing analysis is conservative
in that the minimum safety factor imposed is based on the worst case tested
to date (Test 4-7). This test did not result in any hardware damage, and it
is quite probable that more severe testing could be accomplished, since
the safety factor may be in excess of the calculated value (1.16). In
particular, the use of a 2-D correction on the safety factor may be con-
servative, since electrically heated channel test results at low heat flux
levels appeared to match 1-D burnout results. If the 1-D safety factor
is, indeed, the correct value, then the injector end safety factors are
about 35 to 40 percent higher than shown. Furthermore, if the cause of
the hot-streak is eliminated, the resultant safety factors are increased
about 40 percent.
Heat Sink Nozzle
The ITC chamber tests were conducted with a full 72:1 area ratio CRES heat
sink nozzle to obtain accurate performance information. Wall temperature
measurements at various locations were recorded during the ITC tests. Typical
temperature response data for the CRES nozzle are presented in Fig. 19. Test
cut-off was based on maximum nozzle temperatures of about 1400-1500 F.
At higher area ratios (36, 53 and 70), the two circumferential measurements
agree quite well. The lower area ratio positions indicate circumferential
temperature differences of 100 to 150 F at cut-off with the 900 location
consistently lower. With one exception, the lower the area ratio, the higher
the wall temperature at cut-off, as would be expected by theory (neglecting
conduction effects). At the 0o position, however, it is seen that the temp-
erature at an area ratio of 12 is about 40 F higher than the area ratio of
10 point. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, although it may be
associated with distruption of the combustion gas flow.due to a discontinuity
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Figure 19. Steel Nozzle Temperature Response
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Of primary significance, however, is the fact that the nozzle heating rate
is considerably lower than initial predictions. These experimental results,
combined with the columbium radiation-cooled nozzle steady-state tests on
the demonstrator chamber indicate heat flux levels approximately one-half
the predicted value. This implies that either the combustion gas convective
film coefficient, h , and/or the local adiabatic wall temperature, Taw is
lower than calcualted.
An attempt was made to match the heat sink nozzle temperature transient
using the Differential Equation Thermal Analyzer Program (DEAP). Various
constant h and T values were input without satisfactory results in
g aw
matching the shape of the temperature response curves. Using a variable
h value, however, based on the Bartz type sigma correction for property
effects as a function of the ratio of wall to adiabatic wall temperature gave
an excellent fit of the experimental data.
The resulting comparison for the maximum temperature point is presented in
Fig. 20 for the duration of Test 5-1, as well as the initial soakout period.
The somewhat more rapid predicted chilldown indicates a probable slight
overestimation of either the surface emittance and/or inner surface view
factor. The projected equilibrium temperature based on the analytical
model is also shown. The predicted value of 1700 F compares favorably
with the measured columbium radiation nozzle equilibrium temperatures of
1600 F. The short coated columbium nozzle is estimated to have a higher
surface emittance (z0.9) and a higher inner surface view factor (approaching
unity) than the CRES nozzle and would be expected to operate at a lower
temperature than predicted for the CRES nozzle.
The projected adiabatic wall temperature of 3300 F used to achieve the
desired temperature response correlation is about 1000 F lower than predicted
by theory. It would appear, therefore, that there is a region of fuel rich
gas adjacent to the wall which persists some distance downstream of the
throat. Since the temperature of the gas is strongly affected by local
mixture ratio, it may indicate the reason for the circumferential variation
of the wall temperature at lower area ratios. In essence, it appears that
ASR74-117
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the effect of film cooling persists longer than the theoretical model
predicts. The primary defect in the film cooling model may be that it
was developed for a non-regeneratively cooled system. The heat removal
from the film by the regenerative coolant may account for the greater
apparent efficiency of the film coolant.
The single most significant conclusion to be drawn from the heat sink nozzle
tests, in conjunction with the previous radiation cooled columbium nozzle
tests, is that the use of a refracting material is unnecessary at the current
attach point. The use of an L-605 type nozzle extension appears quite
feasible which should result in considerable cost saving to the OME engine
concept. Alternatively, the columbium nozzle could be attached to a lower
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Figure 20. Comparison of Modified Analysis with the
Experimental Temperature Response of the




Three different propellant valve opening sequences were used during the
program. The propellant control valves were set so that the oxidizer
propellant valve reached the full open position nominally 50 ms before the
fuel valve reached its full open position for test series 1-1. The oxidizer
valve lead was reset for approximately 250 ms on test series 1-2 and for
150 ms on test series 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5. Considerable variation in the
oxidizer valve lead (198-307 ms) occurred from test to test on series 1-2.
Oxidizer valve lead, oxidizer injection lead, thrust and Pc overshoots, and
maximum 'g' levels are summarized in Table 8. On the first two tests 1-1-1
and 1-1-2), the load cells were overloaded so that the actual value of the
overshoot cannot be specified. Figure 21 and 22 show a typical start transient
for the first test of a series. The fuel and oxidizer injection pressure
measurements had poor response. Injector priming was inferred from the engine
interface pressure measurements (upstream of the propellant valves) which were
quite responsive. This procedure was also justified by the good correlation
between oxidizer injection lead, determined in this manner, and oxidizer
valve lead shown in Fig. 23. Chamber pressure began to rise simultaneously
with thrust but the chamber pressure overshoot appears to be damped and did
not correlate well with thrust overshoot or 'g' level.
Accelerometers always indicated the highest 'g' level on the first test of
each series and the thrust overshoots were also the highest on these tests
(except series 1-4). This phenomenon could be associated with incomplete
purging between tests or with cold hardware on the first test. The cold
hardware is most likely responsible because the purging procedures are quite
thorough. Furthermore, tests 1-2-1A and 1-2-1B were very short duration
tests (<1 sec) on which the hardware did not have an opportunity to warm up
and the thrust overshoots and 'g' loads were relatively severe on tests





INTEGRATED THRUST CHAMBER TRANSIENT DATA
OXIDIZER
OX VALVE PF OVER- F OVER- ACCELER- INJECTION
TEST NO. LEAD, MS SHOOT,% SHOOT,% OMETER,g LEAD, MS
1-1-1 50 37 >110 43 132
1-1-2 44 37 > 110 18 108
1-1-3 43 33 98 10 55
1-2-A 198 35 90 37 258
1-2-B 218 23 NV90 29 248
1-2-1 248 24 84 37 293
1-2-2 250 25 70 18 305
1-2-3 248 25 77 14 282
1-2-4 263 29 77 13 303
1-2-5 270 25 70 15 337
1-2-6 270 32 67 17 323
1-2-7 288 35 80 9 340
1-2-8 307 31 65 13 367
1-2-9 328 28 93 12 362
1-2-10 346 32 89 12 379
1-3-1 147 21 72 27 199
1-3-2 151 19 45 13 227
1-3-3 147 15 72 16 204
1-3-4 145 16 66 13 215
1-3-5 146 17 62 12 223
1-3-6 144 17 43 19 212
1-3-7 147 25 54 16 219
1-3-8 146 22 44 16 227
1-3-9 142 19 58 9 202




INTEGRATED THRUST CHAMBER TRANSIENT DATA
OXIDIZER
OX VALVE Pc OVER- F OVER- ACCELER- INJECTION
TEST NO. LEAD, MS SHOOT,% SHOOT,% OMETER,g LEAD, MS
1-4-1 188 19 67 28 222
1-4-2 153 9 75 17 199
1-4-3 142 16 73 9 199
1-4-4 145 19 73 10 207
1-4-5 150 22 61 9 217
1-4-6 153 20 54 9 227
1-4-7 155 24 54 13 240
1-4-8 150 28 70 14 213
1-4-9 150 29 66 10 228
1-4-10 142 18 65 12 215
1-5-1 170 37 95 36 210
1-5-2 130 42 59 13 190
1-5-3 145 42 72 6 241
1-5-4 145 26 86 12 223
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Start transients from test 5-4 are shown in Fig. 24 and 25 for comparison
with Fig. 21 and 22 . The oxidizer valve opening times for tests 1-5-1
and 1-5-4 were 40 and 50 milliseconds respectively. The fuel valve openings
for tests 1-5-1 and 1-5-4 were 140 and 95 milliseconds respectively. The
fuel and oxidizer interface pressure transients reflect these valve times.
The most significant differences between the traces for the first and fourth
tests are that the injection pressures and chamber pressure for the last
test are slightly higher than for the first tests during the low pressure
part of the transient tests, implying that the warm hardware has vaporized
some of the propellants entering the injector and chamber.
Thrust chamber temperatures for the first and last tests of each sequence
are summarized in Table 9. The included MMH saturation data indicates that
very little vapor pressure would be generated by the hardware heating the
fuel to the temperatures indicated for the first tests. However, vapor
pressures corresponding to the thrust chamber temperatures measured near
the injector end prior to the start of the last tests could be as high as
60 psia. These pressures could reduce the fuel flowrate somewhat. But
more significantly, the vaporized fuel could provide a smoother ignition
with the oxidizer. Corresponding temperature data were not measured on
the oxidizer side of the engine. However the higher injection pressures
imply that the oxidizer also was subject to vaporization on latter tests in
each sequence.
Although the correlation between the thrust overshoot and oxidizer injection
lead is only loosely defined by Fig. 25A it appears that the overshoot would
be minimized by an oxidizer lead of 150 to 250 ms.
POST-FIRING THERMAL TRANSIENTS
The last tests of sequences 3, 4, and the first test of series 5 were
followed by thermal soakout in vacuum for a period of approximately one-half
hour. On sequence 3 the soakout was initiated without any purge after the
test. On sequences 4 and 5 a brief (1 second) purge of fuel and oxidizer
ASR74-117
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Figure 25. Fuel Transients on Test 1-5-4
TABLE 9
PRETEST THRUST CHAMBER TEMPERATURES
___ 
_PRETEST AVERAGE TEMPERATURES, F
Metal Temperatures Located at I
Nozzle N1ob6le Coolant Coolant
Test -16 In -13 In -8 In -4 In 0.3 In +3 In Flange @7.2 In @ Inlet @ Injector
1-1 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 50 50 60
1-2 90 90 70i 60 70 70 80 150 80 100
1-3 200 180 1301 130 130 130 100 300 100 130
2-1B 50 50 60 60 60 60 70 70 60 50
2-10 210 140 120 120 140 130 210 780 90 130
3-1 60 60i 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
3-10 240 160 120 120 140 130 190 1000 90 150
4-1 5 050 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
4-10 270 200 160 170 160 160 210 810 100 210
5-1 40 40 40 40 40 40 50 40 40 40
5-4 200 170 140 150 140 150 100 500 100 180
NOTE: MMH Saturation Data
Tsa t , F 270 200 90 40
Psat, psia 60 20 3 Zl
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was accomplished in order to simulate the propellant depletion which would
occur under zero 'g' flight conditions. Three significant events occurred
during the transients. During the first two to five seconds after shutdown,
inside and outside wall temperatures equilibrate with the result that
certain backwall temperatures reach a maximum in this period and then decay.
At about 20 to 80 seconds propellant fuel depletion in the jacket is indicated.
In about 30 minutes all hardware temperatures have reached their maximum
soakout values.
Nickel backwall temperatures at the zero degree circumferential location
(90 degrees clockwise from the coolant inlet viewing aft) after test 1-3-10
(no purge) are shown in Fig. 26 and 27. The break in the data from 62 to
82 seconds is the result of instrumentation calibrations being taken at that
time. Cut-off occurred at 10 seconds. Wall temperatures generally peak
2 to 3 seconds after cut-off as a result of the inner and outer walls
reaching equilibrium. Wall temperatures at the injector-end peak more
slowly because of the influence of the acoustic cavity dams and the thicker
liner in this region. The maximum temperature recorded at this time period
on any of the soakout tests was less than 375 F. The thrust chamber can be
safely restarted at these temperatures based on the results of the electrically
heated tube tests conducted under Task IX of the contract. Under this task
starting conditions were simulated with tubes as hot as 1600 F with no adverse
effects.
After the inner and outer walls come to equilibrium, the wall (inner and
outer) is heated by soakback from the radiation-cooled nozzle and the
injector and is cooled by residual fuel in the jacket, inlet manifold, and
line. The volume of fuel in the injector and coolant channels is approx-
3
imately 60 inches and the volume of the inlet manifold and line to the valve
is approximately the same. The shapes of the backwall temperature transients
do not indicate an orderly boiling down past each axial station in the jacket.
Either all the fuel in the jacket is discharged in the first few seconds or
violent boiling bathes the walls with froth independent of axial location.
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The fuel inlet manifold pressure transient for test 1-3-10 and associated
MMH boiling temperature are plotted in Fig. 28. The accuracy of the
pressure measurement is in the order of 1 psi which corresponds to a 10 F
accuracy in the boiling temperature at the lower pressures. The MMH
boiling temperature curve is superimposed on Fig. 26 and 27. After the
initial transient, the wall temperatures are generally 10 to 15 F above
the boiling temperature implying that any fuel in the channels would be
boiled at all locations. The divergence between the wall and boiling
temperature curves could be the result of decreasing quantities of MMH
percolating up the channels. A bias of 1 psi in the inlet manifold pressure
measurement could also cause the divergence. However, at 60 seconds (50
seconds after shutdown) some of the wall temperatures reach minimum values
and begin to rise indicating the onset of depletion of MMH. All wall
temperatures (except at station 16, the injector end) were rising by the
time calibrations were completed at 73 seconds after shutdown. This implies
essentially complete propellant depletion from the channels. Wall temp-
erature profiles at T = 83, 200, 600, and 1200 seconds plotted in Fig. 29
show the effects of thermal inputs from the injector and nozzle. The
nozzle is the primary heat source during the latter period of the soakout.
Regenerative chamber wall temperatures do not exceed the initial peak value
at 1200 seconds all the radiation nozzle temperatures are less than 300 F
and decreasing.
In Fig. 30 are plotted the temperature transients for the regenerative
chamber side of the chamber/nozzle flange, the inlet manifold skin and
the fuel in the inlet manifold. Comparison of the flange temperatures
with the chamber wall temperature at the +3 inch station indicates that
it is the flange (and nozzle) which mainly supply the heat to vaporize the
fuel in the inlet manifold. The flange temperatures peak 10-20 seconds
after shutdown when the heat rate from the radiation nozzle side of the
flange decays to equal the heat rate to the inlet manifold and regenerative
chamber wall. The inlet manifold itself is cooled quite well (75 F) during
the test by the fuel. Approximately 40-50 seconds after shutdown the manifold
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the manifold temperatures reach minimum values and begin to rise again
indicating local propellant depletion.
The three fuel temperatures in the inlet manifold agree well during the
firing. After shutdown, the fuel temperatures rise in response to local
wall and flange temperatures. The fuel temperature near the inlet is as
much as 50 F lower than at the other two locations, probably because of
mixing with the fuel from the inlet line and the influence of the cool
inlet duct. The MMH boiling temperature curve is again superimposed and
implies that bulk boiling does not commence in the inlet manifold until some
20 secondsafter shutdown. This implication, together with the alternative
conclusions previously drawn from the wall temperature transient curves,
lead to the conclusion that the fuel in the injector and jacket is probably
blown out of the chamber by boiling in the entire jacket before boiling
begins in the inlet manifold.
Propellant temperatures eventually begin to decay along with the boiling
temperature curve. As the propellant boils off in the manifold, the closed
tip thermocouples are uncovered and heated by the warm inlet manifold. The
minimum temperature which occurred during the calibration period (50-70
seconds after shutdown) indicates fuel depletion below tht thermocouples.
The exact time of depletion cannot be determined in test 1-3-10 because of
the calibrations. On.the soakout after test 1-4-10 all three fuel thermo-
couples indicated depletion within 3 seconds of each other. On test 1-5-1,
two of the three thermocouples indicated simultaneous depletion (the other
began on anomalous transient at that time). The inlet manifold consists of
a continuous torus from which the fuel exits through 0.18 inch diameter
holes into a lower torus. The simultaneous indication of minimum values
by the three thermocouples, which are at different elevations above the
drilled plate, implies that the boiling propellant splashes on and cools the
thermocouples at least until the level falls below the drilled plate. The
volume of the drilled holes and lower torus is 6-inch 3 so that fuel depletion
is essentially complete when indicated by the fuel thermocouples.
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Propellant temperatures eventually begin to decay along with the boiling
temperature curve. As the propellant boils off in the manifold, the closed
tipthermocouples are uncovered and heated by the warm inlet manifold. The
minimum temperature which occurred during the calibration period (50-70
seconds after shutdown) indicates fuel depletion below the thermocouples.
The exact time of depletion cannot be determined in test 1-3-10 because
of the calibrations. On the soakout after test 1-4-10 all three fuel thermo-
couples indicated depletion within 3 seconds of each other. On test 1-5-1,
two of the three thermocouples indicated simultaneous depletion (the other
began on anomalous transient at that time). The inlet manifold consists
of a continuous torus from which the fuel exits through 0.18 inch diameter
holes into a lower torus. The simultaneous indication of minimum values by
the three thermocouples, which are at different elevations above the drilled
plate, implies that the boiling propellant splashes on and cools the
thermocouples at least until the level falls below the drilled plate. The
volume of the drilled holes and lower torus is 6-inch 3 so that fuel depletion
is essentially complete when indicated by the fuel thermocouples.
Table 10 is a summary of the fuel depletion times based on the fuel inlet
temperature transient data for each of the soakout tests and the associated
significant conditions for each test.
TABLE 10. PROPELLANT DEPLETION SUMMARY
Test 1-3-10 1-4-10 1-5-1
Depletion Time, sec -60 25 60
After Shutdown
Fuel Inlet Temperature, F 65 105 65
At Shutdown
Regen Flange Temp, F 190 210 50
At Shutdown
Post-test Purge No Yes Yes
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The depletion time on test 1-4-10 was significantly shorter than on test
1-3-10 which can be attributed to the higher fuel temperature and the brief
post-test purge. Fuel depletion times were about the same for 1-3-10 and
1-5-1 despite the post-test purge on test 1-5-1. It appears that the effect
of the purge was offset by the colder regenerative chamber flange temperature.
The flange temperature does not change significantly during the tests but
does increase between tests because of soakback from the nozzle as indicated
by the data in Table 11.
Temperatures after 20 minutes of vacuum soakout are tabulated in Table 12.
All temperatures were less than 350 F at this time for all three tests. The
maximum temperature difference measured on the regenerative chamber wall
was 60 F. The regenerative chamber flange temperature on test 1-3-10 appears
low but is based on two measurements which agree within 4 F. The highest
temperature at this time was 340 F on the radiation nozzle. Although the
nozzle operating temperature for the flight hardware is greater than that
tested, the nozzle wall thickness of the flight hardware is significantly
less (.030 vs .125 inches) so that heat transfer to the regenerative chamber
should be no greater in the flight configuration.
TABLE 11. METAL TEMPS AT 0 DEGREE LOCATION
Regen. Flange Nozzle @ 7.2 In* Nozzle @ 7.8 In.
Test -1 Sec 10.5 Sec** -1 Sec 10.5 Sec -1 Sec 10.5 Sec
1-3-1 60 60 60 250 60 670
-2 80 81 390 460 610 1010
-3 95 95 520 570 750 1080
-4 115 116 640 680 930 1210
-5 134 133 720 750 1030 1300
-6 137 135 650 670 890 1100
-7 152 152 690 710 970 1190
-8 i170 169 740 760 1050 1250
-9 173 171 700 720 960 1180
-10 1188 188 740 770 1050 1260
1-4-1 51 53 so50 600 50 1200
-2 78 77 600 640 870 1160
-10 i214 213 800 830 1140 1310
1-5-1 47 50 44 760 41 1360 (
-2*** 73 74 180 830 180 1280
NOTES: *0.2" from flange of radiation nozzle
**30 sec for test 1-4-10 & 43 sec for 1-5-1








-16 In 144 184 135
-13 In 145 190 127
-10 In 142 187 154
-8 In 141 184 155
-6 In 141 182 157
-4 In 142 181 157
-2 In 147 185 160
Throat 159 193 166
+3 In 186 219 186
Inlet Manifold 208 233 187
Regen Flange 126 225 209
Near Rad. Flange (7.2 in) 254 307 246
Radiation Nozzle (7.8 in) 265 324 256





The results of the tests of the Rocketdyne integrated thrust chamber at
WSTF lead to the following conclusions.
The regeneratively cooled thrust chamber, radiation cooled nozzle and
like-doublet injector will operate safely over the design range of chamber
pressures (110-140 psia) and mixture ratios (1.45 to 1.85) with fuel inlet
temperatures up to 104 F.
Safe operation at nominal mixture ratio was also demonstrated at chamber
pressures as high as 151 psia and as low as 100 psia. Although no bomb tests
were conducted, the engine was stable over the operating ranges described
above.
Thermal data indicates heat transfer rates are lower than predicted, although
higher than measured in the demonstration chamber. The low heat load in the
regenerative chamber suggests that the combustion chamber can be lengthened
to improve performance. The low nozzle heat fluxes imply two alternatives:
the regenerative/radiation attach point can be shifted to a lower area ratio
to reduce the weight of the regenerative chamber, inlet manifold and attach-
ment flange; or a radiation nozzle of more conventional material such as
uncoated L605 can be used compared to the present design which utilizes coated
columbium. The pressure drop of the integrated thrust chamber coolant jacket
and manifolds is 15 psi at nominal conditions.
Chamber backwall temperature measurements indicate that a substantial safety
factor exists at the circumferential location near the injector (which has
the maximum temperature) even under the most adverse conditions of low-chamer
pressure and high-mixture ratio and fuel-inlet temperature.
The vacuum performance (Is) of the integrated chamber with the L/D No. 1
injector is 310 seconds at nominal conditions and is virtually unaffected by
propellant inlet saturation and temperature over the range tested. Sensi-
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tivity to chamber pressure is in the order of 0.1 sec/psia. A variation
of 0.11 units of mixture ratio results ina 0.1 second variation in Is
s
Steady-state performance is reached more rapidly than the demonstrator
chamber and agrees .very well with the performance previously calculated
for the demonstrator chamber. The agreement also adds confidence to the
analytical extrapolation of the demonstrator performance data (taken with
a 9:1 expansion nozzle) to performance with a 72:1 nozzle.
The fact that the heat loads were lower than predicted implies that per-
formance can be increased by eliminating the boundary layer coolant,
although the safety factor would be marginal at off-design conditions, or
by increasing the combustor length. A specific impulse gain of approximately
2.5 seconds can be obtained by eliminating the boundary layer coolant. Based
on heat sink test data, a gain of 3 seconds could be achieved by lengthening
the combustion chamber to 16.2 inches. A 315 second impulse could therefore
be achieved with the like-doublet injector pattern employed in a 2:1 contrac-
tion ratio chamber.
Start transient data indicated moderate starts. Thrust overshoots indicated
a correlation with oxidizer injection lead while the maximum 'g' load depended
only on whether the test was the first of a sequence.
Thermal soakout tests revealed that maximum soakout temperature would not
be so high as to cause problems when the MH enters the chamber for a restart,
i.e. there are no high temperature restart limits. The data implies that
fuel depletion of the jacket after a test occurs approximately one minute
after shutdown. The depletion time is affected by the temperature of the
regenerative chamber flange area (attachment to radiation nozzle) at shutdown.
The electroforming fabrication technique was demonstrated for an integrated
injector/thrust chamber assembly. The present configuration was bolted
together for test flexibility but can readily be modified to remove the





Summaries of test data compiled and printed at NASA/WSTF are presented
in this appendix. Data are presented for at least one slice on each
test and for multiple times on a few tests. A description of the parameters
is included together with the method of computing performance.
One discrepancy noted after the data was published is that the T/C surface
temperatures at -4 and -8 inches are reversed.
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE
SERIES (1) SEQUENCE TEST
TEST DESCRIPTION: (2)
TEST DURATION (3)
DATA SLICE TIME (4)
AVERAGE
PARAMETER UNITS MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA (5)
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA (6)
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA (7)
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA (8)
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA (9)
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA (10)
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA (11)
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA (12)
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA (13)
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF (14)
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LBF (15)
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF (16)
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF (17)
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA (18)
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % (19)
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM (20)
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % (21)
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM (22)
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % (23)
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE OF (24)
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE OF (25)
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE OF (26)
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE OF (27)
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN OF (28)
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN OF (29)
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN OF (30)
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN oF (31)
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN OF (32)
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN OF (33)
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN OF (34)
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN OF (35)
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN OF (36)
T/C-NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP oF (37)
AVERAGE
PARAMETER UNITS I MEASURED VALUE
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +7.2 IN OF (38)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +7.8 IN OF (39)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +9.9 IN OF (40)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN OF (41)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN oF (42)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN OF (43)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40.4 IN OF (44)
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN OF (45)
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PC, INJECTOR END PSIA (46)
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA (47)
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF (48)
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LBF (49)
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA (50)
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LB/FT3 (51)
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 (52)
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC (53)
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC (54)
TOTAL PROPELLANT'FLOWRATE LB/SEC (55)
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F (56)
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC (57)
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % (58)
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F (59)
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID (60)
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID (61)
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID (62)
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T oF (63)
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC (64)C*, SITE FT/SEC (65)C*, UMR FT/SEC (66)
C* EFFICIENCY % (67)
CF, SITE (68)
CF SITE VACUUM (69)
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT (70)
CF CORRELATION ----- (71)
CF, VAC 72 
----- (72)
ISP, TEST SEC (73)
ISP, SITE VACUUM ! SEC (74)
ISP, VAC 72,.PREDICTED SEC (75)
ISP, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC (76)
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC (77)
ISP EFFICIENCY % (78)
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % (79)
ITEM INSTRUCTIONS
(1)(2)(4) Series, Sequence, and Test numbers will be
supplied on a data reduction input sheet
by NASA TPO. This sheet will also describe
the test and define data slice start-stop times.










(14) XFA = (3001F + 3003F + 3005F) at data slice
minus (above) at prefire -4-2 sec interval
(15) XFB = similar to (14) above using measurements
3002F, 3004F, 3006F
(16) YF = similar to (14) using 3011F & 3012F
(17) ZF = ZFA + ZFB, where
2 1
ZFA is calculated same as (14) above using
measurement numbers 3007F & 3009F; ZFB uses
meas. nos. 3008F & 3010F
ITEM INSTRUCTIONS
(18) PCELL = EQ9511P + EQ9512P
2
(19) CPRA = IEQ9511P - EQ9512P I X 200
(20) FUFLOW = 1006R + 1007R
2
(21) FUFMA = 11006R - 1007R I
(22) OXFLOW = 2006R + 2007R
2
(23) OXFMA =12006R - 2007RI
(24) TFUINT = 1015T
(25) TOXINT = 2015T
(26) TCHIN = 4007T + 4008T + 4013T
3
(27) TCHOUT = 4020T + 4021T + 4022T
3
(28) TCHS-16 = 4030T + 4031T + 4032T + 4033T
+ 4034T + 4035T+ 4036T + 4037T
8
(29) TCHS-13 = 4038T + 4039T + 4040T + 4041T
4
(30) TCHS-10 = 4042T + 4043T + 4044T + 4045T
4
(31) TCHS-8 = 4046T + 4047T + 4048T + 4049T
4
(32) TCHS-6 = 4050T + 4051T + 4052T + 4053T
4
(33) TCHS-4 = 4054T + 4055T + 4056T + 4057T
4
(34) TCHS-2 = 4058T + 4059T + 4060T + 4061T
4
ITEM INSTRUCTIONS
(35) TCHS-0.3 = 4062T + 4063T + 4064T + 4065T
4
(36) TCHS +3 = 4066T + 4067T + 4068T + 4069T
4
(37) TNOZFL = 4072T
(38) TNOZ7.2 = 4074T + 4075T
2
(39) TNOZ7.8 = 4076T + 4077T
2
(40) TNOZ9.9 = 4078T + 4079T
2
(41) TNOZ11.7 = 4080T + 4081T
2
(42) TNOZ16.2 = 4082T + 4083T
2
(43) TNOZ28.4 = 4084T + 4085T
2
(44) TNOZ40.4 = 4086T + 4087T
2
(45) TNOZ57.5 = 4088T + 4089T
2
(46) PCIE = (12) + (13)
12
(47) PCNS = 0.95(46)
(48) FSITE = (14) + (15)
2
(49) FVAC = (48) + 2005.4(18)
(50) PNOZEX = 5001P + 5002P + 5003P
3
(51) RHOFU = 56.86 - 0.0321 (1011T)
ITEM INSTRUCTIONS
(52) RHOX = 95.26 - [6.577 X 10-2 (2011T)] -
[1.1 X 10-4 (2011T)2 ] + [2.29 X 10-4X
(2010P + 2013P) + 4.94 X 10-6 X (2010P + 2013P)
2- 2
(2011T)]
(53) WFU = (20) (51)
448.8311689
(54) WOX = (22) (52)
448.8311689
(55) WTOT = (53) + (54)
(56) O/FTOT = (54)
(53)
(57) WBLC = 0.0749(53)
(58) BLC% = (57) X 100
(55)
(59) O/FCORE = (54)
I (53) - (57)
(60) DPFINJ = (10) - (46)
(61) DPOINJ = (11) - (46)
(62) DPCOOL = (9) - (10)
(63) DTCOOL = (27) - (26)
(64) ODOTCH = 0.715 (53)(63)
(65) C*SITE = (47) 32.174 X 26.5291
(55)
(66) C*UMR = (65) minus correction from Table I
(67) C*EFF = (65) X 100
(80)
(68) CFSITE = (48)
(47)26. 5291
(69) CFVSITE = (49)
(47)26. 5291
ITEM INSTRUCTIONS
(70) CFVEXP = 1.783[11.0 + 0. 0 0 2 3 (g 8 )] + 0.12 [(56) - 1.65]
(71) CFA = (69) X 100
(70)
(72) CFV72 = (69) [1.0 - 0.0023(58)]
(73) ISPTEST = (48)
(55)
(74) ISPVAC = (49)
(55)
(75) ISPV72P = (72)(66) plus correction from Table II
32.174 for test BLC%; O/F
(76) ISPODKT = linear double interpolation from Table III
(77) ISPTDKT = linear double interpolation from Table IV
(78) ISPEFF = (74) X 100
(79) ERE = (74) + 127
(55) X 100
(77)
(80) C*ODE = linear interpolation from Table V
(81) ISPODET = linear interpolation from Table VI
TABLE I
STRATIFICATION C* LOSS, FT/SEC (MMH/NTO)
O/F BLC% 0 2% 4%
+(56) (58)
1.20 0 0 -4
1.55 0 -29 -67
1.65 0 -36 -85
1.75 0 -49 -110
1.85 0 -62 -130
2.20 0 -83 -169
TABLE II
STRATIFICATION Isp LOSS, SEC (MMH/NTO)
O/F BLC% 0 2 4
+(56) (58)
1.20 0 +0.8 +1.4
1.40 0 +0.2 +0.2
1.50 0 -0.1 -0.6
1.65 0 -0.7 -1.9
1.80 0 -1.5 -3.8
2.00 0 -3.3 -7.3
2.20 *0 -4.8 -10.8
TABLE III
THEORETICAL Isp, ODK, EPS=72
TEST PCNS and O/F
O/F PCNS -
( (47) 100 125 150(56)
1.35 322.1 322.7 323.0
1.45 326.2 326.7 327.1
1.55 329.5 330.0 330.5
1.65 331.9 332.6 333.2
1.75 333.8 334.6 335.2
1.85 335.0 336.0 336.7
1.95 335.6 336.7 337.5
2.00 335.5 336.7 337.5
TABLE IV
THEORETICAL Isp, TDK, EPS=72
TEST PCNS and O/F
O/F PCNS +
(5 (47)56 100 125' 150
1.35 317.5 317.9 318.2
1.45 320.9 321.4 321.8
1.65 326.6 327.3 327.8
1.85 329.7 330.6 331.4

















































6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATEU CHAMBER
DATE._ 13 .NOV_ 3..
SERIES RD/ICT-i SEQUEPJCE 1 TEST I
TEST DESCRIPTIOR
FIRST SHAKEDOWN FIRING OF ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER wITH LIKE
DOUBLET INJECTOR S/N1, 72 TO 1.NOZZLEt UNSATURATED ...MH/NTIO
TARGET PCNS = 1259, O/F = i45,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 3*214 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 2.000 SEC TO 3,000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 244.495
OXIOIZER TANK PRESSURE PSLA 21-.07
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 211*683
OxIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 172.739
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 208.940
_fUEL INJECTORPRESSURE .....PSIA . 91 288
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 167.636
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 124.590
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 123.331
AX.IAL THRUST2._.SYSTEM A LBF 5494w8.815
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM b LBF 5501.645
Y-AXIS THRUST. LF. . _6.,837
L-AXIS THRUST LRF 23.364
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .051
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % .067
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GP63-699
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % 0036
AV.ERAG(iOr DIZEoR FLOWRATE......... GPM. . .. 52...-S4 ....1 .
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT 042
FUEL . INTERFACE- TEMPERATURE DEG F. 6-14 17
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 66.302
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F .64-.379
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 146.486
_T/C SURFVACE TEMP -_16- -_ __ . _._.._DEG__F ...... ___ 04, 39
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 152,377
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 1 2.2-07
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 124.824
TIC SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F .13.2,385
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 152,064
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN .. DEGF 118d93
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 126.216
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 80,707
TIC NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 64.015
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP # 7.2 IN DEG F 58,310
NOZLLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 189.818
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 155,124
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 146.378
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 117*060
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28,4 IN DEG F 93,67T
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40.4 IN DEG F 92.325
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .57.5 IN DEG F 81,916
6K OMS ENCGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMHER
... ATE 13 OV 3.
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SFQUENCE I TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END. PSIA 123.331
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 117464
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LF ,5498.230
AXIAL THRUSTo;VACUUM LBF 5600.657
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA ,054
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) L8/FT3 54,803
OXIDIZER DENSITY LR/FT3 90.618
FUEL FLOWRATE Lb/SEC 7.77b
OXIUIZER FLOWRATE L6/SEC 10,670
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE La/SEC 18.447
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.372
bLC FLOWRATE - LH/SEC ,583
5LC TOTAL PERCENT % 3.158
CORE MIXTURE.RATIO O/F 1,483
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 67.958
DOXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P. P . 4. 4.305
T/C COOLANT OELTA-P PSID 17.652
T/C COOLANT DEL.TA-T D...EGF .......... .. 107
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 456.591
C-STAR# SITE . FT/SEC 5421.153
C-STAR, UMR FT/SEC 5447,370
-C-STAR EFFICIENCY % . 9*983
CF, SITE i.-- 1,769CF SITLEACUM 
..... IT69
-T.51 TT . _V AC U _ ..... . .... .... .... . .. -A-.. ..
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT 1.763
.Cf CORRELATION i.-- 102.229
CFT VAC 72 
--- m- 1.189
ISP, TEST ..... EC. 9,052
ISP. SITE VACUUM SEC 303,604
ISP. VAC 72 PREDICTE SE- 3C.031
ISP, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 323.392
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 318.532
ISP EFFICIENCY 92,501
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY . 97,475
C-STAR ODE FT/SEC 5648,043
ISP, ODEQ TLST S.... .. . . 2
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PRO(RAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNEINTEGRATED CHAMBER
O-DATE _.13 NOV_3_ 
-.
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 1 TEST 2
TEST DESCRIPTION
SECOND VERIFICATION FIRING OF ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER WITH
LIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Ni, 72 TO I NOZZLE- UNSATURATED MM/NToo
TARGET PCNS = 125,9 0/F * 1,55.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 5*175 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 4.000 SEC TO 5.000 SEC
PARAMETER .- UNITS AMi. MEASURED _ALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA- 235#833
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 215.287
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE- P$IA 204.B94.
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 176.553
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 202.074
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 18t7492
OXIDIZERH INJECTOR PRESSURE --PSIA 1T71102
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 124.348
-CHAMBER PRESSURE NOD 2 .. - - PSIA -.-..-- -- - -------
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM A LRF 5561.542
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM 8 LSF 5568.416
Y-AXIS THRUST, LRF 5.824
-Z-AXIS THRUST LF 2.Q87
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .041
CELI-. PRESSURE: AGREEMENT - . . . 02Z .
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GpM 61,392
FUEL FM AGREEMENT ,a35
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 54.325
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT 0 40
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 64.436
OXDIZE INTERFACE TEMPERATURE ..... DE F 6.
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 66.262
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 180,036
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DFG F 153,720
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 182,235
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 197,763
T/C - SURFACE --TEMP -- 8 iN DE.- OE6-F -- _1-,41
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 165.200
TtC SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F_ 184,.568
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 134.950
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN OvG F .1394.436
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 112,939
-TIC NOZZLE FLANGE TEI P - - DEG--F -- &- 94&
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN OEG F 168.32
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 39_-.891
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9*9 IN DEG F 386*918
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +1*7 IN DEG F 371,359
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN 'ODG F 294.213
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN DEG F --20,-Z-62
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40Oe IN DEG F 204.626
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57e5 IN DEG F 163,765
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROG(AM- TASK XII 
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
-.-DATE 13.NOV3 ..3 -
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 1 TEST 2
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 123.582
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA -117.403
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LRF 5564,979
AXIAL THRUSTs VACUUM LF 5647.048
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA *043
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) ....... LR/FT3 54.....73
OXIOIZER DENSITY L4/FT3 90,594
FUEL FLOWRATE L/SEC 7.492
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LR/SEC 10,965
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 18.457
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1,464
8LC FLOR.ATE. L/SEC --..-.--. 561
HLC TOTAL PERCENT 3.040
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.582
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 63*910
OAIDIZEH INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID . .... 7.
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSIOD _14*582
T/C.COOLANT DELTA-T DE.. G F 11 74-
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 609.456
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5429,266
C-STAR, UMR FT/SEC '5466.507
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95526
CF, SITE ...... 1787
CF SITE VACUUM . I . .. L 1
CF VAC 72 EXPECT .-rn 1.773
CF CORRELATION 
-.-.. 102.255
cF VAC 72 ..--- 1,800
ISP, TEST SEC 301.508
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 305,954
LSP, VAC 72 PEDICTED sC . 395,
ISPs ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 326.997
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC - 321-645
ISP EFFICIENCY % 92,185
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 97.261
C-STAR, OOE FT/SEC 5683.537
15P .OD TEST ... SEC - 331.890
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - .TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
.DATE -13 NOV 3...
SERIES RO/ICT-I SEQUENCE i TEST 3
TEST DESCRIPTION
THRID CHECKOUT FIRING OF ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER WITH LIKE
DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Nt 72 TO 1..NOZZLE. UNSATURATED_MM/INTO--.
TARGET PCNS a 125, O/F a 1.55o
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10.158 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC To 10,.00 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVGe MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 233.098
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA _2.13e67
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 202.772
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE- PSIA 1740858
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 200.166
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE - --P-SA - - - 68
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 169.947
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 122,899
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 122.326
AXIAL THRUST. SYSTEM A L 8F 5558.403
AXIAL THRUST SYSTEM B LiF SS68,4 2 7
4Y-AXIS THRUST. -8F .- - -- 6
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 23,613
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PsIA .034
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % 094
AVERAGE- UEL FLOWRATE GPM .l. 19
FUEL FM AGREEMENT %. *Q6 6
AVEAGEL I .l0 L. .ILO.RA. GPM- --.... - 6
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % .067
FUL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F. 65623
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.491
T/C COOLANT IN. TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.768
.T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 195.557
/C SURFAC TERP -16 IN -.. x)E I 9.111
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 196,466
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN ODEG F 20_,810
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 158o562
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 175,838
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 193,0 2 7
T/.C_ SURFACE. TE MP 2 IN D F . 141.+08.
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 143o796
T/C SURFACE TE.MP 3 IN DEG F I0.6994
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 105.040
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F.... 368171
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 743.824
._NQZZLE. SURFACETEMP . 9..9_N a LDE7L5 ... - 9.
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 748.422
.NQZZLE SURFACE I.EMP *16.2 IN DEG F - 596.970
NUOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN DEG F 404,990
NOZZLE SURFACAE TEMP .40.4 IN DEG F 3_i4.760
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *T575 IN OFG F 294.633
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORTZ PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE I TEST 3
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA iZ2.3Z6
-PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSI-A 62...... 11 09
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LAF 5563.415
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LSF -5631,194
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA *037
FUEL VDEN$ITY F)3 - - 54-.M)0-FT3-
OXIDIZER DENSITY LR/FT3 90*526
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 1. 454
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LR/SEC 10.924
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE L-/WSEC 18.378
MItTURE RATIO (OVERALL) ............. / -
8LC FLOWRATE LR/SEC .558
BLC TOTAL -PERCENT. --- 3 .038
CURE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.584
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID. " 69342
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 47.621
T/C-COOLANT DELTA-P -- -- PSID -8 498
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 127.789
JTHRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX S.TU/SEC 681.076
C-STAR. SITE FT/SEC 5397.209
C-STARt UNR - FT/SEC 544.668
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 94954
c,.slr ... _.. .. .--. . _ "__
CF SITE VACUUM --r  1.827
CF%--VAC .72, EXPECT- .. - - .773
CF CORRELATION ---- 103.003
-CF, VAC -7-2 --- .814
ISP, TEST SEC 302 ,21
1 -------- *E V SEC -6,-
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 306,213
ISP, ODK..TEST CONDITIONS ... SEC 3217.036
ISP, TOK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321.676
-ISP EFFICIENCY 92 .. 304
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 97.402
c-ST AR, - E - -....... FT/SE-C --S46.429
ISP, OOE, TEST ' SEC 331.958
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOeY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES HO/ICT-I SEQUENCE 2 TEST I
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETDYNE INTGRATEAT CHANBER ENGINE WITH
... L-IKE DOUbLET INJECTOR .S/Na 72 TO I .OZZLE_.. UNSATUPATED..MMH/NTo,
TARGET PCNS s 15.S 0/F * 1,65,
ACTUAL TES- OURATION 10.212 SEC
_IATA _SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC To _ 1.0_00 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASUREO VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 239.024
0EIDIZER.. TANK PRESSUREL PSIA .245.593
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 209,137
OXIDIZEH INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 19.321
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 191.427
OXIDIZER _iNJECTOR PRESSURE .. PSIA "189.976
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 130.872
CHAMhBE-PRESSURE NO* 2 PSIA --- 1--70
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM A L8F 598664449
__AX_LAL_ THUST_ SYSTEM . _ - - LBE 598..1
YAXIS THRUST LBF -1 266I.AXIS...THRST ...... 
. . 257 STST 5
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA ,933
CELL__PRESSUR AGREEMENT . .091
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 60.294
FUELEE .FN.............
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 609736
OXADIZER Fr _ AGREEMENT --- .a
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.326
_OAIDIZER ITERFrACE TETMPERjRAiuE . DE F ._67.15
TIC COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 
_66.639JL COLA r QUITEMPERATURE 
_ . _DJE._4UGI F_ ___ 197. 1 ...
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 1786454
T1/C SURFACE TUIP -13 IN - DEG F_ 201.953
T/C SURFACE TEmP -10 IN Ore 7 213,458
I1/C -SURFACE TEMP - 8_IN DEG F 2___ 32
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 179.224
1C NSUR CfILTEP -- I  e 9L.93 _
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 144,799
TC_. SURFAC:E TEMP -o03 IN DEG .F 1_47.550
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 129.395
T/C NOZZLE FLANGL TEMP iGo F 7..Ij92
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .1,2 IN DEG F 225.793
_N..gZLE SURFACE. T-kMP + :_S. IN LEG F.__ 5..13...
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 595.646
NQIZZLE SR.FACE. TMP +11,7 IN DEG F. 553.-40
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 411.026
NOZZLE SURFACE .TEMP #28.4 -N DEG F . 946
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 40.4 IN DEG F 247,866AVQZZLE .5UACE_. TENP *T575 IN . .M . DEG 99 . 969... ... ....
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM--. TASK XII...
ROCKEtOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RD/ICT-. SEQUENCE 2 TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 130.870
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION .. A 1242326
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 5986.318
AXIAL THRUST VACUUM LRF 6053.115
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA .032
FUEL DES1TA .MM. . . -LB/IT3_ . __..745
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 90,587
FUEL FLOWRAATE .... .. L/SEC .. .54
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 12.258
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE. L/SEC . 19J612.
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.667
bLC .FLOW RAE. - - LB/SLEC ... -5
8LC TOTAL PERCENT % 2.809
CORE MIXTUR RATO1 oF -,QO_2
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 609557
dOAIDWIZER INJECTOR -DELTA-P. ...... P-SI- - ~594.106
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PsID 14,843
.. TC _._COOLANT ELIA-T ..... .. F . 1c 82 ....
THRUST CHAMBER MEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 688.Z16
__CSTARs SITE F.... _T/SEC . 5410 _T78.
C'STAR, UNR FT/SEC 5469.990
.._C- STAR EFFICIENCY . 94*7318
CF, sITE ..-.. 1,815
Fs T_ E_ VAC M..
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT "-'4" 1,797
CF CORRELATION *.-- 102154
CF, VAC 72 "-''" 1.823
S..p, TST SC 5.Z31
ISP, S.TE VACUUM SEC 308,637
._ISp_ VAC _72 PREDICTED _ __ _SEC_ . 308
ISP ODX TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332,917
ISP, TDK TEST CONDTINS .. SC .......
ISP EFFICIENCY 91,213
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY ..... 96200
c-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5711.336
a. TDI E ___ST ..... .. ..... .__ _ S__ -33817 ...1.
6K OHS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT .PROAM.. - TASK _X11L
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 2
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKEToYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LiKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/N_72 .. To NOZZLE. UNSATURATED MM/NTO*
TARGET PCNS = 125.w O/F * 1,85,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10.202 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 1o0000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVGO MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 225,804
OX.IDLZER_ TANK PIRESSURE ...PIA .. ... .25 0FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 199.378
_QAILIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE. P_A 2032Z55
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN, PRESSURE PSIA 197.496
FU LANJECIQRlRESSURL PS1A -81
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 195*368
_~CAMRR PRESSVRE NO. 1 - PSIA 1............ 55_
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 2 PSIA 132.629
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A ........... 921
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LF 6016,819
X"AXnS TIHRUST_ 
____ LS _-F.
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 24.500
AYERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA O38
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 113
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 56..398
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % *141
_VERAGE IZER I LO RAL . W. .M _.....
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % 9238
FUEL -_..INTEfiACE TEMPERATURE DEG E 65- 11
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.491
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE_ DEG I -- TA-E
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 216.581
TIC SURFACE TEMP -16 IN D EG F 209,831
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 216.089
TI/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 227.497
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 172.847
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DtE F . . 190,829
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 210.202
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F_ 15 351 5
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 155.293
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 137.t70
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEO F 97.859
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DEG F 445*413
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7*8 IN DEG F 923.388
NOzZLE SURFAC IEMP +...9 EN DEGF M. _919J574
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11*7 IN DEG F 906.761
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 727.810o
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN DEG F 486.146
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .40.4 IN DEG F 421.166
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 338.681
6K OMS ENGINE TECHMNOLOGY
SUPPORT_-PROGRAK __w TASK. XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 2
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
------ _.._ 
_ mi_ . ..-.-e m me Bme e- -
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 132,629
.... NOZZLE STAGNATION P- - S-A- . j5.998-
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 6013.370
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LF 6090.10
__NOZZLE EXLT PRESSURE ................
FUEL DENSITY (tMH) LB/FT-3 
- 54.751
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 90tS66
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 6.880
OXIDIZERLOWRAT... SEC ..--.. -1 7 .....
TOTAL PROPELLANT. FLOWRATE L9/SEC 19.666
MIXTURE RATIO 40(VERALL) - 0 /..........
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .515
.LC TOT-ALP- CENT ...- -- .2.,620
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 2o009
--- FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P P . . --.. S.. 5.Os6 ..
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 627f39
-T/C COOLANT DELTA-P .. ID 94a61
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T ODG F 1490566
__ TRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX TIU/ISEC 735.718
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5468.670
C"STAR EFFICIENCY - 96.021
C!, SITE 
- - -. 43799
CF SITE VACUUM 1.22
.. f_ VA~ __2 _.XPECT . * - ..-. 19
CF CORRELATION 100.174
fie Y7_AC -.--- .
ISp, TEST SEC 30So781
ISP, SITE VACUUM SC .97...8
ISp, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 309.631
_14. OsDK, JE.ST ONDITIONS . .SEC _............ __88
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 330.456
__ISP EFFICIEY_ .............. 
___
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 
- 95.667
C-ST ARo ..DE FT/SEC . ... 6 303
ISP, OoE, TEST SEC 342.753
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRA- TASK XiL_ . -
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SFQUENCE 2 TEST 3
_.%TST. D_0SCRIPTUON
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LIKE DOUBLET_ INJECTOR S/Ni4 72 To _..__ LE, UNSATURATDO_.MM/NTO_
TARGET PCNS * 140, O/F * 1,45,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 1017Ti SEC
-DATA SLICE TIME- _9000 SEC- T 10o400 SEC
-PAAd2AMELER --- *--- - f5 -A. MEASR U . VALUE
FUEL TANK PR SSURE p... A IA .30284
OXiDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 275.898
_FVEL -IN-{-R-AC- RESURE . PSLA- .. 5351 -
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 221.480
_.TI/C COOLANL_ _NLET _ MAN. PRESSURE - PSIA 3 955-.
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 236*930
_DXo IZER I NJECTOR PRESSURE ..-.. - PSA ....... 1. -Z
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA j47.?1T
CHtAMBERPRESSURE_NO_. PsJA .... 1- .---
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF 6684913
AxAL THRUST_ SYSTEM La ..... .
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF 9.116
_z,_Ax is RUi ST. _ ... ... . ...... .P - . z.
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA ,033
CEL PRESSURTE *aEeET ,_ _ ..
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM t72810
EUEL FN _AGREEMELT -_ 2
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE OPM 64.515
xrDIZR _. FM AGREMENT -- .. _ . .1
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE. DEG F 65S326
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 6 06
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 66.973
4_1_ COOLANT OQUT TEMPERATjRE .. __ DEq_ F ... _
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DE F 192,3683
_/C SURFACE TMP -13 IN . DEG .F. si
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 200,513
T/ .SURFACE -TEM -.P _ -a N ... -O-_ F . . . ---- -iS-. ........
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 170.0351/c SURf CE TEMP 4 N DE F ... . j98
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DE F 136.075
_T/C SURFACXTEMP.. -. IN DE . 23
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 122.221
__ NCNO4ZZL F T n t ___ -DEG n
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 570.480
0ZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 1. 8 t _DE F -F_0___91_
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9,9 IN DEG F 101.953
NOZZLE SURFAC. TE P 11.7 # .... DEG F_. 96 .5
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP o16.2 IN DEG F 880,010
mZZQLE SURFACE_T_EMP .28 . ..... D..E A.. .
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40.4 IN DG F 559*326
_NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 575. IN. DEG F ... 451. 57
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
-SUPPORT P4rOgRAM--v-- TASK XI .
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
-J~ I.... --_ nv_ _ 3-..... . . ..
S ERIES RO/ICT- SEQUENCE 2 TEST 3
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR ENO PSIA 148.461
P_fC NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 141038
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LPF 668T7567
AXIAL THRUST__VACUUN - LF_ - 6T53.880
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA *031
FUEL --DENS ITY- A-MM -... /T3 . 5.
OXIDIZER DENSITY Ls/FT3 90.590
FUEL FLoQRATE .. -L/EC . .. SE
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE La/SEC 13.021
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 21.904
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1,466
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % 3o037
CORE MixJUR-Ef fi_110 Q/T _- - Lss
FUEL INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID 88,469
.OXIDIZE ._INJECTOR _DELTA-P Ps... .... ... -.... aia...
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID 17.085
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 8090505
C.-s AR, -ST . Fi/SE~ 5A9.. .4_, .
C-STAR, UNR FT/SEC 5533.533
_C!STAR EIXF.EN1 CY 5 __6-90
CF, s ITE --- .T.77
CL_ SIT.E VACUUM _ .. . .. __._-__-- ....... . _ _ . O.
CFv VAC 72 EXPECT -- 1i.T73
..CF CORRELATION _ 1.01787
CF, VAC 72 -- m- 1.792
ISp, SITE VACUUM SEC 398, 45
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTEI D ...... SEC 3089112
I SP ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.496
selKTst CONOIonS SEC 322 .... 14
ISP EFFICIENCY % 92.881
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY . .. . _ 97,19
C-STAR ODE FT/SEC 5684.165
ISPi ODE. TEST 1-- S C 331 917
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
- SUPPORT PROeRAN-w TASK XiU
ROCKEToYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-I SEQUENCE 2 tEST 4T__ST DESCRIP ION- _.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATO CHAMSER ENGINE WITH
_AIKE DOUSLT INJEC TOR- S/N2#-- 2-T0 -i OZZLE UNSAUrAtiEOMNH/NTo . .-
TARGET PCNS 140.e 0/F a 1.65.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10o.202 SE
-otTASLICE TIME. 9.OOOSEC--O .... ...- ,io-S..si c_._ -
PARAMETER UNITS AVG, NEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 282.332
._xDIZER TANK PRALSSURE A 9 A A ...
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 243.930
OX1DI1ZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PIA .. . 229*533
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 240.222
-FUELNIJEC1ORLESSURE s__ _ ... . ...- 4
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA ZO.405
-- CHAMBER PRESSURE NO._- _- - .... SIA .. 439
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 1O4.21
_AXIAL THRLTST SYSTEM _A .- t.L ~1.
AXIAL THRUST* SYSTEM 8 LBF 6754,621
-Y-AX1S THRUST __-- -------- ------ - -- n.0
Z-AXIS THRUST LOF 72,127
AVERAGE "CELLJPRE$SSURE *-P I32
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 
.279
AVERAGEPUEL FLOWRATE r 67 60
FUEL FM AGREEMENT 063
ARAGE 1 10ZER FL RAI G 67. 6930P
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT ,209
_FL NT M ERF E ACETURL R _ DEG l 6 51
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67406
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 209.155
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN ------ DE F 20408
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 a DEG F 2000084Ot - -I--0  _
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 161.551
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN 't F 17954 .
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 197.380
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN .. G F 143.630
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 145.491
T/c SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 129,J53
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 136.851NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 A DEG F .711
NOZZLE SURFACE. TEMP * 7.8 IN DEG F 1162.085
ZzLE SURFACE IMP *A,9.N t0----4
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 1112.746
NOZZLE_ SURFACE TLMP *I16.2__!N 0... O 106..s52
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +2804 IN DEG F 784.920
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +404t IN DEG F 691D2G6
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 56.267
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM ,,- TASK Xj I
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICTI- SEQUENCE 2 TEST 4
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 149.215
PC.. NOZZLE STAGNATION .. PSIA4- 41.754
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LRF 6747.981
AXIAL THRUST_. VACUUM 
_F 6 11. 50
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA .030
_FEL -DENSLTY IMMHL -8/1T3.-
OXIDIZER DENSITY La/FT3 90,604
FUEL ELOWRATE ... ..--. L./SEC - -- ........ . 6.8252
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 13.665
TOTAL PROVELLANT_ FLOWRATE L./SEC . .- 917
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.656
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC e618
BLC TOTAL -PERCENTI 
- - - .z82
CORE MIXTURE RATIO 0/ 1i.790
_F EL INJECTOR DELTA-P _PD .......... 339
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P psDo fel7 90
-- T/C-COOLA*T. OEI.TA-P - -- PSI . - -667
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 14256
TrRUST CHANBER HEAT FLUX . ...BU/SEC 838.1.92
C-STAR, SITE PF/SEC 5520.500
C-STAR. UNR FT/SEC 5577.649
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 96.662
CF SITE VACUUM I.... 1,811
CE. --,VAC 72--EXPECT - --* - -t9-
cF CORRELATION ---- 100,896
--C, :AC-72. - - 0 --. a-
ISP TEST SE 307*885
15p, S11TE VA~VVW 
- SEC - 3109
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 310,738
__SP,. P ,T_ST CONDITIONS SEc 333 0o
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327*738
LSP EFiClENCY 
_449Ws
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 0 965s99
lSPAR ODEa TEST SFC 33865 11
Is, ODE, TEST SkC 336.065
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM _- .TASK XI1
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DAiE 1 4 NIQV 3 .
SLRIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST S
TLST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKEToYNE INTEGRATED CHAMER ENGINE WITH
LIKE DOUBLET -INJECTOR .S/NEa-- 72 TO -1 NOZZLE-s UNSATURATED MMH/NTO,
TARGET PCNS = 140o, O/F * 1.85s
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10*200 SEC
_DATA SLICE TIME 9.000. SEC -TO 1o.o00 SEC-
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
&mam W -e _ yagmatenty@ 9_*@
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 265.921
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 30Z2*415
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 232.050
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE ... PSIA 237*- 62
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 229.159
-FVELINJECTOR PRESSURE . ...... . -.. --.PSZA- . .... .. a--...45.
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 226b568
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. .1 - PSI-A 148.439
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 149Z215
_AXIAL THRUSt_._ SYSTEM A ... F -. 6 ,g-
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B L8F 67 64158
--Y-AXIS ThRUS- -. L8F . - - .812-
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 24.041
AVEYRAGE CELL PRESSURE .... .. PSI A .. 039
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % *215
AVERAGE FUEL --FLOWRATE _GPM 63.*313
FUEL FM AGREEMENT 5 *086
-AVERAGL OMDLZER FLOMRA TE SPM 
_
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % *262
_ F-EL _NTERFACE _TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.495
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.406
T/lC .COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG- F - 67.224.
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 2-09940
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN __ .DE F 214.560
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 210828
1/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN -D F 21.232
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 168t.71
_L _ RFAE TEP -. 6 IN D EG.F .... 12?
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 206.087
_T/C_ SURF ACJL EMP_ -_2_ IN DEG F _ ..
T/C SURPACE TEMP -0,3 IN DEG F 151.543
/ SUFAC_E P_ *3 N ... DE . ......... ...
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP OEG F 153.272
QOZZLE SURFACE..TEMP * N .. DE. F ..... . 3.566
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 ZN DEG F 1284.625
NOZZLE SURFACE_ TEMP_ 9 _. _ _DE _ 1321.05 __.
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN OEG F 1243.293
NQZZLE SUREACE TtMP +16.2 I DOEG .._A. ... S
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *28.4 IN DEG F 974,e86
NOZZLE SUREAC ._TMP +.*4.4 _N .. DEG F -... . 88.89.
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 667.216
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-lt SEQUENCE 2 TEST 5
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC INJECTOR END PSIA 149,15
PC-, NOZZLE SSTAGNATION PSIA 141754
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 6760.689
.AXIAL THRUST., ACUUM .... 683800.
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA ,038
_-FEL DE..N.ITY1 M H) - .......... _5.
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 90,611
FUEL FLOWRATE . LB/SEC- .. 3
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 14.241
TOTAL PROPELLANT. FLOWRATE LB/SEC 21.964
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.844
S8LC FLOlRATE__ ...... ..... ...L57/SEC 57
8LC TOTAL PERCENT 9 2.634
.CORE MIXTURE ._RATIO OF 1.993
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSIO 67*239
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P .. PSlD 77.353
TIC COOLANT DELTA-P PSID .12.705
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T D~G F. 15317L6
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BeU/SEC 848841
C-STAR SITE. F.T/SEC •508*6Z2
C-STAR, UMR Fi/SEC 5591.281
.C-STAR EFFICIENCY - 96.680
CFE SITE 
-. *** 1,798
_F _SITL _VACUMM _ _ ........... ""9'"
CF VAC 72 EXPECT i---- 1.817
CF CORRELATION ........- 100,095 _
CF, VAC 72 
-"''' 1.808
__ISP, TEST SEC . 3_1.803
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 311.405
_Sjp, VAC 72 PR TEO .._ SE___ ....... .. 3 1....
iSp, 00K TEST CONDITIONS SEC 336.380
ISP9 __TDK, -.TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321-.. 30
ISP EFFICIENCY % 90,927
E-ERGY I.RELEASE EFFICIENCY . 95,18
c-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5697.853
SP 0E_ TEST . .. .................. -..... 34 .
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY.
.SUPPo..PR RA wM ._TASK X.....
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 6
TLST DESCRIPTION.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETnYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Nt 72 To NOZZLE* UNSATURATEDO. MH/NTO*
TARGET PCNS = 110e O/F l 1,45.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10*200 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10,000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
www****r. . ... I m , wwm. and.!- o!-m- -e ...
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 212.128
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 1 98240
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 184.951
OxIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 162$S67
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 182.237
FUEL. INJECTOR PRESSURE .PSIA- - 172b468- -- _
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 158.006
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 117.875
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 117.299
AXIAL THRUSTo..SYSTEM A LBF 5256.231
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM B L9F 5266,290
...Y-AXIS _THRUST L F - .....- .. 30.5 .....
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 19,710
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .32
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT • ,086
AVERAGE FUEL FLOwRATE GPM 57.441
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % *063
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM_ 51SB6
OXIDIZER FM AGRELMENT % .091
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.580
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.321
T/C.COOLANTIN. T-MPERATURE DEG F. 67.55b8
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 205.249
1/C_ SURFACE LEMP -6 IN DEGF . ... 58
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 197.283
/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F . 211,368
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 160 270
1/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 17.B.134
TIC SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 196,412
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN -E FG. 142,481
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 145.128
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN OEG F 127.817
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 155.325
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7,2 IN PEGF 6.833
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 IN DEG F 1002.562
.NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 N .. G. F. 1 .925 ..
NUZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 987.188
NOZZLE ..SURFACE TEMP 416.2 IN DEG F 976260bO
NOZZLE SURFACE TLMP .28.4 IN DEG F 661.256
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40.4 IN DEG F 7BQr.841
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 663.088
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBERUATE ..14 NO.V 3
SERIES RO/ICT-I SEQUENCE 2 TEST 6
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 117.299
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 111.434
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 5261.261
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LRF 5326.095
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA .031
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) LB/FT3 54,751
OXI.IZER DENSITY LR/FT3 90.561
FUEL FLOWRATE 
-LR/SEC . -_7,0
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 10.409
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17,415
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.485
8LC FLOWRATE LB/SEC ,525
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % 3,014
CORE MIXTURE RATIO iO/F 
.606
FUEL INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID 55.168
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 40.707
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID 9,769
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG. F 13h7691
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 689.822
C-STAR, -SITE FT/SEC--- - _5461 500
C-STAR, UMR FT/SEC 5501.234
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95.997
Cfe SITE 
-.... 1,780
CF SITE VACUUM ....
CF9 VAC 72 EXPECT ,T76
CF CORRELATION-- 
-W4** 1- -
CF, VAC 72 
--- 89
ISPo TEST SC 30.2.103
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 305,826
ISPe VAC T2 PREDICTED SEC 305,642
ISP ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.599
15Po TUKe--TEST CONOITIONS SEC -
-3221 56
ISP EFFICIENCY 91,929
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 97i95
C-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5689o223
ISP, ODE, TEST- SFC 3320677
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DOATE... 14 NOVS 3 T
SERIES RD/ICT-I SEQUENCE 2 TEST 7
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETnYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LAKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/N2. 72 TO 1 NOZZLE_, UNSATURATED MMH/NTO.
TARGET PCNS 110.e. O/F = 1.65,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10.174 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10,000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG, MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PsiA 201.187
OIDIZER TANK PRESSURE ... PSIA 7.237
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 177.314
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE_. PSIA 168,076
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 174,989
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE - PSIA 465 642
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 163.014
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. - - PSIA- .. 635-
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 117.802
AXIAL THRUST SYSTEM A LBF 5316.759
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LSF 5323.560
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF 6.331
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 18*564
.. VERAL CELL PRESSURE --- P-SA - -4-031
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT .173
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GM .... 53653
FUEL FM AGREEMENT 057
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM . .. 62
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % 067
FUEL I.NTERFACLE.TtMPERATURE .DEGF -S5........ _ Q . .
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.406
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE ' DEG F 67.391
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 216.212
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG . 211,56
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 204.640
I/C SURFACE ._TMP.-0 IN DE... ... G  .. 1 99...
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 167.258
T/_C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F. 185.388
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 202.941
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 1. I48.189
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 150.697
I/C SURFACE TEMP_R .3 IN DEG E 133.04
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F i76.880
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DEG F .733943
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 1098,318
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 'OB08,104
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 1123.828
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16.2 IN DEG F .1067.958
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *28.4 IN OEG F 953.851
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP O40.4 IN DEG F 847.796
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 727,511
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROQGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
-QATE -14 -NO____3
SERIES RD/ICT-l SFQUENICE 2 TEST 7
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 117.802
P(, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 111.912
AXIAL THRUST SITE LAF 5320,159
AXIAL THRUSTs VACUUM LBF 53&1.572
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA .029
FUEL DENSITY I.MMH) L../.......... FT3 . . . ... . 51
OXIDIZER OENSITY L8/FT3 90*559
FUEL FLOWRATE L8/SEC . 6.545
OXIDIZER FLOWRATL La/SEC 10.928
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17.473
MIxTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.670
BLC FLOWRATE .. /SEC.. ........ 0
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % 2,806
CORE MIXTURE RATIO 0/F 95..
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 47*840
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P._ PSID 45. 12
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID 9.346
T/C COOLANT_DELTA-T Dogn F__. . 14&.8t a
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 696.416
C-STAR SITE .FT/SEC 5466.897
C-STARe UMR FT/SEC 5526.148
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 5 95,719
CF, SITE 
-.--- 1,792
Cf SITE VACUUM mern3
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT ----- 1.797
CF CORRELATION ---- 10.877
CF, VAC 72 
-- 1.801
ISPv TEST SEC 304,482
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 307.997
Pp, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 30L979
ISP, O00K TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332,617
15P TDK TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.248
ISP EFFICIENCY % 91.002
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96,338
C-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5711*394
_.ISP ODE-. TEST SEC ......... 33852
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM -,TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 1.4 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUERCE 2 . TEST 8
TtST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/N2, 72 TO 1 NOZZLE, UNSATURATED MMH/NTO*
TARGET PCNS = l110O O/F = 1.S5.
ACTUAL TEST UURATION 10*196 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC To 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 189.334
OX1DIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 214.340
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 168.403
OXIDIZER INTERF-ACE PRESSURE PSIA 171.891
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 166.977
FUEL.. INJECORiPRESSURE . PSIA- . 59496.
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 166*095
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. PSIA .. 16,912
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA I17.802
AXIAL THRUST#. SYSTEM A LBF .5304.017
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LRF 5310.834
Y-AXIS THRUST - LsF . 545
Z"AXIS THRUST LRF 19,576
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA 037
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 107
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWAATE GpM 49,865
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % 050
- AVERA3E OXQ1ZER FLOWRATE GPM 56..... 4
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % .001
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65,495
OjIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.406
T/C COOLANT N TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.349
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 227.421
-/C SURFACE TEtP 16I EG F 074
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 216.65
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 229.362
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F iTS,.59
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEO F 193S3
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 212,500
__C SURFACE TEMIP. - N2 I  DE 15_...09
T/C SURPACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 157.592
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 138,749
T/C NOZZLE FLANGL TEMP DEG F 194.328
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 N DEG F 789.936
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7*8 IN DEG F 1170.934
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +9 N.... DE . 127....71
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 1203.355
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16,2 IN DEG F.. i132.525
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28,4 IN DEG F 1019.263
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40.4 IN DEG F 9.02,384
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 783.544
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM * TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE iNTEGRATED CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 8
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARANETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 117.802
PC., NOLLLE STAGNATION PSIA 1.1.912
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LRF 5307.425
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LBF 5381.101
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA 035
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LS/FT3 ....51
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 90,556
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 6.,083
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 11.381
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE L,/SEC 17.463
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) .O/F• 1.871
BLC FLOWRATE LR/SEC .456
8LC TOTAL PERCENT % 2.609
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 2.022
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PsID 41.394
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 48o293
----T/C COOLANT DELTA.-P ps- I- ... 7.781.
T/C COOLANT UELTA-T DEG F 160.072
THRUST 'CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 696.183
C-STARP SITE FT/SEC 5469.819
C-STARt. UMR FT/SEC 5554.108
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 96,083
CF SITE VACUUM . 1*812
CFe VAC 72 EXPECT 1-820
CF CORRELATION 99.575
CF, VAC 72 180-2
ISP, TEST SEC 303,916
I P,. S TE_ VA M SEC ........... ..
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 307,983
ISP, O0K, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 335.612
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 329.546
ISP EFPICIENCY % 89,841
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 95.710
CS. TC-SAR. .D0DE . T/SC ---- 2.. 6.805-
ISP9 ODE, TEST SEC 342.978
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT _PROGRAM -_TASK XII
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE- 14 NkY3_.TE 9
SERIES NO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 9
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATEO CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/N2t 72 To 1 NOZZLq UNSATURATED MMH/NTO*
'TARGET PCNS a 125e O/F a 1,45,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10*162 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
M! -- - ....-... -_w u .-.
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA ?55.436
OxIDLZER TANK PRLSSURE PSIA 234.228
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 219.320
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE P-SIA 190.116
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 214*663
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA ?029045
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 183.813
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. I PSIA 131.594
.CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PRSIA 132 378
AXIAL THRUST SYSTEM A LRF 5955.913
_AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LRF 5962.,766
Y-AXIS THRUST LSF 13.928-
ZwAXIS THRUST L9F Zo0,23
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .029
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT .)63
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 65.016
-VUEL FM AGREEMENT ..... .. ..
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 57.777
_OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % . 34
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.580
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE ...... 67.o*91
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 67,265
1_TC COOLANt OUT-EMPERATURE ..... .. 3..3..
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN OEG F 201.661
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN ...DG ..... 82
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 206.934
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN oD' iG . . -15700.8
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 174.749
/C- SURFACE TEP_. 4._IN -.. .. ... .... 192 .....
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 139,105
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 141.252
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 125,020
TIC NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG E 199.~60
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 766,736
_N0ZZLL SURFACE .TEMP 7.,8 IN .. E_.......... .... 125.
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9,9 IN DEG F 1223.273
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *11.7 IN DEG F i ja1.4,614
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 1097.462
_NQZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN DEG F 994.720
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40.4 IN DEG F' 899.655
NOZZLE SURFAE_ TEMP 57. ..... DE F . . 79.135
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOOY
SUPPORT PRORAM - TASK XII.
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES HO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 9
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 132.3T8
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA. 15 L 759
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 5959,340
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM .LBF 6017.81-8
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA '02 7
FVEL DENSITY (MMH). 
- - - TL1T3 
- 4.T1
OXIDIZER OENSITY LB/FT3 90.574
FUEL FLOWRATE L/SEC 7...931
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 11.659
TOTAL PROPELLANT FL-OWRATE. LB/SEC 19.590
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) 0/F 1.470
BLC FLOWRATE SL9BSEC . .5. .
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % 3.032
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1,589
FUEL INJECTOR OELTA-P PSIO 69.667
QAIDIZER INJECTDR DELTA-P.. PSID.. S.-435
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID .12.61
T/C COOLANT KELTA-T D$ E. 136.308
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 772.958
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5479.256
C-STAR, UMR FT/SEC 5517,243
.-CSTAR EFFICIENCY 
. .96.37CF, SITE 
..... 1.786
LF S41 VACUUM mITE
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT 
---- 1774
,f. CORRELATION ..... 68
CF. VAC 72 
..... 91
ISP, TEST SEC - 304096
IOP, SITE VACUUM SEC 307.181
ISPE VAC 72 PREOICTED SEC. 30962
ISP, OOKe TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.376
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 32.Q05S
ISP EFFICIENCY % 92,490
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 974Q9
C-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5685.27
1Sp9 ODE. TEST SEC 331~4
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT__PROaRAM__ 





SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 2 TEST 1o
..- T~ST__ DSCRIPt ON
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETOYNE.INTEGRATED CHAMBER ENGINE WITH
LINE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/N,2 72 TO L. NOZZLE, _UNSATURATED MH/NTO.
TARGET PCNS s 125.9 0/F * 1.65
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10.197 SEC
DATA SLICE 1 ME 9.00 SEC To i. o SE
PARAMETER UNITS AVG* MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 239.024
-OXDIZER TANK PR-SSURE PSIA 2454. o40 ...FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 207.8640 4.A IDIZEk INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 197321
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 203.981
. FVELNJECtORP.RESSURE 
--PSI .- -.
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 189,976
...CHABERPJqRESSURE NO- I .S.....e PA 
-.. 32, 5CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 2 PSIA 132*629AXIAL THRUST-, SYSTEM A 
-- LaBF .. 609_ 1
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM 8 LaF 6010,460YAXIS T..RUS.T- 
- - - ---- 
----. ...
__-4.. 39 .
Z"AXIS THRUST LBF 22,Q96
AVERAGE -CELL_ PRESSURE P31A 
_. 38CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 6 :113AVERAGE eu -E_ FLOWRATE P 60294
FUEL FN AGREEMENT % 069AvERALAM104E LZEOWRA TE s e- - G
OXIDIZER FP AGREEMENT % 83FUEL INTEfFACE TEMPERATURE-. DEGF_ 65,SBQ
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 67,491
T/C COOLANT IN.TEMPERATURE 
-. E . ... l 67.,140
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 214,448
TLC._SURF_AC 
__tEMp_ -16 _N . 210.. . _ ..9T/c SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 203,937
./C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG. F 21Z.210
T/C SURFACE TEMP.- 8 IN DEG F 164.463
.TC SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN . F I 182969
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 2019370
T/c SURPE ACE TEMP - 2 IN - DEG 1 3_ _
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0,3 IN DEG F 48,2i75
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 131 .Q09
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 213.828NOZZLE SURFACE TLMP * 7.2 IN DE F ,ae 5S
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7*8 IN DEG F 1208.016
NCZZLE SUR EAL.TEMP * .9.9. I.N 3 DEI6E 164....
-NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11, IN DEG F 1235.08?
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16-2 IN ...... .. 47 0NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN DEG F 1061.546NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #40#4 IN DEG F_ . 9_4_-035
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #57.5 IN DEG F 835.379
6K OMS ENGINE TECHWOLOGY
SUPPORT. PRORA- TASK All_ .
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
S RIESi D/ICT-1 C T0 -7
SiES R/CT- ..... SEQUENCE 2 TEST 10
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
--.-- 
__-- . ........... 
.. .... .. . . .. 
..... ..i.
PLs INJECTOR END PSIA 132.629
_ _ -NOZZLE STAGNATION s IA 2...
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 6005.421
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM L06F 6082o060
.. OZZLE £XE RESPURE ................ P$IA .. .. .. - 03_ ..
EVEL DENSIY (_14_I) 7 1.e/F _ . 5 51 .
XIDIZER ONSY 
. /Ft3 ... 9.sB 0
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,355
0. oXIDZE L RAL -- -_C.2A 90..
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.645
__IXTURE RATID (OVERALL) o-0e.. -......... 1.671
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC e551
-BLC TOTAL PERCENT -4
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.806
__F_VELL I NJECTORELTAP . PSID ........... 936.
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 57.347
_Ij1C COOLANT. DEIA-P . PSI . . ..
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 147,308THRUST CHAM-ERHEAT FLUX BaU/SEC 1.... 7,
C-STAR, SITE F iSEC - 5474.316
__SA LUR . -__. FTSEC5 5533566
C-STAR EFFICIENCY . 95.849
_ _ SITE .. - .... I797
CF SITE VACUUM 
--- 1,820
.c _ VAC.._72EXPECT -.--- .__ 9
CF CORRELATION 
----- 101.254
SCE. VAC7A__T ...........-- .....---_.__. 
-.- 
___.. .
ISP, TEST SEC 305,6921 P, SITE VACUUM SEC . _3_593
ISPe vAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 309,580
.I P, 00K, TEST.CQNDITIONS SEC 333._4.4
ISPo TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.668
_2Sp EFFICIENCY
ENERGy RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96,457
CSTAR, O ETSE 
,8A20ISP, OE, TEST SEC 3368.489
6K__0S _ENGINE_ TECHNOLOGY.
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
.... ROCKETOYNE _NTL RATE__ CHA8 __ _
DATE 15 NOV 3
RIESRHO_ ZgrI1 ..... SEQUENCE 3 . T _EST 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
PLMORMANCE _EVALATION .R O INTEO~ATED _REGEN__ _ _ ....CABER
LIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Ni, 75 TO 1 NOZZLE, MMH/NTO
_jELIUAMf!SRA TEP AT 22. s_PSi _. ARt._PCN _ .125 OL _ 65_.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION - _10o222 SEC::
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASUREO VALUE
F~EL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 240,841
oxDIZER TANK Pl 5URE -_. _ _ L 2_ .1.-38
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 2109147
_ DIXER _INT8E ACEi PRESSURE .. P. ..... 19
TIC COOLANT INLET MAN, PRESSURE PSIA 207.496
F WL_ I NJECIOR PRESSURE _.- . sa-S .... ....- - 2?,86i
OXIDIZE WtJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 191.132
cHAMBER PESSURENI. -O*L .. ..
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 132.126
AIAL tTRST SYSTEM_ A L 6012.63
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM 6 LBF 6013.642
_Y'AXIS THUSL-- .. .-.. ..... .... -8LF- .84
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 31.86
AERAGLE CELL PRESSURE IA... . s
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 0 .089
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE " -- ..PM. 60679
FUEL FM AGREEMENT %. *53
__ RAE EOX L4o o RATE .. . .... .... 99
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT 9 .083
FU~L I.NTERFACE TEPERATUR__ DrE f 6-4.90
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 68849
_LC COLANT VUTE PERATURE. DE.. ... 66421-. -
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 199.009
__AC _SURFACE_ TEMP -16 IN .. . . 97L93
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F. 198.499
CJ . AuIRCIm TL E _.- IN _t ......... .... DE .9__F_ -9
T/C SURFACE TEMIP - 8 IN DEG r 162.017
T/C SR A, TEP_ 6iN DEG F 1... ___ _88
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 197.742
... C SURF AC.TE su c__I_.._ DG 143 .. ...I f ,65
i/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F i5,.5T7
1__tILUREA M +a_3 ... ...... _ -_ 12a,1t7
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 59.914
___NOZLZ SURFACE liEMP + 1_2 N . D. _ .. f .7.. ..
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 591.473
NQZZLE .SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN._ DEG_ F .... -8 53
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11*7 IN DEG F 546.jz25
MbZkL - TE.M--46.4- - -.. - -- " ...
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 IN DEG F 264.650
-imOZLE SUACE TE3P +,A iN DEG Frsa
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .57.5 IN DEG F 182.615
6K 0#MS-- EN4G E- TECHNLOGY - -
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
----- -RCKETQYNE- ITETRAT CAhB - -E
DATE 15 NOV 3
SJRES R/ICT-.... SEQUENCE 3 TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
-PARAMETLR . - - CAL-ul atrVALUE
--P, INJEC-TOR ENO- PSIA---- -- -A3".980
PCP NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 125.381
-- IAL THRUST.9 SITE .. F.- 6047-.452
AXIAL THRUST9 VACUUM L8F 6081.125
-NOZZL E-I-T PRESSURE- - --..-..- PsIA--- - -
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LB/FT3 54,764
.- ... L .-ORSIY --- - A/V-T-3 ---- O...
FUEL FLOQRATE LB/SEC 7.404
-.-OADIZDER_ FLOWRATE .. L8/SEC.. 2.2._
TOTAL PHOPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.674
MIXTURE-RATO 0-ERLLL - ---- 65L --
8LC FLOWRATE LB/SEC , 555
-aLC TOTAL PERCENT .. . ....... - .__. 1--2 ....9
CURE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.I91
-_UEL _INJECTOR DELTAP ...... P-S .... .. -0
OXIDIZER INJECTOH DELTA-P PSID s9.151
---/C-COOLANT -IELTAP .... - ---PSI- --- -4...10- -
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DgG F 132,788
..TIHRUST C1M ABER HE.AT FLUX. E C 2.... . 945
C"STARt SITE FT/SEC 5439.661
_C-*,STARs. UMR ... F.fSEC 5_97.0_8.
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95,246
_ _ _ T . . . . . . ........ . . . .. . . .... . .. . . . ....
CF SITE VACUUM 1,as28
_--__C VAC 7 EXPECT ... _-- 9s--
CF CORRELATION "--*" 101.826
--C F. c--- - 2 ... ..- . ...... ...... ..... . - - . . . . - . . .8 16-- -_
SP, TEST SEC 305.S52
__z , _ _s E . . V jUUC~~._M_. ._- _ __ 9 _ ..........
ISeP VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 309,080
I_ OD, tST_ CONDI TI QNS__ _C .... _3 754
ISP TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327*427
. EF6FICIENCY- _. . .... . . . . .. ... 1I4A
E4ERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY ~ 96*373
SI - __DE_ ILSEC 37i.i 0
Ps, 00, TEST SC 338.103
.K Os ENsNE TECHNOLOGY .
SUPPORT PROGRAM , TASK XII
__ -ROCKFx ENNTEGRAT E HAMSER
DATE IS NOV 3
-SERIES0/-CT-- --- SEQUENCE 3 - - ---TEST z
TEST DESCRIPTION
P-ERfOrAnCE-VALUATION OF_ RD NTE8GAE REEN CA8BER4t-E
LIKE DOUSLET INJECTOR S/Ni, 75 To I NOZZLE, 4MH/NTO
_L _m_AATUIRATfD_A T Z25 PSiA, __TAR~EP__ S 25 ..0 F - _. lr _.
_ArTUAL TEST OURATION 120ao SEC - ---
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC To 106000 SEC
PARAET .... TS ___AVG, MEASURI E VALUE
UEL TANK PRESUHE PS 22... .. ___2,_80 .
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 2539309
_FEi. INTRFACE PRESSURE .... A.. __SIA.. 196.163
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 2019136
T/C COOLANT INLET_ MANe PRESSURE.________ 15L__ .. .___
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 185.739
..IDIZER INJECOR PRESSURE PSA ...... . 93.4-43
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 131.113
_CHA~ ER_ PRESSURE_. NO. .. 2-_ ..... -- SA 3 7
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF 5950385
_ ..._ E __ _ .......... .. . . .. Tt US .........AJAL T ouII SYSTEM -- 59.20
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF -0.506
s-A TRUS -... ..... .S.. .L24.i..
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSTA .042
_CiELL PRSSUREAGREEMENT L .-.. -. .
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 55.739
FUEL FM AGREEMENT _._ --.. ._
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 62.981
OXIZEIR fNAGREMENT .. .. ... . .. _
FUEL INTERA E TEMPERATURE DEG F 67. 4T7
OXiDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE F___ s9,3
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 46.430
T/C COOLAN? OUT TEMPERATVURE G 27,5908
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN 0OG F 240,911
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN .. . . 212,52
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 225,100
Tc__ SRFACE TEMP _. IN oE. ... . .. 
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 189.016
_C SURFAg TEMP _- 4 IN Q EG E 20.386
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN OEG F 1.52464
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN O. G F 1 _ss3,30
t/C SURAACE TEMP * 3 iN oDE F 136.195
_!_C_ __NZZLE _FLANGL__TE MP -DGe . .. 42 L
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .2 IN DEG F 444.015
NOZJZLE SURFACE TEMP _tIL. E __hG 9184_55,
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 963.404
_O7ZLE _URFACL MP 14 INR .EQ 9........._j_. _ s  ... 2a _
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16 2 IN DEG F 719.678
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 2& 4. IN G_ F _.. ..... @8.&
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40,4 IN DEG F 401066
6K -0MS --ENd1NE -tfCHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK Xil
---. ROCKE-TaYm- ,IN-TECGRATED-t AMiIR - . -__DATE 15 NOV 3
-SR-IES RoICT-l SEQUENCE 3 - TEST 2
SPEFOR~mAXCE DATA 
----
- 2k -- i.- Mi -- CIiLArO VALUE.
-B 2INJECTOWREND - 3.43
PCo NOZZLE STAGNATION P'IA 124.680
AXIAL THRUST4 SITE - - - -- - --- 551-. 3
AIAL THRUS, VACUUM LRF 6035.353
-Q~~lE ~EXIt 
-.
Sb~Z ..-- -- PS-- -~_ ~ --...__ ----- ---0-47-- - -_ _FUEL DENSITY (MMI) L/3 
. 540764
o~8as s~. Q~E~iQ%-I -. .. _------~CL~ 3- ...------- 94.40-7-an _~FUEL FLOWRATE L/SEC 6.81
-OXIDIZER FLOWRATh 
-tEs-
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE L9/SEC 19.487
m4IxTURE RAIO1 0OVERALL) /F 19865
- 4C -FLOWRA-TZE 
.OSC
8LC TOTAL PERCENT 
- 2614
_09ft -MM URE- -RA-TA-0 
--------- -2.61-6
FUgL INJECTOR DELTA-P P'tD 54.497
_0IXBZEA _I?*JEfc.0 kELTA- -- PSI. -. --_ -
T/C COOLANT OELTA-P PSiD. 99468
- T/f- COOLA1NX- -F-LtA!-T OGF-15.7
THRUST CMAMBER HEAT FLUX STU/SEC 734.657
C-STARo UHR F/SEC S4S691i,C-STAR, URFSC5450910
C!, SITE 1 *799
_CFl _S1T v&JUM_ 
. .. - 4.8
CFO VAC 72 EXPECT 1.820




ISPo SITE VACUUM SEC 309o709
I.0p___VAC 7UPREDICTED 9 ~.






~Sra P R~:.LZA~~..~s.~~ ~B~FIg41~iEN_._._y 
__.~... ... .. _ _
C-STAR9 ODE Ff/SEC 5693,936
_i§Pv OoE, TEST S'-C -.. -34.7
SUPPORT PROGRAM- TASK XII
.. ROCKIDYNE INT TECHABER_
ODTE 15 NOV 3
S.RIES T-1 .. SEQUENCE 3 ... TEST 3
TEST DESCRIPTION
PIRORMANCE EVALVAT 10N OFI. 1 -INEGRTATED REGEN-CAHMBER
LE DOUWLET INJECTOR S/N1, 75 To 1 NOZZLE, MMH/NTO
- lEL1 XU;SAURATMW A7_ -225MSiUt--RE gl CE 420 _Q /L L. 45..
-ATUAL TEST QURAION .15_ _ SEC.. _
DATa SLICE TIME 9000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
SPAAME TER .. ... .. ... Us. AVGj1 s SURE-_iVALUE
FeL TANX. PRESSURE PA ..... 3A . .58
OWXDIZER ANK PRESSURE PSIA 273.722
FEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 257.187
OAIDRZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 219.785
T/C COLANT .__NET_. 4MAN. PRESSURE P$.A .-... ..531 4
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 237310
__D!LER 1PNJECTOK PRESSURE_ £5A 21193i
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO 1 PSIA i47.477
-cOAMSER PREUa M NO- _p s s_ s----P-S -- --_ -
AAIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LeF 6633.841
AlAL THUST_. SYSTEM... t.F 6643.315
Y"AXIS THRUST LBF 9,364
z!LAxS - S --...-.- LE - 26.17
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .038
cELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT L - -____ .......
AVERAGE FUSL FLOWRATE GpM 72.920
AVERAM O9DIOZER FLOWRATE GPM 64,132
P1IER -- ARELMENT .. .... . .. aa
FUEL I~TERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.029
_ DIZR TLEx A _ ir _4CE EZ  l.A94R
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F _66,806
1/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATqE U DE- _ --Gfg72
T/C SURAGCE TENP -16 IN DEG F 196.585
T/! SURACE T1P -13 IN DE. iC 864f
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEe F 200.699
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 169.430
T/ SVMaE TEMP - 4IN 11E7 -L 18 ,7k3
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 135*379
T/C SURFACIE TEMP .-_0.3_1N .. 3
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 121.262
J.__ T _ ZLE- A.ALt TEP--... - -.......... 0E8 - -9-79 8, .....-
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7t2 IN oDE F 551.120
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7,8 .N DEG F . 994.033
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP # 9*9 IN OEG F 10190e39
-NOZZLE SVRFAC-TEMP 1la.. DEG F_ 938107
NOZZLE SURPACE TEMP *1G,e2 IN DE F 857.442
_xQZZL SUCwLTWmP_ -- . 0-~- -- - -
NOLE sOMFACE TEMP o40e4 IN DEG F 530,172
-NOZZLE StcEP J+n 7A5 --4IN Dt G- - 421--w"
6K- OMS- ENltN- -TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
... _ ... RYKEY I rcYN _AHAM8 R
OATE 15 NOV 3
SEIES R/iCT-. -. SEQUENCE--3 - TEST 3
PERFORANC-E - AA
.aa .... _.. CALCULATMED VALUE
- C, INJECT-OR E ND-sL 4-4P.18
Po NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 140.332
AIAL THRlUSTe.. SITE LRF 6638.578
AXIAL THRUVTe VACUUM LRF 6714.223
Mit mU -PSIA -
PUEL DENS1TY MMH) LB/FT3 54,762
-aDWmZmE R- D ItY .. La/Fa--T3 - ---- 90.4112
FUEL FLbOR'TE LB/SEC 8.897
-ORIzW ER FLOJefATE - LO/SEC 1.z919
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 21.016
tlUE__ AA (VE _ ~_) O/E .5........
SLC FLOWRATE LR/SEC *666
SLC -TDTAt-s,_ERCENT - ----- j3:ss
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.570
.UEL 1 NJECTR DELTA-P. P . ... 8992 ..
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 64.213
-- TLZC -COOzLANT--DEL P -- Z442L 44-
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 127,166
ATfUSTCHAM8ERHELAT FLUX_ - TU/SEC_ - - OSQ.941
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5490.559
T__C AR UMR F/SEC_ 5526 462
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 96.656
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.804
CF VA _EXPCT .. _- - . .772
CP CORRELATION ----- 101.791
Co-VAC 12 ---- -791_ ... 
_ _ .0........ 1.791
ISP_ TE-ST SEC 304,302
ISpo VAC 72 PREDICTED .SEC 307,9515
1 ODK%, TESTC.ONeITION - SEC 3217o14
ISPo TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321.706
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 97.478
CSpTARe EST -sdiEC 0 6020 Q
ISPo ODE, TEST SEC 331.473
6K OWS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE .NT LEG 4I TEO CHAMBER -.-.........
DATE 15 NOV-- 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 4
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATED REGEN CAHIBER.
LlKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Ni, 75 TO I NOZZLE, MMH/NTO
_HELIU.-SATMURATED AT. 225 PSI . TARGET_ PCNS _..._ L. O/F__ L65,
ACTUAL TEST OUR.A'rION 10.204 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETE- UNSM AM'. MASURE VALUE
m moom m * *W . U -N ITS ._ __ * * *
A _V _ *
FUEL TANX PRESSURE PSIA . 27790
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 285.115
F EL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 239,812
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 226.142
__T/C CDOLAT IN4LELMAN.. PRESSURE . PA ...- ...
FYEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 223.659
OX101ZEAR NJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA . 21.o324
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. I PSIA 146,754
CHAMBER_ PRESSURE_ NO. 2 PSIA -. i-47,205
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LF 6643.338
AXIAL THRUSLSYSTIE B _ LE -_665_ $ 3
Y-AXIS THRUST LRF 4.555
Z"AX$ TIHRUSLT_. L13F . 25.267
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .041
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT %_ o077
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 66.991
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 67*035
...Qx[OI ZER - 4 AGREAE MENT 197
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.114
0910ZER INTERFACE TEMPERATRE DE 69-9
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DeG F 66.974
_/ COOLAN OUT TEMRATURE. .G_ ?207.108
T/C SURFA E TEMP -16 IN DEG F 210.510
X/r SURFACE TlMP -13 IN DiG F 190.614
T/C SURFACE TEMP -1o IN DEG F 211.082
T/C $WRACE TEMP - .IN DEGS F 160.852
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 178,013
TiCASURFACE-ET 4_D96 9 .
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN OFG F 142,775
T/ SURFACE TEMP -0,3 IN DOEG 143.519
T/C SURFAC- TEfMP 3 IN DEG F 128.309
./C NOZZLE ELANGE EMP DEG_ 15. .0
NOZZLE SURFACE TLMP + 7.2 IN DEG F 672.340
NOZZ LE SURFACE TEMP _ 7.8 , _ EGF i. 33.84_
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 4 9o9 IN QEG F 1168.074
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11. T N EG.. 1093.564
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 1006*281
OZZLEL SURFACE TEMP +284 IN DEG _ 835272
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #40.4 IN DEG F 671.150
NOzZLE SURFACE TEMP o57.5 N O E 54Q.142 _
6K 0NS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETODYNE ILNTEGRATED CHAM4BER ..
DATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-i SEQUENCE 3 TEST 4
PERFORMANCE DATA
_PARAMETER UNdITS ...CALCULATED VALUE
PC INJECTOR. END PSIA 146 980
PC9 NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 139.631
AXIAL THRUST.e SITE LRF 6648.,095
AXIAL T.BHRUSToB VACUUM .. LBF . 129.6.
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA ,645
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LB/FT3 54 759
OkIILZER OEFNSITY- L- -0/FT3 --- O.44 -
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 8,173
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE L/SEC 13.50.3
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 21.677
4HITURE .RATIO AOVERALL) ... O/F 165
8LC FLOWRATE LB/SEC o612
_iLCT- OTAL -PERCENT ... ........ 2 24
CORE MIXTURE RATIO 0/F 1.786
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 76.679
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 70344
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P .PSI)D .13.511
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 140.134
__THRUST .AMBERHAT FLU_ . .. BU/SC ...... 81 9 ..
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5498,156
C-STAR, UMR. FT/SEC 5554.735
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 96.272
C ._ SI.TE .--- 1,795
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.817
CF A... VAC. 72 EX__ PEC - ..--.....- .. -- ..- 1,95
CF CORRELATION .... 101,220
CFe VAC 72 -1*805
ISP, TEST SEC 306.695
ISPo SITE VACUUM SEC 310.,458
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 110.403
Pa__ Q K TLEST C.ONDIT.ONS_ SEC .. .. 332.9_9_4
ISP, TDKe TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.630
ISP EFFICIENCY % 91,862
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96,547
C-STAR.9 OU FT/SEC 5711 .043
ISP, ODE TEST SEC 337.961
6K .OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKET&YNE INTEGRATED CHAMER.
UATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 5
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF.RD INTEGRATED REGEN CAHMBER,
LIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Nl, 75 TO 1 NOZZLE. MMH/NTO
MHLlM-S AT__RATED AT 225 PSThA.... TARGE PCNS = 1 4 0 ..O/F 1p..le ,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10.169 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9,000 SEC T io10000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 261.890
AILIZER _ANK_ PRESSURE PSIA ...........297457 .
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 228*370
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 233*348
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 226.107
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 214.j79
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 223.486
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 ..... SIA 6.. . 995
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 2 PSIA 147.707
AAIAL.THRUST___SYSTEM A LRF 6671 .960
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM B LbF 6681.474
Y-AX I THRUST. LF .... 555
Z-AXIS THRUST LRF 27.290
ERAJ~CELLPRESURE . .. ... SIA .' .
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % .176
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 62.600
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % .002
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 69,884
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % 50
_EVEL _1MEREAC ITEMPERATURE_ ...- G.. 65.99
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 69.868
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE_ DE F 67.099
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 217,973
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DG. F 221.180
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 209,594
T/C SURFACE TEMP -1.0 IN .EG _F . Z.474
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 168,655
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 1.86355
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 204.877
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN .DE F 49801
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 150,659
I/C SURf ACE TEMR * 3 IN EG t1iF---------_
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 132.746
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7*2 IN DEG F 746-259
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 1217.493
NQZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9,9 IN DEG F. 1243.561
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP llT.7 IN DEG F 1170.180
NsoZZLE .SUBACEA.MP 6. ...... D ..EG .F . 193.. .
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +?84 IN DEG F. 941.589
NOZZLE SURFACE T.EMP ~404 IN PEG F.. 776.a746
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57e5 IN DEG F 636,989
6K ONS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
R..CKETYNE. INTEGRATED r CHAtBER .
DATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 5
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETjER UNITS .... CALLATD VALVE
PC, INJECTOR _END PSIA 147.351
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 139,984
AXIAL THRUST. SITE LBF 6676.717
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LRF 6757.791
._NOZZLE_1.JLT7_PRESSURE .PSI A . .. ..... 5
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) L9/PT3 54.756
OXIDIZER DENSITY - L/FT3 904.405
FUEL FLOWRATE LR/SEC 7.637
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 14.076
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LR/SEC 21.713
MIXTURE RATI.G .OVERALL) - O/F ... 1.843
BLC FLOWRATE LR/SEC .572
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % 2.634
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.992
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 66*828
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 76,135
TIC COOLANT DEALIA-P . P- 11.928 .
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 150.874
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 823,850
C-STARe SITE FT/SEC 5502.742
C-STAR UMR FT/SEC 5585,269
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 96.574
CF SITE VACUUM ..-- 1,820
CF. VAC 72 EXPECT ---- .. 817
CF CORRELATION ----- 100,151
CF l VAC2 .. -----..... 1.809
ISP, TEST SFC 307,494
ISP, SITE VACUUM
ISPa VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 311.247
.ISP, 0DK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 336.319
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 330.960
SP EFFICIENCY % 90,879
ENERGY RELEASE EFICIENCY % 95,805
-STAR O...... FT/EC ..........
ISPp OUDE TEST SEC 342.463
6K oMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
. ROCKE.TDYNE_..INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 6
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATED REGEN CAHMBER,
LIKE DOUBLET XNJECTOR S/Nji 75 TO I NOZZLE. MMH/NTO
A.ELIUM-SATURATED AT 22SS.IA. TARGET__PCNS_= 1_0 _.._&0EF 1.o45
ACTUAL TEST UURATION _ 10. 175 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER - U__ TS AVG... MEASJRED VALt.a. .T._.. _...... ...... .. _................. IT .. .~.~.-MEAS+RE.
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PsIA 207T, 9 5
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 196.819
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 180.483
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 151,547
T/C COOLANT _INLET MAN PRESSURE.. PS1A ...... .18 3.29
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 173*984
OrIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 151*458
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 113.541
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 . .SIA 115.540
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF 5009.446
..AAIAL T_ USTqL.SYVTEMB LHF .. 193.172
Y-AXIS THRUST L8F -1.012
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 1.8, 70
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA ,038
CkLL PRESSURE AGREEMENT . 1,094
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 57,071
F U E F M A G R E E M E I G - -m - 0 0 8 2 0
A VRAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 50*820
OXIDIbER FM AGREEMENT .114
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 659284
OX. D1.ZtR I.NTERFACE TEMPiRATURE _-DEG F . 69614
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.349
TLC OLQTANT M9 TEPR.ERATUREL - E F - 19DiE
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 201.951
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 194,412
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 208.631
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 158ia.73
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 175.716
-I CSURFACE TEMP - 4 IN .EG F A.l DG---
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 140,593
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 141.824
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 125,880
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 134.798
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP # 7.2 IN DEG F 650.377
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN -- DEG F l .a81 _ _
NUZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 1024.691
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11l .IN DEG F 928,571
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 941.984
NOZZLE SURFACE TlMP +28.4 . . DEG F 831.311
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +4064 IN DEG F 758.954
NOZLE SURFwACE TEMP. 45795 IN DG F 9.7
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
SROCK-ETYNE IN-TEGRATED CHAMBE60 -
DAT- 15 NOV 3
StRIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 6
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER -U"TIS .. CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOREND PSIA 114.541
PC, NOZLLE STAGNATION PrIA 108.814
AXIAL THRUST. SITE LRF 5101,309
AXIAL THRUST VACUUM LBF 5177.014
NZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA ... .
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) Lp/FT3 54.756
O&DIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 9.0,367
FUEL FLOWRATE LP/SEC 6.962
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE L$/SEC 10,232
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17.195
MIXTURE RATIO .DVERALL ...... O/F. 1___ 7.0--
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .521
8LC TOTAL PERCENI % 3.033
CORE MIXTURE RATIO o0/ 1.589
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P -PSID -59,444
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID ' 36.918
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P - P-SID . 3
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 131.846
TIRUST CHAMBER htAT FLUX BTU/SEC 656.348
C-STAR SITE FT/SEC 5401.575
C'STAR UNR FT/SEC. 5439.506
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 95.013
CF SITE VACUUM -am- 1.793
CFe VAC 72 EXPEC - 1 ,_774
CF CORRELATION .amma 101.105
C-, VAC-. 72 .... 1.t781
ISP, TEST SEC 296.682
lt*Ps SIT4E AQUU- sEC - ,08
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 300,896
ISP, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.023
ISP, TDKe TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321.642
ISP EFFICIENCY % 90.659
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 95.905
c-STAR, ............ FT/SEC 5.09
ISP' OUE9 TEST SEC 332.106
6K -OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCK-TEDYNE INTEGRATEO_.CHAMBER
DATE s15 NOV 3
SERIES RHQ/CT-1 SEqUENCE 3 TEST 7
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATED REGEN CAMMBER,
LIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/Ni, 75 TO 1 NOZZLE9 MMH/NTO
H LJUN-SATURATED AT 225 PSAIA.. TARGET..PCMN__=. a .10. 0/F_. 1,65
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10f203 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 99000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
.PARAMETER .Ui. ITS_ AVGi MEASURED_ VALUE.
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 196,455
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 204.414
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PS.IA 172,855
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 166381
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 171*555
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 163.367
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 161.088
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 115.949
_CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 11.6.294
AXIAL THRUSTe SYSTEM A LBF 5222.484
AXIAL THRUSTe SYSTEM 8 LBF 5231.330
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF -2.025
Z-AXIS THRUST LRF 20,975
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .038
-.-CELL PRESSURElAGREEMENT - ... --.- 4 4
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 52.664
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % .26
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 53.668
OAIDZR FN AGREEMENT .... .. 052
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.284
OMOZLHN ITERfACE TEMPERATUR .. DEG F 684
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.266
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 213.~12
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 217,129
T/C SQRFACE TEMP -13 -IN DEG F ?20.908
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 221,243
I/C SURFAC. _TEMP - 8 IN 1*-- - -- --6-FZ - -6Z.374
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 185,750
T/C. SURFACE. TEP - 4 IN .. . EGF 294,756
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 148.589
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 149.933
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 132.678
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DFG F .... 2_
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 707.967
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 1120#208
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1142.070
NUZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 1063.518
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16.2 IN DEG F 1026.692
NQZZLE $URFACE.TEMP_ 28.#Z6 M DEG F. 92 .54
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40.4 IN DEG F 821.858
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP -57,5 _IN DEG F 704.250
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
RQCKETDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMfE R
DATE 15 NOV 3
SLRIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 7
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS . CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END_ PSIA 11-6.122
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 110,316
AXIAL THRUST.9 SITE LBF 5226.907
AXIAL THRUST9 VACUUM LF 5303,538
NOZMEL EXI-T PRKESWE PSIA - -
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) Ls/FT3 54.759
OXIDIZ.ER DENSITY LB/FT3 90.359
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 6,425
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 10.804
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17*230
.MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) .o/F -1. 682
8LC FLOWRATE LB/SEC ,481
BLC TOTAL PERCENT % 2*793
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1,818
FYEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSD 47*245
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSIO 44.966
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P - PSI 8.188
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 146,347
THIRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 672,323
C-STAR, SITE Fi/SEC 5464,952
C-STAR UMR FT/SEC 5525,991
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95.681
CF SITE VACUUM ---- ' 1.812
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT -- 198
CF CORRELATION ----- 100.776
CF VAC 72 . 1.801
ISP, TEST SEC 303.366
_1Isf, SITE VACUVM SEC 39t.813
ISp, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 307,816
ISP ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332,802
ISP TDK TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.391
ISP EFFICIENCY . 90.858
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 96.271
c-STAR 00E F/SEC 35711631
ISP, ODE. TEST SoC 338784
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTE-GRATED ..CHAMER
DATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 8
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATEDREGEN CAHMBER
LIKE DOUBLET INJLCTOR S/Ni, 75 TO I NOZZLE, MMH/NTO
*LIU8M-SATURATED AT Z25 PSIA- _ARGETPCNS = l10.0t aFP 1,85S
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10o.203 SEC-
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10,000 SEC
PARAMETER ......... .... UtS AVG .EASURED VAL
FUEL TANK PRESSURE SI. pA 185.931
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 210.585
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 165.,227
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 169.348
TL/.C_.COOLAT__.NLEI MAN. PRESSURE .- PSIA .. 6.....3..9
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 157.300
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 164-.169
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 115.227
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 P SIA 115,792
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM A L8F 5212.941
-AXIAL THHUST .SYSTEM ...... L 5215.425
Y-AXIS THRUST LRF -1.772
Z-AXIS THRUST LRF 20,219
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA 0039
CBLL PRESSURE. AGREEMENT .... ,08
AVEHAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 49.206
FUEL EM _AGREEMENT.. ........ ..
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 550586
.OXI.ODZER FM AGREEMENT 93
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.199
OaIDIZER I9TERFACE TEMPERAIURE DEG F 69.784
T/C COOLANT IN TCMPERATURE DEG F 67.223
1/ C QLAWTQIQT TEt4PERAMJ!RE_ D- - JG F __ 25A98
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 228.589
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN OfDE F 216.611
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 230.118
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F . 1.7245
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DFG F 193,128
T/C_ SURFACE TEMP _  IN DEG E 212,37
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 154,884
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 155.617
T/C SURFACE YEMP + 3 IN DEG F 138.013
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F_ 168.s668
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 758.553
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP__ 7.8N .EG_ 1191*-.389
NOZZLE SURFACE TLEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 1?13.324
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11 7 IN DEG F 1142.80
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 1088.504
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *28.4 IN DEG F 987.908
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40.4 IN DEG F 871,009
NOZZLE SURFACE. TEMP o57T5 IN DEG F 756.246
6K OMS EkGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROC KET YNE _ZI NTE GAT.EO CH AMER --
UATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 3 TEST 8
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER 
_ NITs CAACULATD_ VALUE
PC, INJECTOR ENO PSLA |i5.509
PC9 NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 109.734
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LF .. 5214.183
AXIAL THRUST* VACUUM LRF 5291S801
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA . . .42
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) L8/FT3 54.759
OXIDIZER DENSITY LR/FT3 90.356
FAEL 01 FLORATE - -. L$/SEC -- -- .....
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE La/SEC 11.190
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17.193
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.864
BLC FLOWRATE . LR/SEC - .450
8C TOTAL PERCENT % 2.615
CORE MIXTURE. RATI.- 0/F_ . 0.... 15
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSIU 41.791
oXIDILEN ImJUECTOH OELTA-P PS10 48.660
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID 6.626
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 157.975
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 678.085
C."STIAR,. _ - SITE . t.. ....... /SEC. 88 ......
C'STAR, UNR FT/SEC 5531.567
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95.669
cf, SITE ..... 1.791
CF SITE VACUUM *--- 1.818
CF, VAC 72 EXPECT .... 1.819
_CL_ CORELAT 0 !..... ... ............ ...,- . ... . . . _ 9 _ .
CF, VAC 72 1,807
1Spt TEST SEC 303.265
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 307.780
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 307.694
ISP, D0K9 TEST CONDITIONS SEC 335,479
_Is5P TDJK. TEST CONDITIONS .. SEC . .329.....
ISP EFFICIENCY S 89,770
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 95,608
C-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5694.699
ISPi ODEv TEST SEC 342.852
hK OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
SROCKET YNE NTEG.ATfD _CHAMBER
DATE 15 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-I SEQUENCE 3 TEST 9
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF .RD INTEGRATED REOEN CAHMBER,
LIKE DOUBLET INJLCTOR S/Ni, 75 TO I NOZZLE, MMH/NTO
._HLI M-SATURATEO AT 22_ PI.A_ TARGET. _CNS_ 1ZS5._ 0/F 14 .
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 1o.202 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC To 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG, MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA ?54. 69
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 233.846
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 219.047
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 189*268
-T../C COOLANT ENLET NAN. PRESSURE PS.. A 4.663
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 202.424
O IDIZER .INJECTOk PRESSURE PSLA ia3.42B
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 131.113
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 132.126
AXIAL THRUSTo SYSTEM A LRF 5921.771
AXIATHR SYTEM - - LBE .......592,.177
Y-AXIS THRUST L8F 3.037
Z-AXIS .THRUST LBF 25.645
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .036
_CELL PR-SSURE .AGHEEMENT .,091
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 65.126
_FUEL__F AGREEMENT .O79
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 57612
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % .021
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.284
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 69.784
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F. 67*182
/C_ CQQLANT Q WUTE.__ ERATURE._ DEGF . .... 199~...
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 202,419
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 191.961
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN OEG F 205,481
I/C SURFACE TEMP-_- 8 IN D.....EG F 155960
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 173.419
./C _SURFAGEM__ E_- 4 IN _ .... .. _5 ...
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 138.047
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0,3 IN oEG F 139886
TI/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN fEG F 124.301
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP oEG .... 170.21
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 712.073
NOZZLE $URFACE -TEMP 7.8 jN VEG F . 1...jI,917
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1117.468
NoZ4 LE SURFACE TEMP s7 .IN- 0EG F 1033.500
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16.2 IN DEG F 1021,39
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 0284 AIN DG F .. 932.-090
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 0404 IN DFG F .854.A31
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
RCKE__YNE N TEGRAJED CHAMfB R
OATE 15 NOV 3
_S$gI.ES ROlCT-I . SEQUENCE 3 T. EST 9
...PERFORMANE -DATA .
PARAMETER UNITS CACULATEO VALUE
P, INJECTOR IEN P.SIA . 312
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 125,039
AXIAL THRUT... SI E LF .592 74
AXIAL THRUST9 VACUUM LRF 5997,461
1_OZZLE- EXI. PRE$SURE ...... .... 0...a. .... 0._  ... __ _ .__
FUEL DENSITY (MM) LB/FT3 54.759
0IDXZER_ DENSITY . . LB/E3._. 90.375
FUEL FLOWRATE LR/SEC 7.946
0o 0 ZER FLOWRATL La/SEC.. 11601
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.546
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) 1F_ 460
BLC FLOWRATE LF/SEC *595
LC TOTAL P RCEIT .... .4... . ... ........ ........ . L4 5
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F ist8
PiJEUE IECTOR LTP EA RSiD 10894
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 51.808
C QOOLALEL-IAP . ....... - ..
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 131.920
TIRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX TUSEC 749 452
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5460.182
C-STAR,~_UM- FT/SEC. - 5497009 O
CWSTAR EFFICIENCY % 96.086
C T,__ ~ -- is.6
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.808
F E VA-C -1- 7 XPEC T - "---.- tI
CF CORRELAT ION ---- 101.993
.CF_ VAC 72 -.. . .95
ISP9 TEST SEC 303.115
ISP SITE VACUUM _ C 306,834
ISPo VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 30 8603
_IPi DK_TEST CONITIONS . SEC 327,031
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321.696
ISP EFF ICIENCY .92. ..... 9_,487
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 97,400
_SA O__E L S TT/ .SEC_ _ 8.60
ISP, ODE, TEST SEC 331760
6K O._0MS LENGINE TECHNOLO6Yt
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
OATE 15 NOV 3
SRIES RO/JCT-1. SEQUENCE 3 TEST 10
TEST DESCRIPTION
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRyATED REGEN CAHmERtLIKE DOUBLET INJECTOR S/NI, 75 TO I NOZZLE, MMH/NTO
HELIM-ATURATED AT 225 PSIA, TARGF PCN O ., 0/F ! 1.65.
ACTUAL TEST OURATION IQ.Z01 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9,000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
ArAMTER uftls - AV4EAsLUsRti ALUE
.. FeEL TANK PRESSUkE PsA 4,99
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 247*613
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 2z9.72
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 197.745
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 206.270
FUEL INJECTOR PRfESURE PSIA 1.95.219
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 191.132
CflAMBER PRESSURE NO*. I ...1 . .... P$IA - _32z556
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 133383
--A-IAL TH-US SYTE A LE. ._ .6013950
AXIAL THRUST* SYSTEM B LBF 6023.180
Y'AXI1. THRUST L8F... 3.543
Z'AXIS THRUST LRF 23.879
AVERAGE cELL _fPRESSURE 0sa .040
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 5 .177
AVERAGE LFoOWR A TE G .. ... __
FUEL FM AGREEMENT .059
AYERAW 01Z4R FL WRATE 
-- 61.t09
OXIDIZER FM AGRELMENT % ,085
EL IN TERFAC 1EMPERATURE DEG..... 65.28_
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 69.699
1T/1C CDOLANIM MN EBRAIUR -- -SE 6 _ -2
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 209.991
_T/C SURFACETEMP -16 IN DE F
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 202 p01
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN ._EG F 15,68
TI/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 163.182
iC AR ACEaTeMP -
-I-- -- F 13__
T/C SURFACE TEMP 64 IN DEG F 199.314
Tt/C S-URFAcE TP _- 2 INR. D f E F 144.956
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN OG F 146.182
T.C _SURFACETEMP + -3 IN-_ .DEG F 110._251
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP oEG F 188.170
_ QZZLL _SURFACE T . . N .. ...... .. .. ......
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 IN DEG F 1192.763
NOZZLE SURFACE ._TEMP 9.9 IN DEs F 1216-070
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11*7 IN DEG F 1149,628
_NOZZLE SURFACE__TMP_ 16.,2 _N OG F_ . 4097.404
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 028.4 , DEG F 101*0Q66
NOZZLE SURFBACE TEP _*4 , IN D G e 802.671NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *57.5 IN DEG F 802.671
....6K !MS ENG IE ._TECtHNOLOGY-
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
_ - -. R0CKEIfYNE INTEGRATED-: CLMBR ___
DATE 15 NOV 3
_SER-IES_ RO/.CT-l ... SEQUE~CE 3 -.. ... ST 10
. PERFORMANCE DATA -
PARAMETER UNIS CAL-ULATeD VAUE
PC., INJECTOR END PSIA 132,_9
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 126,321
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 6018565
AXIAL THRUSTt VACUUM LbF 6098.650
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSA .....
FUEL DENSITY (MM) Le/FT3 54,759
.O DIZER DENSITY .. LBAFT 90
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,430
oqXEDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 1h2407
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.716
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) 0/F 1.654i----~~- ' ----~~'-- ~~ ~-'-~-----------~-
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC o556
LC TOTAL PERCENT 0/F 1t
FUEL INJECTOR DELTAP PSl -....259 .
OXIDIZE i NJETOR DELTA-P PSl 58.162
T/lC OOLANT _DELTkTA-P -- PS . _51
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T OEO F 142,809
THRUST CHAMBER NEAT FLUX S-U/SEC I58,56
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5468.583
C-STAR, UMR FT/SEC 5525,392
CF . S - -_ -. ,7
CF StrE VACUUM -.--- 1.820
CF, YVAcI EXPECT ... -L9..
cF CORRELATION .--- 101,383
CF, VAC. ._. . . . .. . .. ... 1. 80
ISP TEST SEC 305,256
oSP, SITE VACUUM _S C - 309,318
ESP9 VAC Y PREDICTED SEC 309,278
Sp, ODK, TEST CONODITIONS SEC 332,705
SP, TDK, TEST CONODTIONS SEC 327.387
ISp EFFCENCY ------ __ 91L5 13
-E - -Y. E.-As C-Y .. . . 9- - .....
C-STAR, 0OE .... _ F/SEC _ sit3 ._
I P, ODE, TEST SEC 338,003
6KOMSENQNE TECHtNOLQSY.
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
----ROCKEDYN INTE6RATER__CHA_M3ER
DATE 16 NOV 3
rET ITH /1*., _ . .SU S NC_ .4... . .. TEST -1.
TE T DESCRIPTION
._ .Pt;;_~_~a~eR_0PELLAHa_. PF.RF~so~$_ EAWRo. P"_tT! RALXY .VALUAT.T ION_ _.OFf% OPELLANrPER RRMAN CANilR
RCKETOYNE INTEGRATED ENGIfE, INJECTOR L/O S/Ni, 75 TO I NOZZLE,
UNSAT _MM/NTO AT 103 DEG F TA/RFTpCNSui5,, 0F *h i 6
ATUAL TEST DURATION 30.203 SEc
A-TA SLtCE t a E 29.000 SEC TO 30,000 SEC -
PARAMETER ._ U __ AVG. MEASURD VLUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 236.723
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 207.015
OXIDIZER 1NTERFACt PRESSURE PS IA 195 .202
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 20.5,126
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSUME PSIA 189*911
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PsA . 188,820
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1- PSIA 128.225
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSI& _108_
AX IAL- THI-RUSTY-SYSTEM A . . LBF 5915.423
AXIAL THRUST SYSTEM B LBF 5915.906
YAXIS THRUST LF -10.129
Z'AXIS THRUST i .. 31,442
AVEAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA 025
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT %.12
-AVERAGE FUEL-- rL0 TE GPm 0. 733
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % . .055
AVERAGE OZiD1iE FLOWRATE GPM. 61. 57
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % ... 95
FUE INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 101*566
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMP EATURE qo p F 020598
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 103.521
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE oGF ... 242.574
/C~URFACE TPE -1 aN DEG F 245472
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 239.205
T/c SURFACE TEMP -1l0 IN DEG, F 245.330
TI/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN F 19393
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 210981
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DGF__ 229S588
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN OE6 F 177.339
7/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 174.398
T/C SURFACE TENP . 3 IN DEG F 159.401
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP .. G F 52.738
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 603.598
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 IN DEG F .1135.283
Z-ZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 I-N OE F 1218.808
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP o11.7 IN OEG F 12010844
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #16.2 IN DEG F 972.173
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 .. DEGf . 6.~602
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 40.4 IN OEG F 54*5140
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57*5 IN DEG F 439.814
6KM__GMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROROCKE-TYNE.. _ INTEGRATED_CH AM BER ...OATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER 
__ VNIS ... LC.ATEQ VALUE
PC, INJECTOR ._ND PSIA 128,417
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 121.996
AXIAL THRUSTa SITE .... LBF 5915.664
AXIAL T'HRUSJ VACUUM Fa 965.
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA ,031
FUEL DENSIXTY (MH) ......... LFT3 .... .561
OXIDIZER DENSITY L8/FT3 87.542
FUEL FLOWRATE LR/SEC 7,248
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LR/SEC 19.254
MIXTURE ..RATIO_. OVERALU O/F_ 1.657
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC ,543
BLC TOTALPERCENT ...... ,19
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.791
_FYEL .INJE.TcOR DEL TA-P - --Ps- --
-FUE .iN ECtQ .. E T _ , , .................. P_ .. .....  ._6f_ 9. .......... 
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 60.404
/C_ COOLANT.. DELTA-P PSID .5215
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 139.053
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX ..- 8 /SEC . 20576
C-STAR SITE FT/SEC 5408.210
-SA R, U-R F __ 5465A66
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 94.696
_C, 51E .. ---- . 1.82.
CE SITE VACUUM ---- 1.843
_CF, ..VAC_ .72. EXPECT i-_ 1.,795
CF CORRELATION .*.- 102.664
C V C 72 . .. .. ---- . ....
ISP, TEST SEC 301,245
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 309,827
Ips VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 309,830
1SP9 QPK, TEST CONOITIONS SEC 332,647
ISP TOK TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.324
S._ EFFICIENCY .- . 94... .2..
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96,670
C-STAR, 0oE . FT/SEC 15711t 32
ISP, ODE, TEST SiC 338,085
BKOMlS -ENGINE, TECHNOLOGY-.
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
.. __ _ RCK E _TDY.NE._ IN IEGRA TED_ _ CHAMBER_ ..........
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/.CT-1 
- SEQUENCE 4 ....... ST 2
TEST DESCRIPTION
.OT-PROPELLANT PERFORa1AN AND ..PQST-IRE THERMAL EVALjUATION OF
RUCKETOYNE INTEGRATEO ENGINEs INJECTOR L/O S/N1, 75 TO 1 NOZZLE$
_SA__MMM/_NTIQ _AT .1 3DEG 
__. AOEPCN_ _ 14Li ....
__.ACTUAL !EST DURATION .1.1206 SEC.
DATA SLICE TIME 9,,000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 303.531
O!IDIZER TANK PRESSURE PS_ .. __ 2.196
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 258.357
O?4IPZEs INTERFACE PRESSU__RE.. PSIA 219.85
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 255.862
FUEL I.NECTOR.PRE SSURE SIA ... ...... 0 ..
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 214.242
CHAaTBR PRESSUBRE NO. 1.... PSA . .. ... .
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 145.697
..AAL _THRUST_, SYSTEM A Laf. 65 978
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LAF 6589.828
_._YAX THRUST LaF - - 5 3, ._
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 30.790
_AYERAC cLLPRSSURt - --- PS
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 0 .018
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GMa 73,908
FUEL FM AGREEMENT 090
A ERA9EIVIXDZER FLOWRATE.- G-- 656,446
OXIDIZER FM AGRELMENT % .058
_ EL ANTLfER _ MEERAt . - : 1 - .2 .56
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 102.943
/_TC COOLANT __. TEMPERAT r . DEF. 14.46
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 228.545
/C SURFAC9 TE14P _-16 IN - DEG F 29, 1
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 220.581
T/C SURFAC TEMP _-10 L DEG F 230_907
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F i83.211
1/C SURFACE TE#MP - 6 IN E _71......
T/ic SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DG F 215.287
T./C. SURFAC TEMP - 2 IN . . ... E-__F_ . .... _ 16F 6F5_
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 165.090
T/C SURFACE TEP_ +* I_ N DE 1 50 SO.934____
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 77.345
NOZZLE JSUR_AE TEMP + t,2 .IN DEG_ 6..... b3885
NOZZLE SU FACE TEMP * 7,8 IN DEG F 1071.063
QRZZLE SUBVACfIP * 9._. IN DEGE .......
NOZZLE SORFACE TEMP *l,.? IN DEG F .1013.052
NOZZLE SUAFACELIM 62 1N
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +ogo4 IN DEG F 78T7153
_NOZZLE SUFACE TEMP *.40_4 IN _ DEG F _ _65? 8
NOZZLE SURFACE TEiP .57,5 IN DEG F 522.014
.. .. KOS. _ENG1NE_ _TFHNoLO ....
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
... .......  .. ... _RQCKEi T..YN l iNT RATED AB ER_ ........ . .......
OATE 16 NOV 3
S. RIES R/ ICT.-I .. SEQUENCE 4 ..... EST 2
............ PERFORMANCE D.ATA _.
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR ~ END_. PSA . j45,383
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 138.114
A.XIAL THRUST SIE . LBFe . 6584,807
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LRF 6663.911
_9ZL1 ExIT_ PRESSURE __-.SIA
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) LB/FT3 53.547
.OQIDIZR_.DENSITY 
-Lv/T3 81.5Z3
FUEL FLOWRATE LS/SEC 8.18
QXIDXlER LOW RATE LR/SEC_... _76
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE L/SEC 21580
A__I._TU E RATI_.LQ QVERALLL ._._ ...... O/_ ..... . ..... _.._._j7
SLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .660
BLC TOTAL .PERC.ENT ..... 3,._06
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1,565
.FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID ........... .._ 77
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSD1 68.859
_c COOLA ELA ....... .. . . . ...
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 124,080
THRU S.T .. CHAiBg ER H-EAT FLUX BTUSEC 782_265
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5462,880
C-STAR9 UNr4 FT/SEC 5498,237
C'STAR EFFICIENCY % 969194
CF , S _ [ ... ... .. .- . __ _ - . 797.
CF SITE VACUUM 
----- 1,819
CF, YAC 12 EXPECT .. 771
C- ORRELATION .- • 102.682
CF , a______ .-.. 18 B06
ISP, TEST SEC 305.140
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 308.806
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED .SEC 308,549
.Sp, 00Ke TEST CONOITIONS SEC 3. 26.803
ISP, TDOK TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321.516
ISP EFFICIENCY % 93,212
ENERGY RELEASE EFICIENCY % 
-
C-STARt, -OE ._ .L. EC 5678,995
ISP, ODE 9 TEST SEC 331,294
.6K_ OMS ELNGIE_ TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM TASK XII
. ...... .._LCK E Y TE RAT . CHAMBE .
DATE 16 NOV 3
SPRIES R/ICT- SEQUENCE 4 .. TEST 3
TEST DESCRIPTION
HOT*PROPELLANT PERFORMANSE .AND POST- FIRE_ TmgRJMAL EVALVA ION OF
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINEs INJECTOR L/O S/NIt 75 TO 1 NOZZLE
_ UNSAT _MHm/NTO_ AT 103 .DS .. 1AR ETPCNS _ t_ .A_ J 6 5,
ACTUAL TEST OURATION 10*16e SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER_ . T_ _ AWqVG. MEASURED _VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PsIA 279.736
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 285. 89
__FEL NTJ9RFACF?, PRESSURE .PSIA . 241.14 Q9
OXIDIZER -INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 226.142
__T/ CDOLAtL__INL9 MAN. PRES SURE.. .. 239 _- 0-
FYEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 228e.88
__OXID.IZ ER__ fJEC R PRESSUE_ ... ...... _.......19J 9
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 1 PSIA 145.551
_ QAMBER PRESSURE_NO. 2 -1----.. ..... P-- ___ - 45_94 .
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LeF 6586.153
A._A AAL T!HRU_ _SYSTEM _ LBBE _6 93_,.7
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF 3.545
Z"AXis HS T ..... 9.412
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .045
CLL PRESSURE AGREEMENT - - - .28
. . ... . . .68. ..144 .. .
FUEL FM AGREEL4ENT 5_ 7___
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 68.404
SO DIZER _FMAGREEMENT .__. 3...._
FUEL IN-TEFACE ThMPERATURE DEG F 102.687
oX IZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE EG F . 103.460
STC COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE ODG F 104,917
TIC COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE __OG F 241.284
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 2429923
TIC SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DG_ F - 234.163
T7C SUFA-f TEMP *0 IN DEG F ia52
TIC SURFACE TEMP -_8 IN _. .._. :.
T/C SURFACE TEMP 6 IN DEG F _ 7.108
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN #EG F 229.344
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 175.041
T/C SURFACE TEMP -093 IN OG F !71.739
T/Cl SURFACE TEMPP 3 IN D-EG.F - T0.8Z8
T/C NOZLEA LANGE TEMP -_ OE___ -1,92
NOZZLE SURFACE t&MP * 7.2 IN DEG P 735.326
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 IN IEG qF 190.064
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 99 IN DEG F 129815
N9qZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11,7 .DEGF .__ 1 P38
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16.2 IN oEG F 1086.264
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +2* 4N -EIN ,15
NOZZLE SURFACE: TEMP .40 4 IN DEG F 10.. 829
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 57.5 IN DEG F 629051
..6KMS...ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK Xil
OATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST 3
PERFORMANCE DATA
_PAhETER . UNlTS .CALCULATED. VALUE
PC, I NJ4ECTOR .END PSIA . . _..3 7 3
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 138.104
A.IAL THRUSTh _SZ TE LBF ....... 589.580
AXIAL THRUSTo VACUUM LBF 6679,081
d-NOZZLE- EX&TaPRESSURE s A . -- ____
FUEL DENSITY (MM) La/FT3 53.536
0AW17.R MENS1TY - L8/F1t3 -. 5O4
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 8.128
.0x~( IZE_ FLOWRATE . LL/-SEC .. . 336_L .....
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 214,64
-M1URE RATI .LMVERALLI-- 0/1
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .609
--LCOTAL PERCENT ... .. 36
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.774
F9UEL._ AJECTOR -0ELTA-P - --......_ .PSI. _._: . 1. 15 ..
OXIDIZER INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID 73.877
TLC C4OLANT DELTAR -P- it- ----52
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DtG F 136*367
T RUST CHAMBER HEATFLU .t... /SEC . 792.510
C-STAR. SITE FT/SEC 5491.839
C-STARP UMR FiT/SEC 5547.256
C'STAR EFFICIENCY % 96*175
C S LTU------
CF SITE VACUUM ---- 1.823
_ VAC 2 EXPECT .. .9 -...
CF CORRELATION -- 101.i644
CE_~s_ AC2 --- -... . . ------ .....
ISP, TEST SEC 307,002
-iP. S-IT YAC3UK - - SEQ 311 72
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 311.115
lS OK, TEST CONOITIONS SEC 332669
ISP, TODK TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.28?
P EFFICENCY ......... .. 92166
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY . 96,884
ISP, ooE, TEST SEC 337.622
6K OHS ENGINE _TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETYNE INTEGRATED _CHAMER
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST 4
TEST DESCRIPTION
HOT-PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE AND POST-FIRE THERMAL EVALUATION OF
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINE, INJECTOR L/D S/Nj1 75 TO 1 NOZZLE,
_UNSAT MMN/NTO AT 103 DEG .. TARET PCNS 140,0 F w __/ _ L, .
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10.202 SEC-
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNIJS . aVQ1 3ASUR YDALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 261,433
OAIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 297*457
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE. PSIA 229 .928
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 232.924
t_./C0._COLANT -INLET MAN... PRSESURLf _PSIA... ... 228771
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 219.108
aOXI IZER INJECTOR PRESSURE _RSIA 225.027
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 144.588
CHAIMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 144. 40..
AXIAL THRUST# SYSTEM A LSF 6567.170
A... AL THRUST_ SY$STE . LaF 6571.928L
YV-AXIS THRUST LF 14.941
Z!AXIS THRUST F... 26.760
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA *044
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT ... 028
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 62.491
FUEL FM A GEEMAE1L T
AVERAGE OXIOIZER FLOWRATE GPM 71i.82
AXIDELLR FM AGREEMENT % . 72
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 103.032
QOAIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DE F... 193.805
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 105*409
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE_ DE __ 252.792
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 253,880
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEC F 2.44.54
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 252.154
T/C SURFACE TEMP 8 IN . EG F .19,S52
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 216,552
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN QEG F 238,456
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 182,416
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0,3 IN DEG F 178,024
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 163.511
._-/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP D ......... 1120
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7, IN DEG F 800.853
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP _. .8 IN _ DE F 2. _21 __3,927
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 4 9.9 IN DEG F 1302.843
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN EG F 1237,475
NOZZLE SURFACE TLEMP 16.2 IN DEG F 1159,016
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *28,4 IN DEG F 1025,516
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40o4 IN oEG F 862.321
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 057.5 I7 oES F . Q12 09
6K OQMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
DATE 16 NOV 3
SkRIES RO/ICT-1I SEQUENCE 4 TEST 4
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER ._ . . UNITS _CALCULATED VALUE
PCs INJLCTOR END PSIA 144.514
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 137.289
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 6570.519
AXIAL THRUST* VACUUM LBF 6658.561
NOZZLE .XI T PEE$SURE Ps ISA _.-49
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LR/FT3 53,525
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 87.479
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,452
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 13.952
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LR/SEC 21.404
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F .187 .
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC 0558
sLC TOTAL PERCENT %. 2.08
CORE MIXTURE RATIO 0/F 2%024
FUEL INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID .. ... .. 74,594
OXAIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 80o513
.T/C COOLANT. DELTA-P PSID .. *...669 .
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 147,382
THRUST CHAMBER HtAT FLUX BTU/SEC 785o307
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5474.831
C-STAR9 UNR FT/SEC 5559T171
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 96,175
CF SITE VACUUM 982- 1,
_Ce VAC .72 EXPECT ---- L820
CF CORRELATION ---- 100,431
CF., AC 72 ---- s _L7
ISP, TEST SEC 306,980
1SP, SI TE VACUUM 311
ISp, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 310,95.
ISP, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 336.510
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 3309594
ISP EFFICIENCY % 90.698
CTARGY RELEASE FFICIENCY % 95es96
C-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5692.576
ISP, 0DE, TEST SEC 342.998
6K OMS.ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE IN-EGRATED CHABER...
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST..5
TEST DESCRIPTION
HOT-PROPELLANT PERFORMANCEAND POST-FIRE THERMAL.EVALUATION OF
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINE INJECTOR L/O S/Nl, 75 TO 1 NOZZLE
UNSAT MMNH/TO. AT 103 DEG F_ TARGET PCNS lG 0/F * .P ,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 101i54 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER .NI TS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 213#844
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 193.970
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 185.800
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 160.447
_T/C..COLAtT_. INLET MAN. PRESSUBE.__ PSIA 1&4.144
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 177.776
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 157,236
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 115.708
CrAMSER PRESSURE NO* 2 PSIA _114786
AXIAL THRUST SYSTEM A LBF 5161*911
AXIA THRU E.SYTETM 8 L _ 5168,878
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF -18.739
Z-AXIS THRUST La 2...159
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .036
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT .. O105
AVERAGE tUEL FLOWRATE GPMH .8758
-EUL FM A4REEMA-0 MElE ! . .. ... .. ...... .. ... _ .......... : ... . .__---L t ..._... .
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 51*641
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT .020
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 102.946
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DOG F 1903374
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 105.696
T/C COOLANT OUT _TEMPERATURE_ _04 F 236511
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 236.280
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN WG F 227.839
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 27.347
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DOG F 188,452
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN OEG F 203.961
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN QG F 221.585
i/C SURFACE TEMP - ? IN DOG F 172.260
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 70,288
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 156.015
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEGF 136,851
NOZZLE SURFACE TkMP + 7.2 IN DFG F _675,082
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 1015.174
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP # 9.9 IN DEC F 1042.414
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +11.7 IN DEG F 947.643
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 961.542
NOZZLE SURFACE TLMP *28.4 IN DEG F 86,*.159
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .40.4 IN DEG F 804.997
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .57.5 IN DEG F 697.005
6K-_OMS ENGINE TECHNLOGYY
SUPPORT PROGRAM w TASK XII.
ATE 16 NOV 3
SLRIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST 5
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 115.247
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 1099485
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF 5165.394
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM F... 238 0 02
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA *041
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LB/F.T3 53.528
OXIDIZER OENSITY L3/FT3 87.494
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC t7008
OXIDIZgR FLOWRATE LB/$EC 1...I. 0Jb7
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17.074
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) 0/F 1.437
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .525
8LC TOTAL PERCENT ... 3074
CORE MIXTURE RATIO 0/F 1,553
F EL iN-ECTOR .DELTA-P PSI .......... 62 .....
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 41.989
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID 6.368
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 128.855
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX fBTU/SEC 645-616
C-STARt SITE FT/SEC 5473.145
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 96.445
C, SITE . .. .. 1778
CF SITE VACUUM ---- 1.803
CF9 VAC ...72 EXPECT m _1.770
CF CORRELATION --- m- 101.888
_Ft VAC .2 ...- - - 9.......... .....
ISP, TEST SEC 302,523
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 306.781
ISp, VACT2 PREDICTED SEC 306.501
SP, Q00K ITEST CONDITIONS -SEC. 325,844
ISP, TOK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 320.628
.is P EFFl CINCY 9 7....21
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 98.001
c-STAR, ODE FT/SEC . 5674895
ISPo ODE, TEST SEC 330s863
6K _MS ENGINE TECHNOL 01Y
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK II
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-i .SEQUENCE 4 TEST 6
TEST DESCRIPTION
HOT-PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE AND POSTeFIRE !HEAMAL LVALA.ION OF
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED ENGINE, INJECTOR L/0 S/ lb 75 TO 1 NOZZLE-
UNSAT MMHNTO AT 103 DEG E TARGET PCNS 10. 0/F a ?J,65.
ACTUAL TEST OURATION 1o.198 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9,000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG GMEASURED VALUE
FUEL -TANK PRE.SUVRE ...PSA ..... _. .. _
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 200.616
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 177,314
OXIDILER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 163.838
T/C COQLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA j.175.?~2
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 168*676
OXIDIZER _INJECTQH PRESSURE..,__ PSIA . 16 0 _.31.
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 1 PSIA 1150468
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 115.792-
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF 5165.253
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LBF 517 .048
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF -6.584
ZL-AXlS ThRUST - - ----
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .40
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT . . . 119
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE 6PM 55,080
FUEL FAGREEMEN .... 100
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 53e723
OxIDIZER__ AGREMBL ENf T .... .. .......... . ......... 59....
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DeG F. 102.774
OXID.ZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 103,432
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 105.244
T/C CQOLANT. OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 243,772
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 246*287
I/C $URFACE TEM -13 IN 1 - 3
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 247,563
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 211,102
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN peG F 211.102
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN QEG F 231.62
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 177.701
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 11t486B.
Tr/ SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DFG F 160,488
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 159.431
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DEG F 728.490
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 IN DEG F ..108,058
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 1146.179
NUZZLE SURFACE TEMP e11.7 IN OEG F 1071.711
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16.2 IN DEG F 1037.019
NOZZLE SURFACE TLMP *28.4 IN DEG F 945:166
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40e4 IN DEG F 854.136
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +5765 IN DEG F 748.985
6K .OM5 , ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XI
RoCKETDYNL1 lltGrATEDABA_ ERUATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 ........ TEST 6
- PERFORMANCE DALTA ....
PARAMETER 
-- UNITS .. CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSZA .115,630
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 109.848
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF . 516.651
AXIAL THR-US-T VACUUM LBF 5249.240
NOZZLE ExIT PRESSURE . IA .. ....
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LR/FT3 53.536
OKIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 87.4,66
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 6,570
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 10 4 69
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 17.039
MI.XTURERAT1Q04VPALL) Oe . 1.9A
8LC FLOWRATE LR/SEC .492
.Lc TOTAL -PCERCNT .-. Z88_,as
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.723
FYEL IN-ECTOR__DELTA- PS. ... .. 53.046
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 44*688
_/C C.OOLANT OELTA-P .... .... ..... 77
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 138.528
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX 8sU/geC 650.737
C'STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5502,620
CSTAR, UNR F/SEC : S553.663
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 96,432
CF 511TE. - _ ., 774
CF SITE VACUUM 
----- 1801
CF9 VAC 72XPECT * -* - 4 a8
CF CORRELATION .. -- 100.739
CF, VAC 72 ---- ,789
ISP, TEST S.C 303,338
ISPv SITE VACUUM C 308.067 
_
IS p VAC T2 PRED1CTED SEC 307,970
SP, 90DK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 330,776
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 325244
ISP EFFICIENCY 91,634
NEN-jRGY REL-EASE -EFFICIENCY 9701 ,
C STAR, E ... .... ... .. _.... .. 6...
ISP ODE TEST SEC 336.193
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
nc _ _ RQCKE[TOY _ NTrm aATECA eER .
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RD/1IICT-1 ... - SEQUENCJE. . TEST 7
TEST DESCRIPTION
HOT-PROPELLANT PERFQRMANC AD P..OST I tHERMAL- LV ToU_ OF
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINEt INJECTOR L/D S/NW1 75 TO 1 NOZZLE,
UtSAT l /NTQ AT. T0 . LARGET. PCN4J__ 1_.__ _ _1.5
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10 196 (EC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.00o SEC
_ARAMET_ UNITS AVG EASr, UEDO VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSUREq PA _1,931
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 209,161
FEL INTERFACE .PESSURE PA .............
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 168*500
_T/_C_ COA.AT_.lNLEL MAN.L__PRESSURE . PS . j _...
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 159.196
_. 1Df INJETOR PRESSURE . PSIA ...... ... 169
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 114.986
CHAM8ER _PRESISURLF-NO 2 .... PSIA 5... ... 89
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LfF 5158.887
AXAAL THRUST, SY M . ... LF .5.... 6.12 S.SZ __ ..
Y-AXIS THRUST L8F -3.039
Z-AXIS NTHRUST LF .585 .
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA *041
CELL PREfSURE AGREEMENT %. _. ,22
AVERAGE- F-L FLOWRATE GPM 49.865
_.f UEL-- f AHEEL LNT AA__
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 56.572
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT *112
FUEL INTER-FACE TEMPERATURE. DEG-- i 02.946
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 103.718
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 105.367
_T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATOUR 
_QG F 9 _8
T/C SUR ACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 260.699
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN .QEq F 254,944
T/C SURFAUCE TEMP - 0 IN DEG F 260.732
T/CSURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DE__-G F 24A__,83
f/C SURFACk T-EMP - 6 -N D EG F 222.975
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN -__ F 243,185
T/C SURFACtE ,P - 2 N DEG F 186.649
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 182.980
T-Y-/C SURFA-CE TEMP 3 IN DEG F 167.621
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP oDEG F 5... 53
NOZZLE SURFACE TEM-~* 7.2 IN DEG F 776.301
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 1195.527_
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1222.941
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 11 jN . DEG _F 55_506
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 1098.772
NoAZZPLE suRCRFAE _TEMP *--8.--- DEO ---- - 1 140
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #+40.4 IN DEG F 899.139
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 5.5 N .E F 794.031
6OJQS ENGINE TECNOLOOY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
DATE 16 TOV 3ERATEDCHAMB
sERIES R CT-I1 S._EQUENCE 4 .IEST 7
PERFORMANE DATA
P. RAMETER_ UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC., XNJECTOR END PjA S US..l37
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 109.381
A)XAL THRUST, SiTE .. 516-_,(99
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LBF 5242.769
NOZLF EXITPRSUE PA ,--,-45
FUEL DENSITY (MMh) LB/VT3 539533
OXIDI1ER DENSITY Lb/F-FTa .... Z69
FUEL F i6RATE LB/SEC 5*948
OxAiDIZER F LOWRATE .. L/SC tl.
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LR/SEC 16.972
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) .... F .1
BkC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .445
BLC TOTAL PERCNT % 625
CORE MIXTURE RATIO /F 2.004
FUEL INJECTOR DOELTA-P PSID .... 4 59
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 49.032
.. C CLAl T_-ELIP 0 .... S .... 5.
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 153.031
.THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX u/SEC 654_.76
C-STAR SITE FT/SEC 5500.790
C-STAR U, _ . .. . 5B4,309
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 96.568
CF -_-l_- . 8_._ __
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.807
.C __ VAC 2 _..XPLCE-C ---- 
_-- -. . 2...
CF CORRELATION ---- 99.70
-_.C-_VAC_- 72- . .-- S 9
P, TEST sF.C 304 64
ISP, SITE VACUUM . SEC 
__ 308,900
ISPo VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 308.853
_v OK , TEST cNOT S ..... ...... ... ... 3
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 329.930
[sp EFF CLENC ...... . ....... 6_
ENERGY RELEASE FFI CIENCY 95,894
SpII ODARE TEST SEC 34o666
SSP, OD6, TEST EC 342.666
.. . .... 6KOMS ENGEINt. Tt4NLOlG0_Y_
SUPPORT PROGRAM * TASK XII
ROCKET YNE_ INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 16 NOV 3
I $tJRo/-T.!1 StSUENCE 4 TEST 8
TEST DESCRIPTION
_1OT-PROPEL.LANI PERFORMANCE, A POST-I_ [ ITNCAL VA Tz ON OF
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINE INJECTOR L/D S/Nl -75 TO I NOZZLE
_UNAT MM/NTO AT 103 DEG __TAN SI__ - ,5.LF fr _,45. ..
ACTUAL TEST DURATION . . 19 EC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PAAME1.. S...... AVG._iAURE VALUE
F-ELL TANK PRAESWURE 
_6Ps9- -4.
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 233*371
FVEL. INTERACE _SSURE PSIA 218_96
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 189.692
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 215.807
.J _UEL IN EC1_QR.j ~SUR . PSIA -A .... 2Or..o8
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 184.584
-CAMBER. PRESSURE 140. N -1 P -1.413
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 131.121
..AAIALlh8Uis SYSTEM A -- BI - 5867.7A _0_ 
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM B LBF 5874.582
Y_ AIS. _THRUST -
-
..... ....-...... LF - -... .. 6.B_.584
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 28 .55
AVERAG CEL PRSURE PSA ..... . . .... 38
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT . .113
AVERAGEL L ~ TE& ~~ P_ _...
FUEL FM AGREEMENT ,i17
a.WERA1GEu 4101ZEI FLOWRATE .- PM -..- I O08_
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % .42FUEL NTERFEAC TEMPEGATUR .. " 5
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 103*632
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 234,458
T C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG . 3 .6.983
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 2295263
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 3 . 473 7
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DG F i86.239
._ BAC _T~_- 6 IN ...- _. _1_,904 G-
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 219.405
VC SURF AClEM I *t. '2 ZN - - OEG F .T. ..- .74.567
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 168.354
.T/C_ SURFACE, TEMP ' _3 -N DEF...r ...F .- 40 L50_3
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP OEG F 174.827
j40Z.LE SURACIF TLMP 7 t _ - IN -. DEL~ L4
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 946.981
NOZZLE SUR4ACEI TEMP 9,9 IN DEG F 1i 5A1T7
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *lleT IN DEG F 1021*230
._02ZLE SURFACL.LM__ P 16. ... N .... _ . ........ 3
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28*4 IN DEG F. 931.560
NOZZLESuRFacE TEMP o I PEG F_ _-- .8a 49 
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP o57.5 IN OEG F 768,106
6K OMS. ENGINE TECHNQLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE _NTEGrAT CMAMBR
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-' SEQUENCE 4. TEST 8
PERFORMANCE DAT A-
PARAMETER UNITS _ CALCULATED VALUE
PC, I!NJECTOR END PS A 11.117
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 124.561
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LBF ._7, 43
AXIAL THRUST@ VACUUM LRF 5947.783
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA .042
FUEL DENSITY (MMW) LR/FT3 53.525
OXIDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 8 .4BT
FUEL FLOWRATE LR/SEC 7.858
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE L/SEC 11.442
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19,300
MIXTURE RATIO 1VERALL) 456
B C FLOWRATE LB/SEC .589
BLC TOTAL PERCENT 3,050
CORE MIX TURt RATIO o/F 1574
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P ..PSID 73.961
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 53.467
T/C COOLANT D-LTA-P ... P.. 129 ......
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 128.803
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC _723O.64
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5508.643
C-STARv U#R FT/SEC 5545.020
C*STAR EFFICIENCY % 96.956
Cf_. _si T ... ... ... .......... _. ......
CF SITE VACUUM ---- 1,800
__Cf VAC 7 EXPECT . .- .. L7
C CORRELATION ----* 101,561
_CE, bVAC 72 - --- . 1,187
ISP, TEST SEC 304*99
__ STEVC U  vSECu-. ... 3o08LM., .170
SPo VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 307,913
jSP, ODK, TEST CONOITIONS SEC. 326,893
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 321.572
ISP EFFICIENCY 92, 928
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICI ENCY 97.879
C-STAR, OoE F_/SEC 568592
ISP ,o0E TEST SEC 331.620
6K ...OMSEN6INE TECHNOLOGYV
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
..ROCKETOYNE INTEGRPATF,.D. CHAMBER
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RD/CT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST 9
TST DESCRIPTION
HOT-PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE AND. POST-!IRE THERMAL EVALUATION O
ROCKETDYNE INTEORATED ENGINE INJECTOR L/O S/Nit 75 TO 1 NOZZLE
UNSAT MMH/NTO ._AT 103 DEG,_ _TARGET CNS _125., O/F _ 185.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10170 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AV_ EASUREDQ _VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 223.911
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA ?53*309
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PS.IA 19T,56
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 201.136
./TC COQLANLINLET MAR. PRESSURE ....PSA .....
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 187.256
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 194,598
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 1 PSIA 129.909
CHAMBER .PRESSURE NO. 2 PSiA 1_ia3061.9
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM A LBF 5905.862
AXIAL THRUSTe SYSTEM B LBP . 59124,730 _
Y-AXIS THRUST LRF M3.039
Z*AXIS THRUST LBF 3,83
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA ,.044
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT 5_ .6.27
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATGE GpM 5692
FU L FM AGrgggNT___ __ . *6
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM .64. 87
AIDIZER -MVAGREEMENT -. 4
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 103.291
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE OG F 103.805
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 105.573
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE -- F ...... 256#85 ___
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 258.582
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 250*828
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 257.095
T!C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG. F .... . z20.22J.01
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 220430
TC SVRFACLTEMP _ . ... D ..... ___
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 184.,72
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 180.321
v7/c SORFACE TefP *3 IN DEG F 165.687
T/C_ NOZZLE- FLAN6E TEMP DEGE ._ ... 355
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DE6 F 776301
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP _ 7.8 IN D EGF _. 1180.550 __
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1231.192
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 11.7 XN OEG F 114 6498
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #16.2 IN DEG F I107.g36
NOZZLE SURACE TEMP *20,e 4 -IN DEG...E LOr 1.1R
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40.4 IN DEG F 919.585
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 57.5 IN .. DEG F 826,744
6K_ 0 __ ENGINE TE CHNOLOGY_
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKE TIYNE INTEJGATEE_ A MB-R .
OATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RDo/ICT SEUENCE TEST_. 9
..._R PEF ORMANCEDATA_ ..
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC INJECTOR ENDA
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 123.751-
AXIAL THRUST, SITE .LF 5909.296
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LRF 5996.813
NOZZLE EXI PRESSURE PSIA *047
FUEL DENSITY (MH) _LB/F_ . _15
OXIDIZER DENSITY LR/FT3 87*470
fur FLOWRATE LB/SEC 6.785
OX IDIZER PLOWRATE LB/ SEC_ 12.509_
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE L/SEC 19.294
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) QOIF. __,844
BLC FLOWRATE LA/SEC .508
BLC TOTAL_ PERCENT _; 0 634
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1,993
FUEL _INJECTOR DELTAP PSlD .5,~ 92 _
OXIDIZER INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID 64,334
.T/C COOLANT OELTA-P P.S. ......
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F, 150,12
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 731.101
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 44.752
C€STAR, -s _........ .. . s~ 5557350
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 96.084
CF SITE VACUUM --- 1.827
CF9, VAC E_ PCT - 1.B 17
CF CORRELATION ----- 100.527
S L._.Z .... .. , -.... _
ISP, TEST SEC 306,284
ISP, SITE VACUUM SE.C 310 820
IS , VAC 72 PREDICTED. SEC 310.858
IS, 00K TEST CONDITIONS ..C __ 335,863
ISPo TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 330,452
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 96.05 1
C-STAR, ODE F TSEC . ._ _5697.87
ISPo ODE, TEST . SEC 342.475
- - - SWENENL TECHNQLrOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 4 TEST_ 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
HOT-PROPELLANT PERFORMANC ".AND POESTJRE THERMAL VALUATION OF
ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINE, INJECTOR L/D S/Ni, 75 TO j NOZZLE.
UNSAT MMH/NTO AT 103 DEG F. TARET PCNS * 125,_ 0/F 1.65
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 10i196 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10,000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 241.299
oxJDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA ._ __
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 209.986
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 198.593
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 07,033
FYEL INJECTOR PRESSURE ... PSIA .. . 9. _
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 192.672
CHAMBER.PRESSIURENO. 1 PSIA
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 132.629
AXIAL THRUST_, SYSTEM A LBF 5956.739
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LBF 5963,590
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF 4 -_.052
Z-AXIS THRUST Ls3F 25.624
AVERAGT CELL.PRESSU-RE.- PSlA ' .043
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % 125
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 61.722
FUEL FM AGREEMENT *% 025
AVERAGE.OXIZER FLOWRATE GPM 62... 214_
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % .107
FUEL_ .N E A.C _.TEPRA DEG. F _ 0QA64_..
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 103.891
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE. DEG F .05.696
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 246.167
T/C suRFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 24,O104
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 240,377
I/__C SUi$RF AE_ EMPI - I N , F277
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 194.509
T/e_ SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 2.1_.586
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 230.679
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F .17,821
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 174.398
_T/CC SuR.FACE TEMP* 3..N... DEG. F .... .09
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 212,R02
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 _IN DEG F 825,.388
NOZ-ZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 1141.188
NOZZLE SURFACE TLMP * 9*9 _IN .DEG.F 1276.625
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 11.? IN DEG F 1218.221
NQZZLE 5URFACE TEMP .16.2 jN__ -- E --G .. 1.
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 028.4 IN DEG F 1074.550
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 040,4 IN DEG_F 960.476
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP o57.5 IN DEG F 898.890
6K OMS EN I NE_TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
DATE 16 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-I. SEQUENCE 4 TEST 10
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA 132.232
PC NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 125.620
AXIAL THRUST SITE LF 5960.164
AXIAL THRUST VACUUM L9F 6045.700
-NOZZLE XIT PRESSURE PSIA *046
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) L8/FT3 53*522
OXIDZER DE1NSITY 
_..L/.T3 86,460
FUEL FLOWRATE La/SEC 7, 60
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LR/SEC 12,123
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.483
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) O/F 1.647
BLC FLOWRATE LA/SEC '551
BLC TOTAL PERCENT .. 8 29
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.780
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P .. PSID 65.642
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 60.440
!C OOLANT_ DELTA-? SID .Ls _
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 140,472
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 739.240
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5503.269
C'STAR UMR FT/SEC .5559.259
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 5% 969366
CF, $SI~E -_ - 188
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.814
C.F VAC 7 2EXPECT .-- __-9
CF CORRELATION --- 101.107
CFr. VAC 72 ----- 1802
sPo. TEST SEC 305 .909
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 310*299
tITp VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 310.235
ISPv ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SFC 332.540
ISP, TOKe TEST CONDITIONS SEC 3271.28
ISP EFFICIENCY 91.855
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96,819
c-STAR, ODE FT/SEC 5710.771
ISp, ODE TEST SEC 337.814
bK_ OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYN. ITERA TE CHAMR .
OATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
50-SECONO- PERN RMANCE SURVEY AND 3JO0-IN. _POS*T-FIRE THERMAL
EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRAT4O ENGINE. NORMAL SHUTDOWN AT 1500
D GP f ROINE NeZZLE TEMP* -TARGET P&e.S _ 0./FO. , a 1.65-.
ACTUAL TEST OURATION 44.224 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 7.000 SEC To 8,000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 239.926
OXIolZER l !A K PRE.SSURE PSI-A -- 24.88 _
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 209.561
OlIoIZEA INTERFACE PRESSURE. PSA 197s745
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 207.796
FI.EL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 192.186
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSlA 191.132
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 132.880
AXAL. THR4_atT SYSTEM A Le 69009013
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LBF 600 4917
Y-AX_ 5. THRUST LBF -o0..0.6
Z-AXIS THRUST LSF 30,811
A.__VERAGE ~gLPRESSURE__ ....... PS.A. ......... - . __. ..0o38
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % .113
AVERAGE_ FULLOWRATE .. G 6 81,_
FUEL FM AGREEMENT ._ 070
_AYEAGE 1gLgZV, F.LOWRATE GPM 4561
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % 9076
_FErLI TEAECE 4EERARTUE D 5679____
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 61e127
T/.C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE QEG F _58.030
TIC COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 186.904
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 181l174
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 186,945
/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 204290
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 154.560
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 170,474
iC SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 190.658
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 1360,42
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG v 141.498
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F .119.697
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 469569
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP # 7.2 IN DEG F 156, 21
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.8 IN DEG F 484.454
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 463,828
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP ,11.7 IN DEG F 430,441
NQZZLE SURFACE TEMP E6.2 IN D C F ...... 2
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 428.4 IN DEG F 202.749
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 4(0,4 IN DEG F T_7,096
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 057.5 IN DEG F 138,895
6K OMS ENGIONE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
SRO CKEIO_YNE _LNtATEDAEDCHAM .....
DATE 21 NOV 3
SER1ES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 .TEST 1
PERFO.RMANCE DATA
PARAMEER... UNITS ..- CALCULAE.. VALE
PC, INJECTOREND PSIA i3.479
pC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 126.425
AXIAL THRUST, SIHE LkF 60024.465
AXIAL THRUSto VACUUM LaF 6079.105
NQZ~L~ JLE PRESURE - PS LA - ,
FUEL DENSITY (MHH) L'e/FT3 54,999
QOXIDIZER OESITY Lb/FT3 91.o00
FUEL FLOWRATE L0/SEC 7.436
OXI0 ZER FLOWRATL LB/SEC 12.279.
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.714
MIXTURE RAMIQ CADVERALI) . OF .... 651_
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC o557
BLC TOtAL I ERCT s .2,25
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.785
VEL INJECTOR__ D TA-P PSi . 59.406
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 58o,52
__.LTCCOLASt_ OEL P ... - ... ...
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F 128.674
ThRST -CAER- MEAT FLUX STU-/SEC 6. sn158
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5473*66.
C-STAR, UNRg FIt/SEC 5s3oo0 1
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95.844
CF Le STE . . _-_- --- ____
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1,13
C.'_ MAC_ 2 EXPET . . . . "_ i -
CF CORRELATION - - 100.990
-- c_ VAC 7 - - --. 8
ISP, TEST SC -30ISP, SETE MACUUMSE 308 359
15p, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 38308
I5P ODKt TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332,661
ISP, TDK, TEST CONOIfIONS SEC 327.35?
rSPA, ODE TEST iSec 7La937a
ISP' ODE' TEST SEC 337.937
UpK ONST ENGINE TENOLOGYSUPORfT PREO(A - TASK XII
.T. .ROC ETOYNE INTEGRATED. _CHAM8R --.-.--
OATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE S TEST 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
56-SECOND PERFORMANCE SURVEY AND. 30-MIN, PoST-FIRE THERMAi
EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATED ENGINE. NORMAL SHUTDOWN AT 1500
DEG F REDLINE. NDZZLE .TEP_. _ARGE IPS .. 12.. 5 D_/E__ 1.65.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 44226 $EC
DATA SLICE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PARAMETER .. ... .. UNITS .. AV... A SURE VALUE
FUEL TANK -PRESSURE PSIA 40g.l.
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 246.188
FYEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 210.410
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 198,169
T CCOOLAkT INLET MHA. PRESSURE PSA _20 .559
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 1929944
OXIDIZER xNJIECTOR PRESSURE PslA 191.132
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 132.556
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 132.629
AIAL THRUSTL_SYSTEM A 6 009,557 .
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM 8 L13F 6017.632
Y-AXIS THRUST LF -*278
Z-AXIS THRUST LRF 31.443
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .9,35
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT %.. .099
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE a Ao6) L -
FLEL FM AGREEMET ?76
ArEPAE OXDziZE FLOWRATE p. 606
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT .76
FUEL IN. TERFACE I.TELMPERATUR. .G 0._ r 8
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 62.230
1T/iC CODCLAT-T.P -MG .f -- -.
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F89
._ C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN -l DEa 187,166
T/V SURfACte TEMP -13 IN DEG F 189. 79
VIC SUR!CE T.mP -10 IN DEGFI 2046044
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEe F 159,26
ic suFgat tTEM - IN _e6 - 1rat7Q3
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DgE F 192,g30
qT/ SuufACE TEMP - 2 IN DE F 13.,697
TC SUFtACE TEMP -003 IN DE F 141.83
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F .. 26
T/C NOZZLE FLANG TEMP oEG F 46o569
NOL L SVR!ACE TEMP *_7.2 k _ -
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7, IN DEG F ST3.207
NOZPUL SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DE1 E _69,414
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #11*7 IN DEG F 529.473
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 3&*.871
NOZZLE SURFACE: TEMP 2e4 IN OEG F 2 0.193
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *eS04 IN DEG F 214.739
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP o5795 IN DEG F 167.948
6K O"S ENGINE TECHNOLOY
SUPPRT PROGRAM - TASK XI1
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARA - UI ..... _ CAL.LAT E D VA.UE
PC, 0NJECTOR END PSIA 132,593
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA ?s$.963
AXIAL THRUST, SITE LfBF 6913,595
AXIAL THRUST* VACUUM LBF 6083.340
NoZZLE EXIT PRESSURE Ps _ _ ,4o
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LB/FT3 54,985
OXIOIZER DENSITY LB/FT3. 90,914
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,461
QOAOIZER FLOW/RA 
.LB/SEC _ 6
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.728
MIXTURE RATIO _VERALL) / .. _6 __
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC S559
xLC TOTAL PERCENT % 2 33
CORE MIXTURE RATIO o/F i,77T
FUEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSi0 60.* 351OXIDIZ4E INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID 58.539
_T1C .COOLANTD_._DLTA-P - PSw ...-..-- --- 5.15..
T/C COOLANT OELTA-T OEG F 131.915
TRUST C.HABSER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC 7 03.691
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5449.926




_........ ..- _   ......- ~.... S,00 o ...
CF SITE VACUUM -i1--- 1820





ISP, TEST SEC 304,827
:ISP, SITE VACUUM 
_EC_ 30.63 .
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 308,321
Ps, ODKI .TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332 ,73
ISP, TOK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 32r149
ISP EFFICIENCY ... 91.305
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96.225
ISPo ODE9 TEST SEC 337*727
.A OMS ENGINE TE cNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - tAS XII
. .. _ROCK ._DtLN)a IE 0AT CHAMkR.ER
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES AD/1zCTz SEQUENCE 5 .TEST
TEST DESCRIPTION
54SSEcOND P~$FORMANCE SURVEy ANQ_. 3.o,4f POST -Ft e THERfML
EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATe ENGINE, NORMAL SHUTDOWN AT 1500
__0K0_ 7 UNEN- ZZLE_ fuETEP1P -_tARGE PCS_.i.l O .i/ 1 -.6 ....
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 44.224 SEC
OATA SLCCe TIME 14.000 SEC To 15.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. iASaED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSI A 239.926
OAoZ LPJi TANK PRESSU PSIA ...
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 209.561
.OA 1P.[Z E TERFA PES ..RE. PSBiA 199,917
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN, PRESSURE PSIA 207*96
_FrEL INJECTOR PRESSURE .PSIA 192-5.
OaIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 192*287
CHAMBER PRESS$VE NO. 1 PS1A -3
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 132.126
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF_ 6035.g00
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LF 6043,063
Y-AXI S TMHBUST L -2.53
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 32,975
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE ... A ..... .. 29
CELL PRESSURE AGHEEMENT %_ ,06
AVE RAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GpM 60,461
FUEL FM AGREEMENT %. 6
AVE AGE OX.1 ZER FLOWRATE GPM .61*.01OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT e o085
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE --e - 51, 1 _
IDfER INTERFACE -TEMPERATURE DEG F 63.502
1TC COOLANT IN. TEMPERATURE. -DEG Fe 8
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 196.333
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 196,867
T/C 0AVFAC TEMP -13 IN DEG F 193.241
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN _ -PEG F 209.433
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 158,057
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 176,155
t/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 194 690
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 139,j93
fTC SU PACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 143.436
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 _ .DEG F_ 4 12 796
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 46o569
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7,2 _N DEG F 321o483
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 762.-60
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 9N DEG F 7 3.118
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *iP7 IN DEG F 752.523
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 28.4 IN DEG F 399.041
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40.4 IN DEG .307,965
NOZZL SURFACE TEMP .57.5 IN DEG F 240.028
6K OHS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
-_ - RQCKREIYNE ThLTEGRKTEO CHBiE
OATE 21 NOV 3
S_ RIES RD/ICT-1. SEQUENCE . TEST 1
PERFORMANE -DATA-
..PA_~RAM~-tE. 
- -_ AINTS . .. . .CA.. ... C;_bULATED VALUE ...
PC, INJECTOREND . _SLA 1319b8
PCe NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 125.381
AAIAL ThRUSTlg SIT Laf. 039,032
AXIAL THRUSTe VACUUM LBF 6097.990
F1 EL DENSITY (M$IH) L/FT3 54,993
OAKDIZER DENSITY LB/FT3 90.868
FUEL FLOWAATE LR/SEC 7,408
o0.ZaIZER FLOWRATE LB/SE jZ3S5
TOTAL -i OEL LA FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.758
riXTU TRE I (OdVERA1 i 
-- E y _
sLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC 555
-ac tOTeAL FAENT w-..- -s2.808
CORE MIXTURE RATIO0 /F 1.802
FUEL ZINECTOR DELTA-P .. ... . " .__60a 84
OXIDIZER INJECTOR OELTA-P PSID 60.307
1AC COL*IT ELIA - - PSID *15z3
T/C COOLA4T OELtA-T DEG F 13.251
THRUST CHAMBER EAT FLUX A TU/SEC 6 c,51
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5416.S16
C9STARE MR FT/SEC s545sa370o
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 94.838cr:, sxTw 
- ---- . ...!.... -6 .......
CF SITE VACUUM --- 
----- 1.033




CsF VACA t2 
__ 4.s 2L
ISp, TEST SEC 305,651
_ISP_ SI TE VACUUM SC___ 308,635
Isp, VA- 72 PREDICTED E 3S 08,647
ISP, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS sEC 332951
ISP, TDK, TEST CONOITIONS SeC 32?,590
i% C Y91,210
_AR _ 0 . E.FICIE. "" 96.
ISPA __, 9SC 
-OE-TF 33E1,-79ISP. ODE TEST SEC 338.379
6K oMS ENGINE TEc HNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETDYNEI__TEGRATED CHAMBER _.....
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES .RD/ICT-i SEQUENCE 5 TEST. 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
50-SECONO -PERFORMANCE SURVEY-Y AND 304mI N. POST-FIRE THERMAL
EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATED ENGINE, NORMAL SHUTDOWN AT 1500
DtG F_ REDLINE. MOLE _.TMPo_ . TARGET_ PcNS_ =_2S. _OL... =0/ L,65
AgTUAL .TEST DURATION 44.224 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 19.000 SEC TO 20.000 SEC
PARAMETELa_ - . U.ITS AVG . MEAURED _VALUE
FUEL TANK PRE$SURE. SIA 239Pi26
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 247T138
F.EL INTERAGC PRESSURE PSIA .209.561
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 198.593
ST/C COOLAKT_ INLET MAN. PRESSURE PsA .01.76
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 192*565
0IDIZER INJfECTOk PRESSURE PSiA 191.902
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 31,353
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 1.. 31.624
_AAXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A L _. 6028 647
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LBF 6043,063
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF 3037
Z-AXIS THRUST LBF 30,.12
AVERAGE-L PL SA .... P,026
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT . ,045
AVERAGE - FE L__ ......... 
__ 6j __8
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % .070
AVE RAOL O__XDI bl F LOWRATE . GPM ... . 3.5
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT .. 028
-UE INTE9FACLtEMPERATURE, . DE0 20,569
OXIDIZEA INTE-RFAE TEMPEBATURE DEG F 63*417
.~IC COOLA T I ThMPIE RL _.._ DEG . ......
TiC COOLANJ OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F , 48
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN D EG o200,10
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 19 .947
TIC SURFACe TemP -10o IN DEG F 210,141
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 159.968
SSURFAE TEP - 6IN o4 r - 117.8k!
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG 0 19.946
TIC SURBACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 141,52
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 145,0
t/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 126,616
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 465*69
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DEG F 416,000
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DEG F 922e.031
NOZZLE SUPRFACE TEMP # 9.9 fN D0E F 911,574
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 11., IN DEG F 935.380
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 16.2 IN PEG F. 7 1.430
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 28.b4 IN DEG F 552.988
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 640.4 NDG 390189
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .575 IN DEG F 308.531
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
RQCKETDYNE. INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 21 NOVE 3
SERIES RO/XCT-l SEQUENCE 5 .EST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAETMER iU4ITS ALCLAtED VALUE
PCs INJECTOR END PSIA 131.489
PC9 NOZZLE STAGNATION PsIA 124.914
AIXAL THRUST, SITE LBF 6035.855
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LBF 6088,957
NOZLE EXIT PRESURE PSIA ......... 33
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) LB/FT3 54.854
IDI ZER DENSITY LB/F.T3 90.874
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,416
O IDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 12, 317
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.f33
RE RAI O RALL) .......... ...... . ... 1.66
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .555
OLC TOTAL PERCENT 2,815
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.795
FYEL INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID _.61.076
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 60.413
-/C COOLANT- DELTAP -- PSID- -- -- -- 45.
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 138,055
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC .732.043
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5403,014
C-STAR, UR FTE/SEC 5460.922
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 94*604
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.837
CF - VAC 72 EXPECT inI .1.796
CF CORRELATION ----- 102.315
CF, _VAC 72 .. . -. 26b
ISP, TEST SEC 305,069
LMP, SITE laACVU A -398.560- _
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 308,569
ISP, ODK, TEST• CONDITIONS SEC 332,815
ISPo TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.47T
LSP EFFlCIENCY - 91 235
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96,189
ISTAR -OE TT/SEC 338.204.
ISpi ODEP TEST SEC 338*204
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM " TASK XII
ROCKEDYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE a21 NOV 3
SERIES RO/CT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
0-SECOND PgRFORMANCE SURVEY ANOD30-"MIN. POST-FIRE THERMAL
E ALUAfION OF RD INTEGRATED ENGINE, NOPFMAL SHUTOOWN AT 1500
QEG F REOLINE NOZZLE TEMPs TARGET PCNS n 125. 0/ .u 14,65
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 44.224 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 24,000 SEC TO 26.000 SEC
PARAMETER UNITS AVOG MEASURCD VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PSIA 240,384
Ox IZ IERTA PRESSURE SA .... .... 188
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 209.986
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE. PSIA 19T7.45
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 207.796
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSI.A 192S.65
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 1900746
CHAMBER PRESSURE.. NO, 1. PA .... ........ 0.82......
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 2 PSIA 131.121
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LBF 6022,293
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM B LBF 60-0.347
Y-AXIS THRUST LSF -3.543
Z-AXIS THRUST LRF 30.939
ARAGE CPRSSU _ c----- --L- _-----s ,25
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % .127
AVERAGE -FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 60.901
FUEL FM AGREEMENT %076
AVERAGE oXrDIZ FLOWRATE .a. .P .726_
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT 5 .030
FUEL INTERFACE TLMPERATURE OG F 6607
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 65,963
TC COOLANT IN TEMPERATURI__ DE_ e ... 37J6
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 204.157
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DG F 204,046
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 198,265
__Ic_ SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG__ .... 1376
T/c SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 161.668
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 180.022
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 iN OEG F 198.397
T/C SURFACE TEMP N .2 _F 1 3,069
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0,3 IN DEG F 146,342
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DEG F 12 919
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F. 47,593
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DEG F 515.078
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 1;8 IN DEG F 943.814
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 N DEG F 1117.455
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *11 ? IN DEG F 1090.896
N9ZZLE SURFAC EJeMP 1 0 4- 09E2G F __q81e2
NOZZLCESURFACE TEMP *M9.4 IN DEG F 678.735
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP ,0.4 e N DEG F 475,820
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +57.5 IN DEG F 379.237
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED CHAMBER
DATE 21 NOV 3C
SEWIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST I
PERFORMANCE .DATA
PARAMETER __.. UIT s _CULAED_ VALUE
PC_, NAC TOR D esI A 13.997
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 124.447
AXIAL THRU$T, ITE LBF 6026,320
AXIAL tHRU~T, VACUUM LBF 6076.025
NOZZLE EXIT PSSURE PSA . 31
FUEL DENSITY (MMH) LB/FT3 54.813
OIDIZER OENSITY LsB/FT3 9_0,63 4
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,43T
o9AIoZER PLOWRATE LR/SEC 12263
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19,700
IXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) ...... .......
eLc FLOWRATE LB/SEC ,557
BLC TOTAL PERCENT 2.828
CORE IXTURE RATIO O/F 1,782
FUEL INJETOR_ DELTA-P PSID 61 s68
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 59.750
X/C_ COOLA.N_ DELIAwP -- PSID
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 139780
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX rTU/SEC 743323
C-STIAR SITE FT/SEC 539 1.939
C-STAR UMS .. FT/SEC 5448.074
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 94.415
CF_.s IE .... ....... sCF StE VACUUM . 1.840
CF VA iL EET -, 1*J894
CF CORRELATION *--- 102.561
CF, VAC 12 -
ISPs TEST SEC 305,905
ISp, SITE VACUUM SEC 308,428
ISp, VAC72 PREDICTED SEC 308o4"_
ISP, 00Ko TEST CQNDITIONS SEC 332,_552
ISP, TDK, TEST CONOITIONS SEC 327,248
ISP EFFICIENCY 91,288
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 96,219
STA_......!. EC! . _9DE FC.57 O_
ISPv ODE, TEST SEC 337.862
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE. NTFGRATE0 ._CH AMBRER
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RO/1CT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 1
TEST DESCRIPTION
50-SECOND PERFORMANCE SURVEY AND 30-MIN. POST-FIRE THERMAL
EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRATED ENGINE. NORMAL SHUTOOWN AT 1500
DEG __ REDLLINE MOZZLE TEMP,_. TARGET PCNS = i25,. 0F_ L65.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 44*224 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 30,000 SEC TO 32.000 SEC
PARAMIT -E- UINIITS AVG -MEASURED- VALVE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE . PSIA 9 926
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 248.087
UEL lNTERACE PRESSURE PS.A 29.,561
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE P.SIA 199,I01
~1T/C COANT ANLEI MAK. PRESSURE_ _PS1A - - 4
FYEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 1921i86
.O4ID01E ZR._JMNECTOR PRESSURE. PSIA 191 92.
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 131.113
CHAMBER PE$SRE NO* 2 PSIA... 131.373
AAIALTHAUSTo SYSTEM A LOF 6041.390
AXIAL_ THSIsF L _YSTEM B LBF 60494 19
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF -5.568
ZAxt_ ---st -- _ 31.,950
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .023
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT , .113
A veRA GEUEL0WA T-E GpM 60,957
FUEL FM AREEMET .. _ 67_
AVERAGE- oXID1 L---T F ..O...T.G OPM 61.165
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT 22
FUEL INTERFACE TENPERATUR, DEG F 63S457
TIC COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 65.299
T/C COOLAN OUT TE NPERATUL_ .. - 20T 33
T/C sURFACE TENP - 1 IN DEG Fo.
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 200. j
T/C SURAACE tEmP -10 IN DEG F 12l6.097
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F J
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 I.N DEG F 82 OT
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN Q 200.574
T/C SURFACE TE#MP - 2 ZN DEG F 145,127
T/C SURPACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F . -147.915
T-/C SURFACE tEMP * 3 IN DEG F 130.616
TI/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 48.61
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP , 7.2 IN DEG F 620.12
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN .G F _- . . . O l 47.2..1 __
NOZZLt SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1235.304
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #11,7 IN DEG F 1219elT7
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 995.719
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +R284 I-N DEG F 75,072
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #40.4 IN DEG F 563,485
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP .57_5 IN G F __ 4_50_s48
6K-OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
- ROCKEIDYN.E INTEGRATED- -CHAMbEV
DATE 21 NOV 3
S RIES RD/ICT-.1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
SARAETER . . . .. UNIITS_. CALCULATEO VALUE
Pte INJECTOR END PSIA 1_i31.243
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 124.680
AXIAL THRUSTt SITE .. BF 6045.405
AXIAL THRUSTo VACUUM L8F 6092e195
NZOLE _EX _PREi S URE . PS.A . . 9__ _
FUEL DENSITY (MMM) LB/FT3 54.792
O IZER DENSIT Y Le/FT3 90.521
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7T394
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 12.336
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 19.730
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL)_ ......... F ..... .
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC ,554
8LC__ TOTAL- PERCETNL ... 2,807 ..
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.803
FUEL INJ OR DEITA-P PSID -6 0.943
OXIDIZEA INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 60,659
_1/C CO~DLAT_ DELTA-P -. -........ PiL - 15.429 , -.
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 1419833
_Tlr .T_ CHAM _ER _. AT FLUX .u.. USEC 749.863
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 5393,825
c-sTAR, UNA . F /SEC 5452.860
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 94.440
CF, si-- -i . 8- 2
CF SITE VACUUM ---- 1.842
CFLt VAC 72 E£XPECT ..--.. 1.797
CF CORRELATION -- 102.512
CF_.. VAC_72 -... ... . . ... 1.s830
ISP, TEST SEC 306,405
ISPo SITE VACUUM ....... _ ... _.j
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTEO SEC 308.805
ISp, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332.957
ISP, TDK9 TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.593
iR EffICIENCY- s 91 243
ERGoY RELEASE. EFFICIENCY % 96.221
ISp, ODE* TEST SFC 338.412
_lCSMS 4NE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT 0ROGAM - ASK XII
- .RMOCKETYNE_ I_N_TEGRATE .CHAMB_ ER
OATE 21 NOV 3
RESERI Pb  i T-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST i
TEST DESCRIPT ION
50-SECOND PERFORMANCE SURY Y 4ND.30-MINJ POST-FERE THRMNAL
EVALUATION OF RD INTEGRAtCO ENGINE. NORMAL SHUTOOWN AT 1500
-0$ F REO.lKNE__NOZZL EP_ ... _TARET _PNS _ t OF _ .65.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 44.224 SEC
DATA SLICE TIME 36.000 SEC TO 38.000 SEC
PARtAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PsIA 239,926
O a AK PRESSURE__ PSik_.. .. Z663_
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 209,137
_._IDIZER ._I NTERFACE- PRESSURE.. PSI.A 198,169
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PSIA 207,414
FVEL ...INJECTOR PRESSURE .. .. A .2,86
OXIDIZER INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 191.132
CiAMBER PRaESSUR NO... 1 .- . .- - PSl A 44._. 7 -.1.. .
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIA 131,121
._ArLAL THRUST -SYSTEM A LBF 6028.2672
AXIAL THRUST. SYSTEM B LRF 6036,704
Y-AXI.S THRUST LBF -6.327
Z-AXIS THRUST LRF 32,?02
AVERA- -CELL PRLsSUE -- pSAl
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % 009
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE opH 60,681
FUEL FM AGREEMENT % .070
AVRPAGE. 0 OIZER FLOWRATE P..M .609945
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT % 0026
FL.. INT__FrAC TEMPRA TUE 63 6
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 68.764
T/C COOLANT. N TEMPERATURE. DEG F _54928
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 208 432
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 208.600
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN DEG F 201,183
T/C SURFACE TERP -10 IN 2 15EG. 5 45
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DEG F 63._.
T/C SURFACE TEP - 6 IN DEG F I82.69
T7C SURFFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 200.453
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 14512T
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 147.915
1/C suRFA TEMP . 3 IN ... ... ... 1 01
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP DEG F 49.640
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 iN DEG F 705.228
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.8 IN DOG F 1158.321
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 909 IN OEG F 1320,824
NOZZLE SURFAC TEMP .11.? IN DEG F 1316.305
.NOZZLE SURFACE_ kMP .16.2 IN OE0 F 1105.55
NOzZLE SURFACE TEMP *28o4 IN OeG F 768e105
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 40.4 IN DEG 7 6,27T8
NOZZL_ SUWPACE TEMP 414 IN DEG F 53105
6K o S ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
SROCKTOYNE INtEGRATED CHAMI3E
DATE 21 NOV 3
SRIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 1
PERFORMANCE DATA
ePARAMoTER i _u 1 - CALCULATEP VALUE
PC, INJEC-T-OR D PSIA 130991
P- NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 134,947
AXIAL THRUST# $ITE L 6032e688
AXIAL THRUST, VyIUU LF 6078.011
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE pIA029
FUEL DENSITY IWH) Le/FT3 54e778
OXIDIZER OENSITY L f/T3 9_4.3
FUEL FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7,406
OXIDIZER PLOWRATE LBaSEC 12Z282
TOTAL PROPLL- FLOWRATE L8/SEC 19.688
BLC FLOWRATE LR/SEC ,555
LC TOTAL. PRCE0T _.. 2.9817
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1,793
FqEL IN_4ECTOR DELTA.P PSID 6 1.J89
OXIDIZER INJECTOR oELTA-P Ps3o 60.135
ATclC _C0OLALTDELTA- - __ - S -1 .2
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 142.504
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX 8TU/SEC 754,87
C-STAR, SITE Fi/SEC 5395,183
C-STAR, U .MA FT/SEC S452s,724
C'STAR EFFICIENCY % 94.467
CF SITE VACUUM ----- 1.841
c_ Y A_C_ ZEXPECT___ 
-- ,1 96.... _lC CORRELATIO . 102*S31
C. VMAC 7& - - -
ISP, TEST SEC 306,412
ilSP SITE VACUUM SEC 308 714
Ip, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC
ISP, ODK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332_t753
ISp, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 32,7424
ISp EFFICIENCY 91,299
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY s 96,256
__cTsA~,t__eE- .............. c 5.. 71 9 ...
ISPo ODE' TEST S.C 338*137
.K . OMS ENGINE TECHNOLGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
S2ROCKETDYN INEGRATD -C"AMBER
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RO/1ZCT-1 SEQUENCE 5- TEST 2
TEST DESCRIPTION
H G3-PEAFORMANCE EVALUATION. OF ROCKETDYNEA__NjEGRATED NINE*
TARGET PCN$ a 152.9 O/F * 1,65. SHUTDOWN auE TO
1 00 DLG FO ULLE TIP.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 33. 290 SE
DATA SLICE TINE 9.000 SEC TO 10.000 SEC
PAR. AMETE UN1S .. AA _EASUR$£_yALUE _
FUEL TANK PRESSUR RPSIA 314_.51.3
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 321.667
FUEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 269a813
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 253e268
1/. _L_CO COLANINLEIT MA_ .PRESSURE.. PSIA - a - .. .4.
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 250.581
OXIDIZER .IJ.CTOR PRESSURE PSA 243.516.
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO* I PSIA 158.793
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSIAk 1.59,.67
AXIAL THRUSTo SYSTEM A LBF 7218,470
AXIAL THRUST_. SYSTEM B LBE .. ... . ._ ...
Y-AXIS THRUST LBF -2,784
Z-AXIS THRUST. LIF 34,.465
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA *036
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT % .105
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GpM 72,758
__ F E.L .F ._ EE EN................. ..... 03 ... ....
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 72,359
OXIDIZER FM AGREEMENT %186
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 61.928
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F .- 67.*236
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 66*134
. COQLAN EPE URE DEG F 198.4..... .. _6
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 198,150
_1/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN..... DEG F 192.662
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 206.515
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 8 IN DE.G F. 158.057
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 175,914
T/C SURFACE TEP - 4 IN DEG_ ... _..9_
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 140,404
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F 142,224
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 127341
T/C NOZZLE FLANGL TEMP BEG F 4.2 14
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DFG F 321,483
__QZL. SURFACE. tEMP _ 7t0_LB_ DEG -E_ -. - a OZ
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 712.476
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *114. IN DEG F 668.929
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *16.2 IN DEG F 513,454
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +28.4 N DEG F 366.762
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 40.4 IN DEG F 329.311
NQOZZLE S RFACETMP 50b.5_i 0. DG _F ... 2i 03___
• K..OHS..ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED0 HAM OB R
DATE 21 NOV 3
SlAtES /ICTr-i SEQUENCE 5 TEST 2
PERFORMANCE DATA
PARAMETER UNITS CAJbJ .I VAL UE
PC, I NJEC tOR END PST A i9 030
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PsIA 151.079
AXIAL THRUST_ SiTE LSE IP23,629
AXIAL THRUST, VA uuM LB F2-6.326
FUEL DENSITY (AMH) LB/FT3 54.868
OX_~8 ENS _ 1TY ... LB/FIT3 9
FUEL FLOWATE La/SEC 8L89C
OIoDIZER FLOWRATE LBl/SEC 14612
TOTAL PROPEZLLANt FLOWRATE LB/SEC 230506
-TxuRp RTIO (ovERALL) O/F .. 643
8a.C FLOWRATE L8/SEC .. 66 ._
SLC TOTAL PERCENT % 2.834
CLQRE AIXTURE -RATIO OLE *77
FuEL INJECTOR OELTA-P PSIO 9 1: 5 51
.xQ E _ R 1N~ E TOREAP_ . ... _P_.......... _S -_ -4 r ..
T/C COOLANT DELTA-P PSID 9.859
T/US COOLANT DELTA-T DG F 132,530
T C A HEA-T FLUX BTU/SEC 42.821
__-STAR, SITE FiSEC - 85,907
C-STAR UnR FT/SEC 5541,511
_CTAR fl CEN(RY - - - ___ _- - - - - - _ 9- S -
CF, SITE rr-- 1.802
cF SItE. VACUUM -rn* -rn
CF VAC 72 r*rnr 1*809
5, TEST .S.. .. C. . 307 307
- SIE VACUU- sec .T4o
ISP, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 310.144
ISP, 00K, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 333.032
ISP, TDK, TEST CONODITIONS SEC 32T:60
I-SP EFFICIENCY 91 920
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY _ 96_,17
C-STa , oDE F T/SEC 5710.426
ISP, ODE. TEST SEC 337*685
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKETYNE ITGRATCHAMR.....
DATE 21 NOV 3
S.ERRES ROD/1CT-L SEQUENCE 5 TEST.
TEST DESCRIPTION
H.H-PiAFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKEIDYNE INTEGRATED ENGINE.
TARGET PCNS = 152.e O/F 1,65. SHUTDOWN DUE TO
100 DEGVKMOZZLE tEtP
ACTUAL TEST DURATION _ 33,290 SEC _.
DATA SLCE TIME 14.000 SEC TO 15.000 SEC
PARA-METM- __11 AI fASJ.REIML VAE.
SE_,L TANK PRESSURE PSIA 314 e51
OXIDIZER TANK PRQSSURE PSIA 32i.667
FYEL INT~EPRACE PRESSURE PSiA Z7O.Z37
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 253.692
Ic/CDLA_ TILEI MAN- PESSulM PSIA -62.129
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA 249a823
oxiRIZER1 __Lp OR PRESSURE PSIA 4. z.,s16.
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 357.589
CHAMBER_ PRESSURE NO. 2 PIA .2158.Z6
A IAL THAUSTo SYSTEM A LeF 7231.181
AXIAL TH_, SYSTEM _ L .. . ... 7244 .
Y"AXIS THRUST LBF 6.327
AVERAOE CELL PRESSURE PSIA 9031
CELL PREJSURE AGREEMENT L _.0
AVERAGe UEL FLOWRATE GPM 72.813
UEL WAREEMENI
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE P 72414
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DOE F 61.613
OX 0IZER INTERFACE T PERATURE DE _ _ .661.
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DoEG t 65.213
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATU__ ~ _ 199.596
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG 7 ?00.602
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN .Ge 192.311
Tlc SUPFAR 104P -10 IN F 20s
TIC S URFACI TEP -e IN - PEG F . 3T,4
yIC SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 175,430
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN DEG F 192,351 _.
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN OEG F 139.193
T/C SURFACE TEMP -"o3 IN DEF 11*134
T/C SURFACE TEMP + 3 IN DE P 126,008
T/C NOZZLE FLAkGE TEMP 430.01 9
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *+ 7t IN OFG F 30,019
NOZZLE SURFA TEMP * Ei 0
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F 936.181
_OZZLE SURFACE TEMP #11.7 IN DEG F 8934i32
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 692.783
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *28..4 IN DEG. E -55.897
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +40.4 IN DEG F 423.976
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP S57.5 1 - _____ 43___ 3_
6K -OMS-ENGINE TECHNOLOGY-
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
. T ................ . . ........ ROCKe Y INTEGRATE ...CHAME R .......... ..
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RO/ICT-L SEQUENCE S TEST 2
PERFORMANCE DATA
PAR AME TER AJN S .ALCWLATED YALUE _
PC, INJECTOR END PSIA j51.926
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 150029
AXIAL THRUST9 SITE B t2F379932
A_ xL THRUIs_ VACUU_ T_. 9  ....
NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE PSIA .035
FUEL DENSITY (MMIH) LB/FT3 54.832
OXIDIZER DENSITY L8/FT3 90.642
-F UE L FLOWRATE LB/SEC 7. -g 8 .
OXIDIZER FLOWRATE LB/SEC 14,624
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE La/SEC 23.519
M4IX TURE RATIQ (OVERALL) 0/F 1,6.44
BLC FLOWRATE LB/SEC *666
BLAC TOTALPERCENT -- 2.---
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F e7
FUEL _INJECTOR l_ gL.TAP PS P9.s97
oxIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 85.590
T/C COOLANT ODELTA-P PSID- 1 24.o9
T/C COOLANT DELTA-IT DEG F .13-4*3
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX BTU/SEC e854,o7
C-STAR $SITE FT/SEC 5444,750
c_-s ARa . _ R ... E ... .... 00..A0.0......... .__OO 459
C-STAR EFFIXCIENCY 95e346
CF SITE VACUUM v1oq- 1,e34
CF CORRELATION 1...I 02 239
C VAC a
ISp TEST SEC 7
ISP, SITE VACUUM SEC 310.375
ISP, VAC17 PREDICTED SEC 10 9344
ISPo ODK 1- E, T COND1ITIONS sC 333_ _39
ASP9 TDKo TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327.620
ISP EFFICIENCY 91,903
tNtR8Y AtCEA-S EFFICIENCY- 9.384
C*STAR, ODE FT/SEC ... 519Q. 9
ISP' ODE TEST SEC 337.720
6K_OMS ENGINE TECH4NOLLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
ROCKEI YNE INTGRAToE CHAMB ~
OATE 21 NOV 3
SRIes ROICT- 1 ... SEQUENCE 5 TEST 2
TEST DESCRIPTION
HIGH-PERFORMAC EVALUATIQ0 OF ROCKED!YNE !INTERA~ W ENGINE_
TARGET PCNS a 152#, O/F 1.65. SHUTDOWN DUE TO
ISO_OEag F NOZjLE TEMP,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 33290 SEEC
DATA SLICETIMET 19.000 SEC TO 20.000 SEC
PARAME .......... S AV EAREL ..... _LVE
FEL TANK PRESSURE IPSA .. _ aL05
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSIA 322e617
FEL INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA "269.13
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 254.116
/_T_/. COOLA L__. INLF. T MAN._ PRESS_. _URE --. SA ... .3.9_ - .
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PS9A 248*685
OX IDIZER .INJECTOR PRESSURE. .... PS....... 243.901
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 1 PSIA 157.348
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 2 PSi- . 157.760
AXIAL THRUST9 SYSTEM A L8F 7247.088
A1_AAL_18 RUTSST_ . . ....EM .  ....8 L. 1265
Y-AXIS THRUST L F -6.327
Z-AXIS T.HRUST LEF. 33.455
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .Q28
__C_LL PRESSURE AGREEMENT .... 06
AVERAGE FUEL FLOWRATE GPM 72.758
UF FML AGREEMENT ____.
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOWRATE GPM 72*633
I1._ JZER. _FM AGREEMENT . . ..... .. _...... ...... ........ 8
FUEL INTERFACE TEMPERATURE DEG F 64.306
-OXDIZE, ITERACE TEMPERAIt . DEG_ ..... 085
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F 67.436
I1LCO2LANTAI.LIEMPERATVRE D03m785
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN DEG F 204.104
.T/ EU.FACE TEMP -13 IN DrF _ _9
TiC SURFACE TEMP -10 IN DEG F 208,741
T/C SURFACE TEMP -_6 IN . DEG.... 1_ 4__45
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 177.605
/A/ RFA _EMP A N - .G 9
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DG F 141.737
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEGF _
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 127.343
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP. DEG F . Z-_,.4_
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 7.2 IN DEG F 537.271
_ _2zzL . SURF_AC TEMP * _s__N .... EG. .1454.
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1906.524
NOZZLE SURFACE TEP .11 7 IN DE F 1Q.38..
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN OEG F 852,533
NiOZZt SURPACE TEMP +28.4 1..N DEG.- 69.46
NOQZZLE S0URFACE TEMP 40.4 IN DEG F 513.478
SU2 L7 E TkE4 P0 .57b -1 . DN ER __ V 411.169
1S MwsA ' iOLOQY- TASK X
ROCKETYNE INTRAT K HAMBER_
oAfT a1 Nov 3
S9RECs RO0 T_1-1 SEQUECE 5 .EST 2
PFRPORMANCE DpATA
PARAMETER i C ALCULA T VALUE
C, gMsJECTQR Psia _ 1
PS, NOLE STNATIoN PStA 149.676
AAAJAL THRUMSt- SITE 259 -833
AXIAL tHRUSt, VACUUM LaBp 0876
9XZLE RE nsug __ ___
FUEL DENSITY (NMH) LB/FT3 54.773
04I R OENStTY 
-. R/F1T3 
- os4
FUEL FLO~ ATE LB/SEC .8,879QXjOIZER O!LQWRATE kLeSEK 1-4_o 653TOTAL PROPELLANY FLOWRATE LB/SEC 23.532
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) 
__ QL 1650
8LC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .665
BLC TOTAL- PERCENT 
- 21.826
CORE MIXTURE RATIO q/F i,78
FUEL. INJECTOR OELTA-P -$D 13.
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 86,347
T/C COOLAr QELTA-P .... -.... :
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T !go F 136350
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX .. .3$9E 8. __ 5-_605
C-STARe SITE FT/SEC 5428.989C-STARo UMR Fi/SEC _54.289
C-STAR EFFICIENCY 95.062
c ,_si T_ .... __.... 
__ y
CF SITE VACUUM 1.041
Vk VAC 7_XPECT 
-- 795
CF CORRELATION ----- 102.593CF vAC12 .. 
-*.........-.... I A 829
ISPo TEST SEC 308,252
~SP SITE VACUUM_ _ __ SEC 30 .675
ISp, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 310.658
I~Sp, OD00Ke TEST CONDQIATIONS SEC 3339,199_
ISP9 TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SFC 327.800
ISP EFFICIENCY " 91,940
ENERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY % 96.422
ISPo ODE, TEST SEC 337*910
_ 6K_ OMS-_Eft1NE~ ftChN!OLOGY
SUP0rT OROGRAM - TASK X II
QATE 21 NOV 3
S~R~tS R~flC~uil SQUENESTS
TEST DESCRIPTION _E cE -5 TEST- 2
MI~~P4~4~ EVALVATl*__ op, ROG Ejoawc NITGW NIE
TARET PCNS w 152,, orF a 10650 SHUTOVN QUE TO
ACTUAL TESTOURATION SC
DAA SLICE TIE B B30000 SEC To 32.000 SEC
_PRaM~taw 
__ ~.. -_~__ Units A.A4EASUREQd~ .YAI~UE __ ---
VEAL TANx p-RoSREE Psas 31-44970OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PS7A 32,617
-FUEL _!IN!EAFAC9' PIRP5uRE__. PI$A 269.1_3
OXIDIZER INTERFACE PRESSURE PSIA 254.116
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSa 24716
_01 1ZE~jJ ORWPRESSURE, PSIA ~ 24*6
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO* 1 PSIA 14a51
Ct!AMQER _PE SURI N-.- 2 _ ... - 4.503 8
AXIALT HRUST SYSTEM A LRF 72509293
ax4A tA _PIsUVELSIBk~ YSh r ___ _ LaP 1260.516 
_____.__ 
._
Y-AXIS THRUST LRF3 -. 98
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA .23
A , RSU _ AGREEMENT. - l32-VER GE FUE" F.LORATE GPM T29961 . . .6




FUEL INMT0FACE, TEMPERATURE. 06 F 6S,411
- QXA1OIZE NTEAC TEMRfIIJRE DG - -- T88
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE., Dk G
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN- DEG r g@60264
71TC___VRFAj"EP -13- I-M-
T/C SuRPACE tf"P -10 IN DEG F 2109491
XL1RFA_SW_ A TEM*P 5 -I - ,.53
T/C SUMFACE %MP - 6 IN DES P 178.95
T/', SURFACE TeNP - 2 IN 142*463T/eC SUPPAtt TtmP -0,3 IN p i43,5S7
T/C SURAE TEMP # 3 DE F 1283.13
J/C MOULE EhfLAN_6.F _ ._TNP IiNOZZLE SUPAFCE TEMP 4 !.~ RN Oet P'49451
#4 0z F., SUMACE TEMP 6*8 INS i f*- O3.294 
__
NOZZLE SURACE TEMP # 949Oka 0" __345.4
40ZZLE SORFACEt TEMP 0 h 0E9 - 13gZ.8i3
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP 0 IN DEG ri h05.L 1





A ROiTKYNE 1 I ~RATED Ct9AM8
0ATE 21 NO0V 3
$~RIE$ no~J-I - -SEQUENCE 5 ~
PERJQRHAJkE--0A!At
PARAMETER UISCALCULATED VALUE
PC, INJECOR END ~L - 44
P 9 NO LH$AT INPSIA -1j79o442
AMAL !T~t SIE L2 75,jA34
MX-UAL TARUST, VACUUM4 LeF T0oi
NOZZL __r-p~x __svm.- ___
FyEL DENSITY (MHM) LR/FT3 54,j43
FUEL FLOWAftE LB/SEC ege87
8oaB ~s6~~8~kwLBs h/SEC t4~648TOTAL 0* ELANT FLOWRATE - LB/SEC - 23,536
NIxTURg RAtXO- (ERAVILL) LL - --- 1*6.A48
8LC FLOWR4TE LB/SEC *6~6
C TOTAL OROEJ4T --------.--- -- - - - -% -. - a
CORE 4IXTuaE RAtlo o/F B*78
OXIWIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 86.208
J COOLTELAP __ OPsT -- i8 23
tVC COOLANT OELTA-T DEG F
C-STAR, SITE P'/SEC 541,9o~,7
CMWiA~ UNA F/E S4?!S.*97
CSTAR EFFICIENCY 94.902
ScF,. IIE_ _-_.._~. -- ~ __._. ___~ bl _____ _
C! SITE VACUUM 1.843
t-VA&--lZlEXPEC-T -----
C! CORAELATION 102.701
po TESt SYC 3SO00275
__J4p*91 9 VACUUM see__ 310,420
IS~p VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 109414
_zi§p, Of*-# TEST CONOXTW0MV 333m.138
-Isp, TDIK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 327,73
Sp EFFICENCAE EFIY ----- - -- - 91ka
_ -- ___-_tP it UaNdtf5 6.3
ISPv ODE, TEST Se 337.846
--- SZr sI- -oNE__ TlC8OLO4QY.________.
S t PROGRAM - TASK XII
SLR~E ~iO4!N -SEQU _.-5TEST 3A
TEST DESCRIPTION
OW-xPR !-SIV RFORF4ANCE. TDiNLL INTEGRjTED
Mfc UTOMATIC LOW-FLOW SHUTDOWN.ON FIS TE4PTATCN
__8o, 0/F a- j,65o - ICREAS ~ RA U 0PIA EYLD
_ACaL TEST DURATION
DATA SLICE TIME, 900 SEC To 10.000 SEC
PARAM4ETEfl UNITS AVG. MEASURED LU
-fL TAN R E p -OEM k 00990t oA -n-3T
O[DI!ZER TANK PRESURP 16
FVE9L INTERFACE POREtSSURE PSI 16.947
QF~~1aiP1_ %~I~~T $!~~C -8~d~it ~ _ _ _ A__ _~_ __ 149fg~~428
T/C COOLAN4T INLET MAN. PRESURE OptA 12.863
-RSS~ PSA~ lk
C4t- PASSSUR NO. a PSIZA
AAL'W-' IT UYEM A LaF
V;AtHUST ~8
AYCRAft CeLL pagssuR__m PSo3 ___ ___
f E JCriaG AGRE6M NT __
9,_ IPLOWAAT GPM__
FUIEL FM A 4EE4T t i-_
0OXI-HI-A rM AGREEMENT %~2
FU L 94TE-AFACE TEMPERAATU
T/ suRFACE T61P '.16 IN-- F 20__0 .82
li 6 o 79
f7/C uftAw T-010-13 IN DEG F: A6T97/c _ET9MP .10 IN 22300_ 9_______S___
T/.C SURFAW. TEMP -. 8 IN DIOF i$9oT93
TIc Su~r4tC TFHP - 6 IN DEF IN.120
vc NAM4E _T EM-P - 4 N DEG F ~75 z
TIC sUA Ttta 2 I - ______f AM,
T/C SURIwCE T "N '0 IN DIEG F 1 54*328
T/C WURVAC TgMP + 3 IN DGF124,v978
T/C NOZZLE FLANGE TEMP oOr, -9405 55
NOZZLE' SURFACt, TEM4P o 7*2 LN D~F4676
-W~ 3SUWFAC~tNPM~ 0 1.8 IN DEG F 6
_NqZZLE: SUAFACE tEMP # 9.0 9 N DE _Q PO~
iNOZZLE WORPCE. TEMP o1, A a - DEG F 2.8
S UMPACE TE o "I
Mt~L SUACt VEM *20,0 iN DEG F
OZZLE SURtACE TEMP 07 p IN DEG F
6K OMS ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM,- TASK XII
ROCKETDYN. INTEORATED CHAMBER
DATE 21 NOV 3
SERIES RD/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 3A
PERFORMAN C ..DATA
PARAMETER .__ IT..S _ CALCUL4ATI_ .VALUE
PC, INJECTOR END .... A 17.257
PGC NOZZLE STAGNATION PSIA 101.894
AXIAL THRUST S ItE .LF . 487.48
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUM LaF 4893.708
NOZZLJEtP$WSRE PsiA - -3 n6
FUEL DENSITY (McWH) Le/FT3 54743
O0IDIZER DENSITY Lo/FT3 904315
FUEL FLOWRATE La/SEC 6.002
QOIDIZER FLOWRATE L8/SEC ._97.
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LR/SEC 15.980
IXTUR RAT_V RA L) ... .. ..... .......
8LC FLOWRATE LB/SEC .450
BLC .. OTAL PERCENT .... a.. ... 3.
CORE MIXTURE RATIO O/F 1.797
FEL_ INJECTOR DELTA-P PS . . 40_ io&4
OXIDIZER INJECTOR DELTA-P PSID 38.424
__T/C CDOLaNTDELIA - -- - ----- - 5
T/C COOLANT DELTA-T DEG F 142,924
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX aTV U C .613.316
C-STAR, SITE Ft/SEC 5442.646
C-STAR, UNR FT!SEC 55900806
C-STAR EFFICIENCY % 95,297
CFE, SITE -- -.-- .___
CF SITE VACUUM "-** 1.810
CF CORRELATION ... ....... 100.798
C F t VAC A1 2 ---- -- 4 7 "99
ISP, TEST SEC 302,098
_5sp, SITE VACUUM SEC 306.247
ISp, VAC 72 PREDICTED SEC 306 g 25 .
ISP, 00K, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 332,192
ISP, TDK, TEST CONDITIONS SEC 3 6*848
ISp EFFIENCY 90538
AERGY RELEASE EFFICIENCY 6.29
mSTAR, POE 1-SEC - - U254
ISpi ODE. TEST SEC 338.250
6K MS _ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XiI
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATEO CHAMBER
SERIES RO/ICT-1 SEQUENCE 5 TEST 3A
TEST DESCRITPION
LOW-PRESSURE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED
ENGINE. AUTOJrATXc LOW-FLOW h SHUTOWN -ONFIRS ATTEMPT ~T PC-S =
98., O/F a le65. INCRE;SED TANK PRESSURES 10 PSI ANO RECYCLED.
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 40*196 SEC
DATA SaLIC TIME 10.ooo0- SE to 32.666 Stc
PARAMETER UNITS AVG. MEASURED VALUE
FUEL TANK PRESSURE PS IA 75. 407
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE PSA 1790T29
FUeL INTERFACE PRESSURE PS1A 5*250
OxIDiZER INTE CE f-PASSURE PsOIA 147732
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN. PRESSURE PS A S362_ ..
FL INJCOR PRENJSSURE PSI1A 144.787
OXIUZZ INJECTOR PRESSURE - iA 0
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 105,o07
CHAMBER PRESSURE NOj PS2 TA 1_5237
AXIAL TVRUSTS , B 41YSTE ... 9,4
Y-AXIS THRUST LeF hi,11
ZiAXts UST LaB 2tAS68
A-YERA SE CL P OSURc PSIA *922
CELL PRESSURE AGREEMENT. 901
TCAVEWAGC F A F LRATUEePM 48.7149
-FUEL FM AGREMENT .182
AVERAGE 1OX1OIER FLOWRATE GPM 4927s
0i0oxID R PM 9AREE4MENT d134
FUEL INT-A TIE RATUR D6 5*665
OXIDIZEA 
_EFACE -EMPE TURE DEG F 71.058
T/C COOLAT IN TEMPERATURE DEG F
T/C COOLANI OUT TEMPERATORE D F 98___ ,
T/C sUAFA!AE T94P -16 IN DEG F 28.s649
T/C SURFACE TEMP -13 IN IG _. 210.297
T/C SURFACE TEMP -I N0 DEG F 26.154
T/C URECETEMP - a. IN DEG E -9-0
TiC SURFACE TEMP 6 IN DEG F 0990
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN EGF 209 71_
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN DEG F 151,783
T/C SURFACE TEMP *-0, IN DEG F 154 449
T/C SURFCE TEMP * 3 IN DE F 136,310
T/C RQZLE FLAN0E TEMP DEG F _9,s79
NOZZLE SURFACE TEP * 7.2 IN DEG F 736.693
-oiZL sntac e MP * P L .74 It DG n- I 7 9Z l
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 9.9 IN DEG F ia57,352
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *11.? IN DEG F 1221.o73
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +16.2 IN DEG F 1098.906
NOZLE $SURFACE TEMP *_ 8.4 1N DEG F 987,1389
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP +404 IN DEG F 831,419
SUPPORT P OGRAM xTAK A11OC-YN 
------ -------
DATE 21 NOV 3
.. SR.E D/C .. SEQU E 5.. .. .... TEST -3.A
PERFORMAlNC EDATA.
PARAMETER 
_ _ _ CALCULATEO VALUE
PC, INJECTOR -END PSIA. 105s.l
PC, NOZZLE STAGNATION P$IA 99g913
AXIAL THRUST., SITE Lf P8_ 3o9
AXIAL THRUSTv VACUUM L8F 4856,473
NOL EXIT PRESSURE PoA 25
FUEL DENSITY 4MMH) LB/FT3 54~9 4
OXIDIZER DENSITY ./F_9T3 -026.7
FUEL FLOWRATE L8/SEC 5,941
OXiD.ZRm FLOWRA-TE. L/E- 9-0.6
TOTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE LB/SEC 15848
MIXTURE RATIO (OVERALL) LF 667 __
8LC FLOWRATE LA/SEC .445
BLC TOTAL PERCENT . . .808
CORE MIXTURE RATIO o/F 1.802
FEL N RJECt@ DYR TA*P PsD . 36615





T/C COOLANTT DE.-TAT DEG F 15,O001
THRUST CHAMBER HEAT FLUX_ 8U/VSEC 637.200
C-STAR, SITE FT/SEC 9381 334
C-STARo UR. F/5SEC 5440. 33
C-STAR EFFICIENCY . 94*22
CF, SITE'  ._ 1___ _ ___
CF sITE VACUUM - . . 1.832
F, CORRELATION -- ,, 101.982
IX P TEST SE" 3.,
I a S E VACUUM sC 30a s450
S &VAC T PREOICTED s 1W
ISP, TO9 ITEST CONoDITIONS sC 3 .87
ISP EFFICIENCY 90.562








ISP ODE TEST SEC 338*.37
__6KQMSXNaitAE 1CefiNOLOGY
SUPPORT PROGRAM - TASK XII
.__ ROCKETOYNE INTEgRATED CHAMBER
DATE 21 NOV 3
_SERIES O/ICT-1 _ -SUENCE TEST 3A
TEST DESCRIPTION
LOW-PRESSURE PERFORMANCE VALuAiON F ROCKETDYNE INTEGRATED
EN -9NE, AUTOMATIC LOW- L00 SHUTDOWN ON FTSlt ATTEMPT At CNS
96., O/F 1 o6S INCREASED TANK PRESSURES 10 PSI AND RECYCLED,
ACTUAL TEST DURATION 40,196 SEC
DATA SLIC& TIME 38.000 SEC T0 4.0@0 S -
PARAMETER_ . U T$ -. AVG. MEASURED VALUE
tFUEL TANK assu A IP9
OXIDtZER TANK PRESSURE PSA 1799254.
FL INTEVFAE PRESSURE _PslA
0X1 EINE RrACE PESSUR# E PSIA 147.308
T/ C0o ANT INLET NANt PRESSURE __PSIA - 53*626
FUEL INJECTOR PRESSURE PSIA • 44.028
_11_ IZEA IN4CTOR PRESSUR . . ~SA - J39 .i t
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO, 1 PSIA 104.695
CHAM8ER Pe$aSURE NO, 2 - IA 14. -T
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM A LF 4794,459
AXIAL THRUT SYSTEM B LB_ 403_.99
Y-AXIS THRUST LsF 9.617
Z-AXIS T11IuS 21.49
AVERAGE CELL PRESSURE PSIA *021
CSLL PRESSURE AGREEMlNT 11 l1
AVERAGE ULri OWR TE GPM 48.604
FUEL FM AGREEM NT • o179
AERAGE 01*WI FLO RATE -PM 49-_4
OXIDIZER PM AGREEMENT ...._1__
FUEL INTERFACE proRATUR QG F 65.835
OXIDIZER INTERFACE TEMPERATURE D_- _G . 71.398
T/C COOLANT IN TEMPERATURE, DE ..67.56
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 218.917
T/C SURFACE TEMP -16 IN Dee F 220.111
T/C $URFACE TE4P -13 IN DOe F _ 2 1 265
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN 0EG F 286.623
TiC SURFAE TEMP - IN .B E .
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 6 IN DEG F 191,384
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 4 IN __ LQ F _.94)_
T/C SURFACE TEMP - 2 IN -DEG F 151904
T/C SURFACE TEMP -0.3 IN DEG F M .4
T/C SURFACE TEMP * 3 IN DEG F 1369552
T/C NZZLE FLANGE TEMP, -e _v _f04a
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 7.2 IN DE F 603.581
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP + 78 _ IN --DE F 11,857
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP * 9.9 IN DEG F 1336078
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *l4B1N - E D-F 13b66
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP #16.2 IN DEG F 1183.72
NOZZLE SURFACE TEMP *40,4 IN DEG F 8948.296
__NO1ZZLE SURFACE TEMP *57 5 IN DEG8 __8_S346
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